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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

The greatest obstacle to discovering the 
shape of the earth, the continents and the 
ocean, was not ignorance, but the illusion 
of knowledge. 

Daniel Boorstin, The Discoveries 

The diatomic molecules nitrogen and oxygen are the most abundant species that 
surround us. Amongst them we move and breath, although our eyes do not notice them. 
Invisible as they are, they cannot hide from the human mind. In the course of this 
century, numerous investigators have laid bare the internal structure of diatomics, and 
the laws that govern these small quantum worlds. This thesis deals with the dissociation 
behaviour of nitrogen and oxygen. The vast body of knowledge that is already available 
on this, will slightly be extended, but also our lack of knowledge on less well explored 
areas will be highlighted. However, before dwelling on the borders of our understanding 
of diatomics, we will start with an introduction and summarize what previous generations 
have taught us about this interesting field of physics. The latter half of the introduction 
will be devoted to the role of photodissociation in the atmosphere of the earth, and serves 
as an illustration of the more fundamental aspects of this thesis. It will be shown, that the 
role of photodissociation is an important one, being the first step in the photochemistry 
of the atmosphere, and shielding life on earth from harmful solar radiation. 

1.1. Physical aspects of diatomic molecules 

1.1.1. The structure of diatomics 

Molecular nitrogen and oxygen, N2 and O2, are homonuclear diatomic molecules. The 
diatomics were the first molecules where quantum mechanical principles have been ap
plied. The reason for this is obvious, from all molecules only the diatomics have no more 
than two internal modes of motion: they can vibrate and rotate. Since the beginning 
of this century, it has been a challenge for physicists to find the relationship between 
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the multitude of lines observed in absorption and emission spectra and the geometrical 
structure and the internal degrees of freedom of the diatomics. They were guided in 
this by the newly developed quantum mechanics. An excellent overview of the results 
obtained in the first half of this century has been given by Herzberg [1]. 

An important step was made in 1927 by Max Born and Robert Oppenheimer [2]. 
They developed an intuitively very attractive picture of a diatomic molecule. Nuclei are 
much heavier than electrons and move very 'slowly' compared with the electrons; the two 
nuclei have their own slow-motion in a surrounding cloud of fast moving electrons. In 
the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation one assumes that the nuclei are stationary com
pared to the electrons. The electrons, keeping the two nuclei together in the first place, 
instantaneously adjust their orbitals to the motion of the nuclei, and at each internuclear 
separation they minimize their kinetic and electrostatic energy. The power and the glory 
of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is twofold. It provides us with relatively simple 
first-order wavefunctions, consisting of one part describing the total electronic wavefunc-
tion and another part describing the nuclear wavefunction. Moreover, it provides us with 
potential energy diagrams that give a clear pictorial insight in the behaviour of diatomics. 
Potentials are constructed by calculating the total electronic energy as a function of in
ternuclear separation. For very small internuclear separation, the nuclear repulsion will 
dramatically increase the potential energy, while in the limit of infinite internuclear sepa
ration the potential energy will equal the energy of the isolated atoms, this limit is called 
the dissociation limit. As the first derivative of a potential is a force, one can understand 
that for stable molecules a potential energy well is required in between these limits. It is 
the overall shape of this 'well' that determines what vibrational and rotational modes of 
the two nuclei are allowed. A stable molecule will always populate a certain rovibrational 
level. 

For each diatomic, a whole series of potentials can be constructed by placing one or 
more of the electrons in a molecular orbital of higher energy. Each potential belongs 
to a certain electronic state. While doing that, one will discover that not all potentials 
are stable, but that some of them are monotonie, and thus repulsive. Excitation of an 
electron to a repulsive potential will lead to the dissociation of the molecule. If excitation 
occurs through the interaction with light, then we have an example of photodissociation. 
Photodissociation is a central theme in this thesis, and we will elaborate more on this 
topic in the next section. 

What timescales are we talking about in a diatomic molecule? At first one might 
wonder if this notion is actually meaningful. Is not one of the lessons of quantum me
chanics that eigenfunctions from unperturbed systems are stationary, time-independent 
functions (apart from phase-f actors), resulting in time-independent observables? Indeed, 
for an unperturbed diatomic we can only talk about a probability of having a certain elec
tronic configuration, internuclear separation, and orientation in space. In the strict sense, 
the concepts of motion and timescales have no meaning here. Still, classical timescales 
can be measured, but to do this the system has to be perturbed and brought in a su
perposition of eigenstates. The thus created wavepackets, either electronic, vibrational 
or rotational wavepackets, can have very classical properties and 'reveal' the timescales 
involved. These timescales turn out to be related to energy level differences, according 
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to Heisenberg's uncertainty relation 

&E-At>h (1.1) 

The energy separations of different electronic configurations are of the order of 1 eV, 
timescales are thus shorter than femtoseconds. Vibrational level spacings are of the 
order of 0.1 eV, and vibrational motion occurs thus in tens-of-femtoseconds. Rotational 
motion is slowest with level separations of 0.001 eV and timescales of picoseconds. 

A theme that always returns in the study of diatomics is angular momentum theory, a 
topic that is well presented by Zare in his excellent book [3]. The four sources of angular 
momentum in a diatomic are nuclear rotation, nuclear spin, electronic motion, and elec
tron spin. Angular momentum theory provides the mathematical tools to describe the 
many possible coupling schemes, called Hund's coupling cases. Each coupling case has 
its own proper quantum numbers for labelling the wavefunction. In the absense of spin, 
the Born-Oppenheimer stationary eigenfunction of a diatomic molecule can be written 
as: 

Фл ум(г; Я, θ, φ) = Фл„(г; R)^Xv{R)V2J+ 1DJ

MA(9, φ, 0)* (1.2) 

where Фл(г;И) is the electronic, ^х (Д) the vibrational, and y/2J + \DJ

MfL(9, φ, 0)* the 
rotational wavefunction. The total orbital angular momentum of the electrons is not a 
conserved quantity since the electrons don't move in a central field. But the projection 
of the total angular momentum on the internuclear axis, Λ, is conserved, and Λ is a 
good quantum number. In Hund's case (a) the magnetic field associated with Λ is strong 
enough to couple S, the total electronic spin, to the intermolecular axis (projection Σ), 
whereas in Hund's case (b) this coupling is very weak. The total angular momentum, 
J, is the vector sum of electronic and nuclear angular momentum. J is conserved, as 
long as no external force is exerted on the molecule, and its projection on a space-fixed 
axis is M. In Fig. 1.1 angular momentum vector diagrams for Hund's case (a) have been 
shown, with S = 0, J — 2, Λ = 1, and M = —J,..., J: а 'Π state. The z-axis was 
chosen as the axis of quantization. As an illustration we also plotted the polar plots of 
the squared rotational wavefunction D2

Ml(9, </>, 0)*. In these plots, the length of a vector 
starting at the origin and ending at the surface is the probability that the molecule is 
oriented in the direction of the vector. Each wavefunction is cylindrical symmetric around 
z. This seems to be in contrast with the angular momentum schemes, where cylindrical 
symmetry around J is expected. However, one must realize that the wavefunction does 
not prescribe the precise orientation of J, it only restricts the orientations in such a way 
that the projection of J on the z-axis is M. This indeterminacy is accounted for in the 
polar plots, while in the vector diagrams one specific orientation of J is chosen, as if a 
collapse of the wavefunction has occurred. 

1.1.2. Photodissociation of diatomics 

When light interacts with a bound molecule, it can excite one of the electrons to an 
anti-bonding orbital, and cause the molecule to fall apart. Many diatomic molecules 
are tightly bound, and only ultraviolet (UV) light has sufficient energy to overcome 



M=2 

М=1 

М=0 

М=-1 

М=-2 

Figure 1.1: Two different representations of a symmetric top diatomic molecule 
with rotational wavefunction DJ

MK(8,<ji,x)* equal to Ο^^Θ,φ,Ο)*, M = -2,...,2. 
On the right, vector diagrams of the angular momenta involved are shown, and the 
precession cones described- by the molecule. On the left side, polar plots of the 
squared rotational wavefunction are shown. The z-axis was chosen as quantization 
axis. 
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the binding energy of the bond. Photodissociation is an important process in earth's 
atmosphere, where it is the motor for many important chain reactions that form the 
basis of atmospheric chemistry. An outline of the interaction of solar UV light and 
molecules in the atmosphere will be the subject of Sec. 1.2 of the introduction. 

The fate of the fragments formed in a dissociation process is hard to study with 
conventional spectroscopy. Traditionally, the occurrence of photodissociation was inferred 
from the absence of emission, or from the diffuseness or the breaking-off in the rotational 
structure. Only very occasionally direct evidence was presented for atom formation. In 
1926 Turner discovered that when I2 molecules are photodissociated with a broadband 
light source, the gas will start to absorb the ultraviolet atomic lines of iodine, which 
unambigiously proves that atoms are produced [4]. Alternatively, one measured the heat 
conductivity, or the total absorption of a diatomic molecular gas which could change as 
a consequence of the dissociation of a certain fraction of the molecules. 

The width of absorption lines forms a measure of the lifetime of the dissociative state. 
Based on these lifetimes, photodissociation can be divided in two classes. First there is 
the fast and direct dissociation, where the photon excites a continuum wavefunction. 
Such is the case when exciting a repulsive state, or the continuum region of a bound 
state, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. A second type is the 'slow' and indirect dissociation, 
or predissociation where the excited wavefunction has predominantly bound character. 
In the latter case, the molecule vibrates and rotates before the dissociation takes place, 
which can be inferred from the observation of vibrational and rotational structure in the 
absorption spectrum. In Fig. 1.2 several types of predissociation have been depicted. 
Predissociation can be subdivided into three types. Most common is the normal predis
sociahon, where energy levels of an electronic state are degenerate with the dissociation 
continuum of a second state. Rotational predissociation occurs when the molecule has 
sufficient rotational energy to overcome the dissociation barrier. A third type is the ac
cidental predissociation, where predissociation occurs through the interaction of bound 
state energy levels with an intermediate predissociative state. In this thesis we will 
encounter both the direct and indirect dissociation. In Chapter 3 the direct photodis
sociation of O2 is studied, where the excitation takes place in the continuum region of the 
metastable Herzberg states. Here the dissociation time is in the order of femtoseconds. 
In the Chapters 4 to 6 predissociative Rydberg states of N2 will be investigated. Many 
of these states decay as a result of an accidental predissociation, with lifetimes in the 
order of nanoseconds. 

In the course of the measurements we encountered a very rare type of predissociation 
in N2, a so called magnetically induced predissociaton. A state that is normally metastable 
against predissociation can become predissociative in the presence of an external electric 
or magnetic field. One of the reasons can be that the Stark or Zeeman shift of a stable 
energy level induces an accidental predissociation. And this leads to a strong lifetime 
reduction compared to the unperturbed level, as will be shown in the final chapter, 
Chapter 7. 
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Internuclear Separation 

Figure 1.2: Four different examples of photodissociation, (a) Direct dissociation 
to a repulsive state, (b) Normal predissociation, where the predissociative bound 
state interacts with a repulsive state, (c) Rotational predissociation, the rotational 
term in the Hamiltonian (oc Í/R2) lins a bound potential to higher energy and can 
create a dissociation barrier. The dissociation is a result of tunneling through this 
barrier. (4) Accidental predissociation, here one of the (ro)vibrational levels of a 
bound state becomes predissociative through the interaction with a predissociative 
state. 

1.1.3. Photofragment angular distributions 

In the following a condensed overview of the theoretical framework that will be used in 
this thesis will be presented. The photodissociation cross section is often expressed as [5] 

σ,(ω) = — Σδ^ •ωίχ)\ΐ$γ\ατ·<№™)\ (1.3) 

where |Φ[ ο ί) and \φψ) are the initial and final wavefunctions of the diatomic molecule, 
and gr · e is the operator describing the interaction of the electric dipole moment with 
the electric vector of the light. Starting with this expression different paths can be 
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followed, depending whether one is interested in the dynamical aspects of the dissociation 
process, or the time-independent properties. Traditionally a time-independent method 
was chosen, because this method yielded molecular properties that could be tested in 
experiments. Nowadays, also time-dependent methods are popular, like in the calculation 
of so-called classical trajectories, which give a very intuitive picture of the motion of a 
wavepacket as it evolves in time and space; and these wavepackets can experimentally be 
studied (see ref. [5] and references therein). If one is merely interested in absolute cross-
sections, angular distributions of photofragments, or the branching over the available 
dissociation channels, then time-independent methods suffice. In the Chapters 3 to 6, 
time-independent theory will be used to calculate angular distributions. This is inherent 
to the fact that the experimental setups used for our measurement only provide us with 
time-integrated signals. 

All vectors that play a role in a photodissociation process can be related to the direc
tion of the electric vector e of the photolysis laser. The most studied vector correlation 
is that between e and the recoil velocity vector v. The wealth of information hidden in 
this correlation has lead to an intensive study of photofragment angular distributions. 
The general form in which the photofragment angular distribution of a one-photon dis
sociation process can be written is 

£(*) = £[!+ №(«»*)], (1.4) 

where β is the anisotropy parameter, Pi the second-order Legendre polynomial and θ the 
angle between e and ν [3]. Angular distributions are always a linear combination of a 
pure sin2(0) distribution, with β—-1, or a pure cos2(#) distribution, with β—2. 

These extreme cases of /3=-l and 2 are characteristic of a fast dissociation, where 
ß=-l describes a perpendicular transition (ΔΛ = ±1) and /?=2 a parallel transition 
(ΔΛ = 0). We will see an example of this in Chapter 3, where the dissociation of O2 is 
investigated in the so-called Herzberg continuum. The unique property of the transition 
studied in this chapter, is the fact that it is a fast dissociation that does not have an 
angular distribution described by ß=-l or 2. The reason for this peculiarity, is the fact 
that it obtains it oscillator strength from mixing in other electronic states. The ground 
state ( Σ - ) has some Π character, while the excited state (Σ+) has Σ - character mixed 
in. In other words, the excitation can occur through several pathways, each of which has 
either parallel or perpendicular character. Angular distribution measurements elucidate 
the relative contribution of the different pathways involved, and form a useful check of 
other methods that have been used to obtain this information. Another aspect discussed 
in Chapter 3 is the fine-structure-resolved angular distribution. Atoms can be formed 
in different fine-structure states, and it turns out that the angular distributions for these 
atoms are different. These properties can be related to the dynamics of the dissociation, 
and the recoil velocity at which the fragments are probing the different potential energy 
curves they encounter during the dissociation. 

The calculation of β parameters for a slow predissociation requires that eq. (1.3) is 
rewritten in the form of eq. (1.4). This is not a straightforward process. Where eq. (1.3) 
contains the information 'how much' of the excited state wavefunction is produced per 
unit of time, the anisotropy parameter asks details about the shape of the wavefunction, 
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in particular the rotational wavefunction. The term (Ф*?'|сг · е|Ф*°') is a scalar property, 
only depending on the quantum numbers J", J, Μ", Μ, Л", and Л, where the double 
primed quantum numbers refer to the initial state and the unprimed quantum numbers 
to the final state; this term can be labelled as а,/' м"мл"л [6]· What is being produced 
is a total excited state wavefunction that is given by 

* i o t ( r ; R, θ,φ) = Σ 6(u - ^fi)aj"JM"MA"A^AvjM(T; R, θ, φ) 
1 

= Σδ("~ Чг,)а./' м"мл"лФл ( г ; Ф ^ х Л В Д £ > £ Λ ( * > Φ,«)*. (1-5) 
f R 

where ƒ refers to all unprimed quantum numbers, and [J] is short for J(2J+1). In order 
to arrive at the angular distribution, which is the same as the flux emitted in a direction in 
the laboratory with angles (θ, φ), we may project these electronic states on plane waves, 
or we may directly use the Born-interpretation of a wavefunction. The probability to 
observe a molecule pointing at a certain direction (θ, φ), irrespective of the electronic 
configuration and with an internuclear separation that describes a dissociation process, 
is found by letting the internuclear separation approach infinity and by integrating over 
the electronic degrees of freedom. We arrive at 

σ,(θ,φ) = —-JM^ J dr Σδ(ω - Ufr)aj"jM"MA"A$Av(r; R)-XV{R)[J]DJ

MAL(9, φ,Ο)' 

(1-6) 
The integration over the electronic degrees of freedom removes interferences between 
different electronically excited states, the limit of R going to infinity selects only the 
states that have dissociative character. We will assume that only one electronically 
excited state has dissociative character and that we deal with a long-lived excited state 
with well defined total J. Not keeping track of proportionality constants, eq. (1.6) evolves 
into 

«7,(0, <£) oc Σ δ(ω - w/.)ij«jM»MA»AZ)¿A(0, φ, 0)* 
ƒ 

(1.7) 

For bound to bound transitions the initial state is a degenerate M" state of a certain 
rovibrational level. It is assumed that the all M" states are equally populated, thus 
eq. (1.7) must be summed incoherently over M". A single rovibrational electronic state 
is excited, and the summation over ƒ comprises a summation over the degenerate M 
states. This means that the ¿-function in eq. (1.7) can be omitted, which becomes 

<τ(Μ)«Σ 
M" 

Σ aJ"JM"M\"\DMK(ß, φ, 0)* (1.8) 

If the degeneracy of the M levels is lifted, as is the case in the experiments described in 
Chapter 5 and 6, then the 5-function has to be taken into account. Molecular energy 
levels are not infinitely sharp but have a width Γ, and the ¿-function must be replaced 
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by a prelimit ¿-function. Thus 

σ,(θ,φ,ην) α Σ 
Μ" 

From here on it is merely a matter of clever manipulation with 3-j algebra to get this 
equation in a form that is reminiscent of eq. (1.4) [3]. 

In this thesis two new applications of angular distributions will be presented. In 
Chapter 4 the influence of the electronic symmetry of the continuum state that is re
sponsible for the predissociation has been investigated. It will be shown, that if, for 
example, a predissociative Π state couples simultaneously with a Σ and а Π state, pro
ducing fragments in dissociation limit A and В respectively, that these symmetries leave 
their signature in the angular distribution of fragments A and B. In this way a diagnostic 
tool for unraveling dissociation mechanisms is available. 

Another application, described in Chapter 5 and 6, provides us with predissocia
tion lifetimes of the state under investigation. The developed technique is based on a 
depolarization effect of the fragment angular distribution under the influence of a static 
magnetic field in the dissociation region. Competition between molecular rotation and 
Larmor precession before dissociation takes place, determines the degree of depolariza
tion, and indirectly the lifetime of the rovibrational level. 

1.1.4. Experimental techniques 

In a photodissociation experiment several observables are important for the understand
ing of the dissociation process. They are: (i) the probability or the absolute cross-section 
of the process as a function of excitation wavelength; (ii) the branching over the available 
dissociation limits; (iii) the fragment internal energy [electronic and (hyper)fine states]; 
(iv) the fragment kinetic energy; and (v) the angular distribution of the fragments. 

The experimental techniques described in this thesis elucidate all these aspects, except 
(i)-absolute cross-sections. Photodissociation cross section measurements often require 
an experimental setup, specifically designed for this purpose. The underlying principle 
of most cross-section measurements is Lambert-Beer's law for absorption of light in a 
gaseous medium, 

/(A) = Iae-™1. (1.10) 

A significant absorption can be obtained by making /, the absorption pathlength, enor
mously long in a multi-pass device. Absorption lengths of several km's can be obtained. 
As an alternative, cavity ring down spectroscopy has been developed. This laser-based 
technique monitors the decay of light from a cavity with highly reflecting mirrors. In this 
device the time constant of the decay of the light is related to the absolute cross-section. 
Quantitative applications are within reach [7]. 

Other techniques focus on a combination of the observables (ii) to (v). One of these 
techniques, which will be described in detail in Chapter 3, is called ion imaging (II). 
This technique, described in a recent review by Heck and Chandler [8], gives detailed 
information on the energetics and dynamics of a photodissociation process. Equally 
successful is the technique of translatwnal spectroscopy (TS), a technique developed in 

γ ^ aj"jM"M\"\ 

V Δ£ Μ "Μ + hv + гГ 
DuM^Y (1.9) 
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the early eighties by Los and De Bruijn at the FOM-Institute in Amsterdam [9]. The 
results presented in the Chapters 4 to 6 were obtained using this technique. 

Central to the two techniques is the following: when dissociating a sample of neutral 
molecules in the gas phase with a laser, an expanding sphere of photofragments will form 
around the interaction region. In the first instance, efficient detection of the photofrag
ments seems to require a huge spherical detector, which is of course very impractical. 
However, detection of all fragments is feasible, if one can give the sphere of fragments a 
high center-of-mass velocity in one direction. In that case a detector occupying only a 
small solid angle can intercept all fragments. Ion imaging and translational spectroscopy 
have their own solution for giving the fragment a high forward velocity in the direction 
of a detector. One solution is to ionize the photodissociation products, the atoms, and 
to accelerate them in an electric field towards a detector (II). Another solution is to give 
the initial molecular sample a high forward velocity, and this can be achieved by forming 
a molecular beam (TS). 

An unambiguous interpretation of results requires that some state-selectivity is incor
porated in the experiment. One goal is to unravel the energy of the dissociating state, and 
the energy of the fragments. Therefore, the initial state of the photodissociation scheme, 
needs to be characterized as well as possible. In the imaging setup this is achieved by 
cooling down the molecules in a gas-expansion, thereby populating dominantly v—0, and 
low rotational levels. Subsequently, the monochromaticity of the laser used for photodis
sociation ensures that the energy of the dissociating state is known. The electronic energy 
of the fragments that are formed can be identified by measuring the kinetic energy that 
the atoms obtain in the dissociation process. It is even possible to obtain information 
on the fine-structure states of the atoms, if a laser-based technique is used for ionization 
(instead of e.g. electron impact). Translational spectroscopy is somewhat less state-
selective, but has some interesting advantages. Here a fast beam is generated by ionizing 
the molecules and accelerating them. By means of (near)resonant charge-exchange with 
a collider gas, one obtains a neutral molecular beam. In this process the molecules lose an 
amount of energy, approximately equal to the ionization potential of the collider gas, and 
a whole range of neutral electronic states will be populated. In general it takes several 
microseconds of travel time before the molecular beam is intercepted by a laser. This 
means that only the metastable states with lifetimes of minimally hundreds of nanosec
onds, remain populated until this point. The laser now not only dissociates ground state 
molecules, but also highly excited metastable states. And this opens the possibility to 
study photodissociation of Rydberg states. The measured kinetic energy release in the 
dissociation process and the well defined photodissociation-photon energy are used to 
characterize the energetics of the system. 

Also the way the fragments are detected and the total signal accumulates is different 
in both techniques. In ion imaging, 10 Hz pulsed lasers are used to dissociate molecules, 
and ionize the fragments. Several thousands of photofragments are produced each laser 
shot, and these form a two dimensional image on a detector, consisting of a package of 
microchannel plates in front of a phosphor screen. The polarization of both dissociation 
and ionization lasers are aligned and along an axis parallel to the detector. This ensures 
a cylindrically symmetric distribution of the fragments around this axis, and a simple 
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mathematical transformation can reconstruct the full three dimensional distribution of 
the fragments. In this way, good measurements of the kinetic energy release and the 
angular distributions are possible. Ion imaging is also mass-selective. The time-of-flight 
of the fragments from the point of dissociation to the detector depends on the ion mass. 
Clever electronic gating of the detector can discriminate between (unwanted) molecular 
ions and atomic ions. 

In translational spectroscopy, data aquisition is an event-by-event process. Preferen
tially, a continuous laser is used for the photodissociation, and count rates of several kHz 
are possible. For each dissociation event the spatial separation between the fragments is 
measured with a position- and time-sensitive detector. The polarization of the laser is in 
the direction of the detector, and fragments falling apart along the electric vector of the 
light will have maximal time separation when reaching the detector, while the fragments 
falling apart perpendicular to the electric vector have a maximal position separation on 
the detector. The time and position information is sufficient to calculate the kinetic 
energy released and the angle between the recoil velocity and the electric vector for each 
dissociation event. 

1.2. Photodissociation of O2 in the atmosphere of the ear th 

Photodissociation of molecular oxygen is a key process in the earth's stratosphere, the 
region between ca. 15 and 50 km. In 1930, Chapman developed a pure-oxygen photo
chemical model and he proposed the following reactions scheme to play an important 
role in the stratosphere [10]. The scheme starts with 0 2 photodissociation: 

02 + hv{\ < 200 nm) ->• О + О (1.11) 

0 + 02 + M ->03 + M (1.12) 

03 + hv{\ < 310 nm) -> О + 02 (1.13) 

О + 03 -• 20 2 (1.14) 

These reactions protect the earth's surface from harmful solar ultraviolet radiation with 
A < 310 nm, and result in the presence of the chemically active odd oxygen, О and 0 3 , in 
the stratosphere. Oxygen absorbs solar light with λ < 200 nm, thereby producing atomic 
oxygen fragments. These fragments are precursors in the formation of ozone, a species 
that absorbs UV in a longer-wavelength region where O2 is less active. Odd oxygen is 
rapidly interconversed through reactions (1.12) and (1.13), production and destruction 
takes place through reactions (1.11) and (1.14), respectively. For light with λ < 200 nm 
often the term 'vacuum' ultraviolet (VUV) is used. This stems from the limitation to 
observe light of this wavelength in air. Compared with O2, N2 only plays a minor role 
in the photochemistry of the atmosphere, despite its abundance. N2 is extremely stable, 
with a binding energy of about 10 eV, twice as much as for 0 2 . 

Radiation with a wavelength longer than 310 nm can penetrate to ground level, and 
the peak intensity is around 500 nm. Light of this wavelength can only be absorbed 
by less tightly bound species like N0 2 , S0 2 , and CH 20, important for the chemistry of 
the troposphere. But light of this wavelength cannot break the bonds of H 2 0 and C 0 2 
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molecules. To do this, plants and microorganisms are required, chlorophyll containing 
species, in which light drives the photosynthesis reaction. In a way, plants protect them
selves from UV light, because it is the photosynthesis reaction that produces O2, keeping 
the O2 concentration in the atmosphere at a constant level. 

The aim of this section is to give an introduction to some quantitative aspects of 
02-photodissociation in the atmosphere, and to try to make a connection between the 
light absorbing capacity of the atmosphere and molecular properties. Thereby rather 
crude approximations will be made in the description of the parameters relevant for pho
todissociation. The output of our model is an order-of-magnitude estimate of coefficients 
[molecules s - 1] and absolute rate constants [molecules cm _ 3s _ 1] of O2 photodissociation. 
Extremely small photodissociation coefficients will turn out to be sufficient to absorb 
most UV before reaching 20 km altitude. Moreover, there is a very interesting relation
ship between the altitude dependence of the absorption and the electronic transitions in 
0 2 . The following sections deal with some general physical properties of the atmosphere. 
Simple models will be developed to describe these properties, and these models will serve 
as input for a photodissociation model. 

1.2.1. Pressure and temperature of the atmosphere 

Newton's gravitation law, applied to the atmosphere, leads to the hydrostatic equation, 

dp(h) 

dh 
= -P(h)g, (1.15) 

with h the altitude, p(h) the air density, and g the gravitational accelaration. The density 
of air can be calculated from the Ideal Gas Law, 

p(h)Vm(h) = NAkhT{h), (1.16) 

with Vm the molar volume, Л/д Avogadro's number, and кь Boltzmann's constant. The 
density is equal to me¡¡NA/Vm(h), and we find: 

Here meff is the average molecular weigth of air, 29.0 amu. Using an effective mass 
assumes a constant molecular composition. This is a good approximation in the ho-
mosphere, the region in the atmosphere below 100 km where turbulent mixing of the 
different species dominates over diffusion [11]. Substituting eq. (1.17) into eq. (1.15), a 
first order differential equation for the pressure is obtained, 

Щ = -2%0-dh. (1.18) 
p(h) kbT{h) K ' 

Up to 100 km, the temperature varies by less than a factor of two, while the pressure 
decreases by six orders of magnitude. In a first approximation an altitude independent 
temperature is used for solving the above expression. However, it is relatively easy to 
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Figure 1.3: The altitude-temperature pioñle of 0-100 km region of the atmosphere, 
called the homosphere. Dotted lines separate the regions where a dear change in 
the profíle is present; the names of these regions have been indicated in the figure. 

implement a realistic temperature profile. In Fig. 1.3 the average temperature profile of 
the atmosphere is depicted. Altitude regions can be characterized according to their local 
temperature vs. height behaviour, and the names of these regions have been indicated 
in Fig. 1.3. The temperature profile in the troposphere as well as in the mésosphère is 
governed by thermodynamics, here a linear decrease of ~6 K/km can be observed [12]. 
The temperature in the stratosphere and the thermosphère increases as a function of 
height due to the absorption of (V)UV light. In the stratosphere ozone is the dominant 
absorber, while molecular oxygen is the absorbing species in the thermosphère. The 
profile in Fig. 1.3 can be modelled with l/T(h) = (a + bh + ch2 + dh3 + eh*), with 
a = 2 91 · 1ГГ3, b = 2.45 · 1(Г4, с = -1.07 · 10~5, d = 1.60 · Ю - 7 , and e = -7.50 • IO"1 0, 
and h in km. Modelling the reciprocal of T(h) enables eq. (1.18) to be analytically solved, 

p ( f t ) = p ( 0 ) e x p ( - ^ / ( A ) ) f (1.19) 
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Figure 1.4: The pressure in the atmosphere at altitudes below 85 km. The solid 
circles are measured data points, the solid and the dotted line result from model 
calculations. 

with ƒ(h) = ah+ \bh2 + \ch? + \dhA + \ehb. When comparing this model with measured 
data points [13] good agreement can be obtained using p(0) =1000 mb and m = 29.0 amu. 
In Fig. 1.4 the pressure-altitude dependence is depicted for the two models described. 
Assuming a constant temperature in the model leads to large deviations from measured 
data, reaching a deviation of ~500% at 85 km height. Our adopted realistic temperature 
profile keeps the deviation within 13% from the measured profile. 

The pressure at altitude h results from the weight of the total air-column 'resting' 
on air parcels at h. Hence, the column density N(h) can be derived form eq. (1.19), 
according to 

адЛврА)). (1.20) 
meffg \ kb I 

1.2.2. Solar radiation 

Photodissociation in the atmosphere is driven by solar radiation. Within good approxi
mation, the overall solar spectral irradiance can be described by Planck's Law for black-
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body radiation, and the intensity in a wavelength regime dX equals 

27T/I r2 1 

I(X,T)dX = — e x p ( / l c W V l ¿ A (unüs : J m " V > ) , (1.21) 

with Τ the temperature of the surface of the Sun, ~6000 K. In the literature the solar 
irradiance is often expressed in units of [number of photons m - 2 s_1] as measured at the 
top of the earth's atmosphere and integrated over 500 cm - 1 intervals. We follow this 
convention, and we also multiply eq. (1.21) by a factor ε, accounting for the attenuation 
of the solar radiation due to bridging the distance sun-earth (ε ~ 2 χ IO - 5): 

Οητη 1 

In Fig. 1.5 the solar irradiance according to Planck's law (T =6000 K) is plotted in the 
relevant wavelength region for this study, 180-240 nm, and the irradiance is compared 
with satellite data from the outer atmosphere. [13,14]. It is clear that a temperature 
of 6000 К overestimates the actual amount of UV radiation that the earth is exposed 
to. In this specific wavelength region a solar temperature of 4845 gives better agreement, 
although the structure in the irradiance, related to the detailed energetics of the emitting 
species at the solar surface, is not accounted for. 

1.2.3. 0 2 and O3 concentration 

As noted before, the high abundance of the O2 in the atmosphere is related to the pho
tosynthesis reaction in the chlorophyll containing cells of living organisms. Without life, 
the atmosphere would hardly contain any 0 2 , while CO2 would be much more abun
dant. Photosynthesis, the dynamical behaviour of the atmosphere, and various oxygen-
consuming processes, preserve a constant O2 mixing ratio of 0.2095 in the homosphere. 
According to eq. (1.17), the 0 2 concentration, or number density, equals 

Using the known pressure and temperature variation with height, a density of ~3xl0 1 8 

0 2 molecules cm - 3 at 5 km level to ~3xl013molecules c m - 3 at 85 km can be calculated 
(see Fig. 1.6). 

The presence of ozone is closely related to oxygen photodissociation. The generation of 
ozone is not only the result of this process; ozone also influences the 0 2 photodissociation 
rate because of its own influence on the UV flux. Therefore the ozone concentration must 
be known a priori in the calculation of photodissociation rates. The O3 concentration 
cannot be calculated from simple physical principles, as it depends strongly on local 
O2 density, on light intensity but also on chemistry involving different catalytic species. 
Accurate data can be found in the literature, and are depicted in Fig. 1.6 [13]. However, 
one qualitative feature can be understood: ozone is formed in a so-called Chapman 
Layer. The reason for this layer-formation is quite obvious: with increasing altitude the 
O2 density decreases exponentially while the UV intensity increases exponentially. The 
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Figure 1.5: Intensity of the solar irradiance as a function of wavelenght. The two 
solid lines represent blackbody radiation at 6000 К and 4845 K, while the irregular 
curve is the solar radiation measured at the outer atmosphere. 

primary process in ozone formation is 0 2 dissociation by VUV, the efficiency of this 
process is thus a product of O2 density times VUV intensity. This product exhibits a 
maximum at an altitude of 25 km. The presence of this layer has been indicated in 
Fig. 1.6. 

1.2.4. Photodissociation of O2 

Concentration profiles, photodissociation cross-sections, and the altitude dependent light 
intensity must be known in order to calculate the altitude dependent photodissociation 
rate of 0 2 . The light intensity however, depends strongly on the first two aspects. More 
specifically, the attenuation of UV light in the atmosphere is due to three processes: 
Absorption by 0 2 , absorption by 0 3 , and Rayleigh scattering. 

In Fig. 1.7 the cross-sections for these three processes are shown in the region of 
32,000-78,000 cm"1 (310-130 nm). The photodissociatiou of ozone takes place in the Hart
ley and the Huggins bands (200-370 nm) at relatively high cross-sections [15]. Ground 
state O2 is the principal absorber of the solar radiation in the energy region 42,000-
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Figure 1.6: The Οι and O3 number density in the atmosphere. The O2 density 
decreases exponentially with height, while O3 has a peak density around 25 km, 
where a Chapman Layer forms. 

100,000 cm - 1 (240-100 nm). Different electronic transitions are active in this absorption 
process, and three succesive absorption regions can uniquely be related to three dominant 
optical transitions: the Herzberg continuum (205-240 nm) [13], the Schumann-Runge 
bands (175-205 nm) [16] and the Schumann-Runge continuum (130-175 nm) [17]. The 
100-130 nm region is sometimes called the 'Window region', and here mixed Rydberg-
Valence states are active, leading to a highly structured irregular spectrum. In Fig. 1.8 
is shown which potential energy curves are active in the successive absorption regions. 
Rayleigh scattering cross sections have been modelled with high accuracy and an ana
lytic expression for the cross-section vs. wavelenght can be found in the literature [18]. 
Although the different absorption cross-sections shown in Fig. 1.7 differ by more than 
seven orders of magnitude, all of them are important in the atmosphere. This can be 
understood if we investigate the penetration of solar UV in the atmosphere. 

The solar flux penetration as a function of height is an exponentially decaying func
tion, described by the Lambert-Beer Law [19] 

/(Α, λ) = 7(oo, A) exp(-a02(A)JVo2(/i) - aÛ3WNo3(h) - aRS(X)Nmr(h)). (1.24) 

•No2> ΛΌ3, Na„ refer to the column densities, оог and σς>3 are absorption cross-sections 
and ans is the Rayleigh scattering cross-section of air. Note that eq. (1.24) is only valid 
for a solar zenith angle of zero degrees corresponding to an overhead sun. Using the cross-
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Figure 1.7: Absorption cross-sections of ozone and molecular oxygen and the 
Rayleigh scattering cross-section, as a function of wavelength. The labelling of the 
molecular absorption bands has been indicated. The total absorption is the sum of 
the different absorption curves. 

sections of Fig. 1.7, NQ2 and Natr according to eq. (1.20) (with an extra multiplication 
factor 0.2095 for No2), and No3 from ref. [13], the solar flux penetration as a function 
of energy can be calculated. Fig. 1.9 depicts I(oo,X), the solar irradiance at the outer 
atmosphere, and also the optical depth of this radiation. The optical depth is defined 
as the altitude where I(h, λ)//(οο, Λ) = 1/e. The 32,000-78,000 cm - 1 region has been 
divided in four sub-regions, each of which again relates to a specific molecular absorption 
band. All of these absorption processes lead to dissociation, including the absorption in 
the Schumann-Runge bands, because this state is strongly predissociated [20]. 

Now all ingredients are available to calculate the rate at which ground state O2 is 
photodissociated in these four regions, and the altitude dependency of the rate constants. 
The photodissociation coefficient, or frequency, is given by 

J(h) = ̂ 2a02(\)I(h,\)A\. (1.25) 
λ 

where I(h,X) is given by eq. (1.24), and the photodissociation rate can be found by 
multiplying the photodissociation coefficient with the number density of O2, calculated 
in eq. (1.23), 

R(h) = J(h)n02{h). (1.26) 
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that play an important role in the absorption of solas light. The three states labelled 
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small, due to the forbidden nature of electric dipole transitions from the X 3 E S ground 
state to the three Herzberg states, c^E", A'3AU, and Α3Σ~, typically 1CT23-10~24 cm2 

1.2.4.1. Herzberg continuum 

The photodissociation cross-section of O2 in the Herzberg continuum is the subject of 
Chapter 3 of this thesis. As will be explained in that chapter, the cross-section is very 

' 3 Σ ; 
and Λ 3 Σ-, typically 1СГ 

(see Fig. 1.7). Nevertheless, this transition leads to not less than about 90% of the O2 
photodissociation in the lower stratosphere (overhead sun). With the models developed 
in the preceding sections, photodissociation coefficients and rates can be calculated. For 
the solar irradiation, blackbody radiation at T=4945 К was assumed, which most closely 
resembles the real radiation in the wavelength region of the Herzberg continuum. This 
leads to the coefficients as depicted in the left panel of Fig. 1.10 where both our simple 
model results and more detailed results from the literature are shown [13]. These co
efficients are surprisingly small. At the 25 km level where most ozone is formed, each 
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Figure 1.9: Optical deptb of the solar radiation vs. wavenumber. Four molecular 
bands dominate the absorption; the product of the absorption cross-section and the 
column density determines the optical depth at a specifìc wavelength 

oxygen molecule dissociates only once every 1500 years! However, as can be seen in the 
right panel, this coefficient is still sufficiently large to result in a photodissociation rate 
of 2-106cm_3s_1. This rate produces the overhead ozone concentration in a time interval 
less then a few weeks, at the stratopause level even within 6 hours. While the yield keeps 
increasing with altitude, the rate of 0 2 dissociation diminishes due to the lowering of 
the oxygen density. Around 50 km, the role of the Herzberg continuum is taken over 
by the Schumann-Runge system. Note that very good agreement is obtained between 
approximate and detailed models. 

1.2.4.2. The Schumann-Runge bands 

The Schumann-Runge bands have a higher cross-section than the Herzberg system. 
Whereas the first one is an electric-dipole allowed transion, the three transitions of the 
Herzberg system are all forbidden, and get their oscilator strength from mixing with other 
electronic states; this will be the subject of Chapter 3. The higher cross-section ensures 
that the solar radiation is absorbed at higher altitude (Fig. 1.9). Calculations for the 
Schumann-Runge bands are difficult. The accuracy of the model depends heavily on the 
gridsize with which the highly structered absorption spectrum of the Schumann-Runge 
system is modelled [16,21]. The model is not very accurate, because a 500 cm -1 grid was 
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Figure 1.10: The coefficient and rate of O2 photodissociation as a function of 
altitude. Most photodissociation between 15 and 50 km is related to the Herzberg 
continuum of O2," higher up, between 50 and 85 km, the Schumann-Runge bands 
are the important transitions with respect to photodissociation, and the Schumann-
Runge continuum is active in the upper atmosphere. Both panels show calculated 
results, the solid line representing the approximate model used in the introduction, 
and the dotted lines representing detailed models from the literature. 

used. For the solar irradiation, again blackbody radiation was assumed, but now with 
T=4756 K. Using such a crude model, reasonable good agreement can still be obtained 
as can be seen in Fig. 1.10. It is clear that the Schumann-Runge bands of O2 play a 
dominant role in the absorption of solar UV in the mésosphère. Dissociation rates are of 
the same order as the rates at 20-50 km, despite the much lower oxygen concentrations 
at this altitude. 

1.2.4.3. The Schumann-Runge continuum 

The Schumann-Runge continuum has an absorption cross-section comparable with ozone. 
It absorbs the short wavelength tail in the solar spectrum, and it only plays a role in 
the thermosphère. Our model ran till 85 km, but the calculated photodissociation rate 
connects continuously with the detailed model calculations. 

1.2.5. The role of photodissociation of metastable states of 0 2 

The first experiments described in this thesis, will not deal with photodissociation, but 
with dissociation induced by reactive collisions. Here a metastable state of O2, the Α3Σ+ 
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Herzberg state, will be studied, where the weakened 0-0 bond can in principle break in 
reactive collisions with N2 and O2. Most collisions of metastable O2 with other molecules 
will not lead to reactions however, collisional quenching to is the dominant energy-loss 
mechanism for these species. In this section we will investigate whether there is any 
role of importance for photodissociation of metastables. The underlying reason is the 
notion that the light required for photodissociation of metastable molecules is shifted 
to the red of that required to dissociate thermal O2, and this light is many orders of 
magnitude more intense in the atmosphere than UV, especially in the lower atmosphere 
(see Fig. 1.5). There is reason to expect metastables to play a role in ozone chemistry. 
Detailed model calculations cannot account for the stratospheric ozone concentrations 
that are measured between 50 and 80 km, and underestimate the concentrations with a 
factor 1.5 to 2 [22-24]. An intrinsic property of metastable states is the fact that they are 
hard to generate from the ground state. The reason for their metastability lies namely in 
the forbidden nature of optical transitions to the ground state. However, if metastable 
states of molecular oxygen can be formed in an alternative way, they could play an role in 
the photochemistry of the atmosphere. In order to investigate the impact of a metastable 
oxygen species on atmospheric chemistry its local concentration must be known. Unlike 
the ground state of oxygen, metastables are in Non Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium 
(NLTE), meaning that it is thermodynamically favorable to lower the energy of these 
states in quenching processes, such as collisions. The 'instanteneous' equilibrium density 
of metastable oxygen, OJ, can be calculated according to 

\CT\ = Jo, [O2] + Jo3 [Oi] , 7) 
1 2J Jo-i+k0t[Oi] + kNt[N2] + Jrad' l ' ' 

Here the numerator contains the production mechanisms (units: c m " V ) , and the de
nominator the quenching mechanisms (units: s_1). Production mechanisms are photoex
citation of ground state O2 and other processes like three-body recombination (O+O+M) 
or ozone photodissociation. Loss mechanisms can be photoexcitation to a higher state, 
Jo·, or collisional deactivation with 0 2 and N2 as dominant collider gases, or radiative 
decay to the ground state, JTa¿. Multiplying [OJ] with the photodissociation cross-section 
and the local light intensity [see eq. (1.25) and (1.26)] results in photodissociation rates, 
which can be compared with those of ground state O2. 

Presently, the importance of several metastable states is a matter of debate in the 
literature, among them vibrationally excited ground state oxygen, and the Herzberg 
states of oxygen. 

1.2.5.1. Vibrationally excited 0 2 (X 3 Ej) 

Photodissociation of ozone in the 200-300 nm Hartley band takes place along two channels 
[27] 

O3 + hv -f 0(3P) + 02{X%) 

-+0{lD) + 02(a
1Ag). (1.28) 

The quantum yield of the second channel, producing two electronically excited species 
is 0.9. The ground state channel is also of interest, since it has been shown that the 
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available excess energy (3-5 eV) is deposited for a substantial part in vibrational excita
tion of the O2 moiety [22-26]. Slanger et al. suggested that vibrationally excited oxygen, 
02(Χ,ν), can serve as a source of ozone through photodissociation of this species via the 
Β3Σ~ state, the upper state of the Schumann-Runge transition [22]. Their suggestion 
was triggered by the observation of ozone-formation when exciting pure O2 with 248 nm 
radiation. Further experiments showed that 0 2(X, ν) is formed with a bimodal vibra
tional distribution with ν extending as high as ν = 22 [25,26]. Photodissociation of ozone 
is the only efficient production mechanism of 02(X, ν). 

The accuracy level at which the photodissociation rate 02(X,v) can be calculated, 
depends critically on the model that is used to describe the quenching in an 0 2 /N 2 

environment. The 02(X,v) vibrational energy may be transferred to translational, rota
tional, and vibrational energy of the colliders, and the respective role of these processes 
is only approximately known [23,26]. Patten et al. employed four different quenching 
models as input for a detailed chemical model of the stratosphere [23]. The model pre
dicted steady state concentrations with a peak of 104-106 02(X, 2< υ < 25) molecules 
cm - 3 at 44 km height (compare with ground state O2 :1016 molecules cm - 3 ) . For these 
high vibrational levels, solar light with a wavelength as long as 700 nm has sufficient 
energy to excite the В state, and photodissociation rates of 102-104 molecules c m _ 3 s - 1 

can be reached (ground state 0 2 —• 106 molecules cm _ 3 s _ 1 ) . Nevertheless, the overall 
picture between 30 and 60 km is, that photodissociation rates are two to three order of 
magnitude smaller than for thermal oxygen photodissociation. In other words, 0 2(X, v) 
is quenched too rapidly to provide an important ozone source. 

As an alternative to this, several groups have considered the reactive collision of 
02(X, v) with 0 2 , which might produce O3 for ν > 26; at this value of ν the reaction 
becomes endothermic [24,28,29]. No definite conclusions concerning the importance of 
this process for the 'ozone-deficit-problem' have been reached yet. 

1.2.5.2. The metastable Herzberg states 

The Herzberg states of oxygen are generated through three body recombination of two 
oxygen atoms in the presence of a third particle in the lower thermosphère, where their 
emission forms a major component of the earth's ultraviolet nightglow. At lower altitudes 
the Herzberg states are generated through photoabsorption. Only the Herzberg A state 
is produced in significant quantities, with a peak production for all vibrational levels of 
1.5-105 cm - 3 s - 1 at 45 km altitude (see Chapter 2). At SRI International a comprehen
sive experimental study has been made of collisional processes involving the Herzberg 
states of 0 2 [30-32]. Using these data, the combined N 2 /0 2 quenching yield of 0 2 (A) 
at 45 km can be calculated, the outcome of which is somewhere between 104 and 105 s_1 

(calculated for ν = 6 to 9 in the Α3Σ^ state). Division of the production rate and the 
quenching yield gives the steady state concentration [see eq. (1.27)], assuming that radia
tive decay is negligible. If we assume a constant quenching of 105 s_ 1, then the density 
at 45 km is only 1.5 molecules cm - 3 . More accurate calculations in the literature predict 
densities in the order of 0.1 molecules cm - 3 (all v, solar zenith angle 30°, 50 km) [33]. 
Subsequent photodissociation of the Herzberg states occurs most likely through the 3 Π 9 

states, as all three Herzberg states have ungerade symmetry. The largest cross-section 
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for this process is ca. 10 - 1 9 cm2, exciting from ν = 5 of the A state at 500 nm [34]. This 
is a small cross-section compared with for example the Schumann-Runge process, where 
cross-sections are at least a factor of 10 larger. Combining the low steady state concen
tration and the small photodissociation cross-section it is clear that photodissociation of 
metastable Herzberg states does not contribute significantly in the formation of ozone. 

Although photodissociation of the Herzberg molecules is not very relevant, the weak
ening of the 0-0 bond in these excited molecules might have consequences. Reactive 
collisions in a N2/O2 environment can lead to products that influence the ozone concen
tration. One such collision scenario is discussed in Chapter 2, where we investigate the 
possibility of N2 О formation. The role of nitrous oxide is twofold in the atmosphere: it 
forms an important source of ozone, and it is a greenhouse gas, 270 times more potent 
than CO2 [33]. Most N2 О is formed at ground level, in rain forests and cultivated soils, 
and diffuses upwards. However, this process does not explain the observation that N2O 
is isotopically enriched in the stratosphere. This observations can only be explained if 
an additional atmospheric source of N2O is present. In principle, N2O can be formed in 
the reaction of 02(Α3Σ*,ν > 6) and ground state N2, the vibrational energy of the 0 2 

molecule is sufficient to overcome the reaction barrier. The detailed absorption spectrum 
of 02(A) is isotope dependent, and the explanaton for isoptopic fractionation of N 2 0 
may be the extremely structured solar spectrum in the 240-280 nm region where 02(A) 
absorbs. Another possibility is the reaction of 02(Β3Έ~, ν > 0), formed in by absorption 
in the Schumann-Runge bands, with N2 [33]. The dominant loss mechanism of 0 2 (β 3 Σ~) 
in the atmosphere is predissociation, and steady state concentrations do not exceed 10 - 5 

cm - 3 . Despite these low concentrations, there might be a role for Ог(.В), because the 
0-0 bond which needs to be broken in the formation of N 2 0 is already predisposed to 
dissociation naturally here. 

In the following chapter we succeed in ruling out the role of the Herzberg A state 
in the formation of N 2 0 in an experiment where we excite an N2/O2 gas mixture on a 
resonant transition in the Herzberg band of 02. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Studies on the generation of N20 from reaction 

of 0 2 (43Σ+) and N2 

Reason's last step is the recognition that there are 
an infìnite number of things which are beyond it. 

Blaise Pascal, Pensees 

Evidence from several sources suggests possible in situ production of JV20 
in the stratosphere. Considering that solar photoabsorption provides a large 
stratospheric source of 02(.Α3Σ+), and since vibrational levels of ν > 6 are 
primarily removed by JV2, the 0 2(Λ 3Σ+)+Ν 2 system is studied to determine 
whether it provides an atmospherically signißcant N 20 yield. Using 243-250 
nm photoexcitation to produce vibrationally-excited 02{Α3Σ*, υ = 7 — 10), 
and frequency moduJation diode laser spectroscopy as the detector ofN20, we 
examine the products generated in a closed cell. We thereby set an upper limit 
of 0.002% on the JV20 yieJd for the process, and conclude that stratospheric 
N2О production by this route is not signißcant compared to existing ground-
based sources. The stability of N2O in an N2O/O3/N2 mixture subjected to 
prolonged 245 nm radiation is also studied. For low levels of 03 (10 ppm) and 
N20 (40-90 ppb), no loss ofN20 is observed. 
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2.1. Introduction 

N2О is one of the more important molecules in the terrestrial atmosphere. Although 
present in quite small amounts, «300 ppb throughout the troposphere [1,2], it performs 
two very important functions. It is a greenhouse gas, in that it blocks infrared earthshine 
in spectral regions not blocked by other greenhouse gases, and it is a source of NO in the 
stratosphere, as a consequence of its reaction with 0( 1 D). As NO catalytically destroys 
ozone, it is important to have as firm an understanding as possible of the sources and 
sinks of N 2 0. 

The N2 О concentration is slowly increasing throughout the atmosphere at the rate 
of about 0.2%/year because of biogenic/anthropogenic activity [1,2], and as a result it 
is of great interest to make an inventory of N2O sources and sinks. At present, there 
are major uncertainties in our knowledge, and a considerable range of estimates exists, 
although the trend is to conclude that known sinks are larger than known sources by 
some 30% [1,3]. 

Considering that we live in an N2/O2 atmosphere, it has always been tempting to 
invoke the reaction 

N2 + O2 -• N20 + О (2.1) 

as playing some atmospheric role. This reaction, making ground-state products, is 3.4 
eV endothermic, which is equivalent in energy to a photon having a wavelength of 365 
nm. As there is a great deal of solar radiation at this wavelength or shorter, it is logical 
to search for indirect pathways by which reaction (2.1) can be induced. 

An obvious approach to this issue is to invoke internally excited reactants; there 
are many examples of reactions which do not occur with ground-state reactants, but 
occur readily when one of the reactants is excited. As an alternative, we may include 
atom-molecule reactions of N(45,2Z)) atoms with 0 2 , and 0 ( 1 D , 3 P ) atoms with N2. 

Recent experiments in the group of Dr. Slanger at SRI International have established 
that the 4-5 eV Herzberg 0 2 states (Л3Е+, A'3AU, οιΣ~) can react with ground-state 
O2 to make O3+O with large yields [4], and that collisional interactions between these 
excited 0 2 states and N2 are very rapid [5-7]. If this latter process takes place reactively, 
then only a very small yield of N 2 0 is required to make it atmospherically important. 

Recent work showing that N 2 0 is isotopically fractionated in the stratosphere has 
considerable bearing on our understanding of atmospheric sources and sinks of this 
molecule [8,9]. Measurements show that tropospheric and stratospheric N2О are iso
topically distinct, implying that N2O undergoes chemical changes during its atmospheric 
lifetime, currently estimated to be 123 years [2]. Such an effect could be due to iso
topie exchange, since the principal stratospheric absorber, ozone, is isotopically fraction
ated [10,11], but this observation is also consistent with the existence of an in situ N2O 
source. 

Prasad [3,12] presents numerous suggestions for N2O sources and sinks, among them 
being collisions of electronically excited 0 2 states with N2, specifically 02(^43Σ„ ) and 
0 2 (Β 3 Σ~), as well as collisions between 'embryonic' O3 and N2. In the latter case, the 
reference is to nascent O3 produced either in 0 ( 3 Ρ ) + θ 2 or 0 ( 1 D ) + 0 2 collisions. These 
reactions are all conceivable N2O sources and, to the extent that sources are required, 
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bear investigation. 
The idea of using electronically excited reactants to generate N 2 0 in the stratosphere 

[reaction (2.1)] is not a new one, and 15 years ago there was a flurry of excitement over 
the work of Zipf [13], and Zipf and Prasad [14]. Zipf claimed that the reaction 

Ν2(Α3Σ+) + 02-*N20 + 0 (2.2) 

had an N 2 0 yield of 60%, and Zipf and Prasad then showed that solar pumping of N2 in 
the Ν2(Α3Σ+-Χ3Σ~) Vegard-Kaplan (VK) transition would lead to substantial amounts 
of N 2 0 production in the stratosphere and lower mésosphère. Although the absorption 
oscillator strength in the VK bands is very small, this property is offset by the density 
ofN2. 

Over the next several years, experiments demonstrated that the yield of reaction (2.2) 
had been greatly overestimated. Black et al. [15] found a yield of less than 8%, Iannuzzi 
et al. [16] gave a yet smaller upper limit of 2%, and Fraser and Piper [17] found a value 
indistinguishable from zero. Therefore, this scheme has been laid to rest, although the 
problem with Zipf's experiment [13] has apparently not been explained. 

Mechanistically, reaction (2.2) is not a very likely candidate for N20 production, 
because generation of this molecule requires abstraction of an oxygen atom from 0 2 . 
The weakening of the N-N bond, by excitation to Ν2(Λ), is less appropriate than if the 
opposite could be done, i.e., putting the initial excitation energy into the 0 2 molecule 
and weakening the O-O bond, 

Ol + N2 -> N20 + O. (2.3) 

More direct N 2 0 production, by the recombination of N2 and ground-state 0 ( 3 P ) in the 
atmosphere, does not occur, as it is spin-forbidden; ground-state N 2 0 asymptotically 
dissociates to N2+0( 1D). However, when the labile O-atom is part of a triplet 0 2 

molecule, there is no restriction based on spin, and reaction (2.3) could take place if 
0 2 has sufficient internal energy. Prasad [3] estimates the total energy to overcome 
the endothermicity and the activation barrier to be 4.68 eV in the 02. This energy 
corresponds to slightly less than the energy of the ν = 4 level of the 02(A 3Σ+) state [18]. 

Of particular merit in considering excitation of the 0 2 (Λ 3 Σ+) state as the starting 
point for N 2 0 production, as compared to the N 2 ( J 4 3 E + ) state, is that there is far more 
radiation available at 245-280 nm (the Herzberg state excitation wavelength range) than 
at the N2(A)-pumping wavelength range, 180 -200 nm. Moreover, the oscillator strength 
of the 02(A — X) transition [19] is about an order of magnitude greater than that for 
N 2 (J4 - X) [20]. Thus, the OJ process is potentially capable of producing N 2 0 much 
more copiously than the NJ process. 

The Herzberg states are also produced higher in the atmosphere, in the 85-105 km 
airglow region, by O-atom recombination. Here too these states will be predominantly 
removed by N2 collisions, and thus, any reactive yield is also pertinent at this altitude. 
Atom recombination leads to six known bound states of 0 2 that dissociate to ground-
state O-atoms: Α3Σ^, Α'3 Δ„, ^Σ', ΡΣ+, а}Ад, and Χ3Σ~ [18]. These states are all 
metastable with respect to each other, and in the atmospheric regions of interest, up to 
100 km altitude, collisional losses dominate radiative losses [4-7,21]. The 0 2 ( J 4 3 S + ) state 
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is the most rapid radiator, with a lifetime of 0.15 s [22], and in this work, we concentrate 
our studies on this state in levels 7 < ν < 10. 

In previous considerations of reaction (2.3) as an N 2 0 source with 02(A) as OJ, a weak 
link has always been that there were various indications, going back to the 1960's, that 
N2 might be an ineffective deactivator. In retrospect, these are not persuasive [23,24], 
but the idea was made more explicit in the studies of Kenner and Ogryzlo [25-27], who 
reported that O2 was a more efficient collisional remover for the lower vibrational levels 
of the Herzberg states than was N2 by two orders of magnitude. These data led to some 
confusion, and this was evident in subsequent aeronomic calculations - sometimes N2 was 
included as a collider, and sometimes not. 

State-to-state experiments performed at SRI International have now established that, 
contrary to being inert, N2 is the dominant remover of the high vibrational levels of the 
Herzberg states in the atmosphere. The most relevant measurements are the vibrational-
level-specific studies of collisional removal rate constants for the Herzberg states by a 
variety of partners [5,6,21] and the determination of ozone yields from the collision of 
02(A) with O2 [4]. The latter bears considerable analogy with reaction (2.4), the subject 
of this investigation. 

02(A, A', c) + JV2 - N20 + О (2.4) 

02(А,Л',с) + 0 2 —Оз + О (2.5) 

In fact, all collision partners, including He and Ar, are effective at removing 0 2 from the 
excited levels, and N2 is generally at least half as fast as 0 2 for the vibrational levels 
investigated. As the [N2]/[02] ratio in air is 4:1, it follows that removal by N2 is the more 
important. 

It is not evident a priori that reactions (2.4) and (2.5) will generate N2O and 0 3 , 
respectively. Reaction (2.4) is endothermic by 3.4 eV, reaction (2.5) by 4.1 eV. However, 
for high vibrational levels of Ог(А), reaction (2.5) is quite efficient, as ozone yields increase 
from ~0.1 for ν = 8 to approximately unity for ν = 11 [4]. For reaction (2.5 ) to be an 
important atmospheric N 2 0 source, the necessary yields are minute compared to these 
figures, certainly less than 0.001. 

2.2. Experimental approach 

2.2.1. Irradiation 

The essence of the experiment is that static cells containing a mixture of O2 and N2 are 
irradiated at wavelengths resonant with lines in absorption bands of the 0 2 (Α 3 Σ+-Χ 3 Σ7) 
system and at similar wavelengths not resonant with O2 absorption lines. Samples from 
these cells are then analyzed by frequency-modulation diode laser spectroscopy (FMS) 
for N 2 0 content. From the various physical parameters, an upper limit for the yield is 
then obtained for the fraction of deactivating 0 2 (Λ 3 Σ+)/Ν 2 collisions leading to N 2 0 
production. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.1. Two identical cells 
arranged in series are used for long-term irradiation. A pair of these (2.5 cm diameter, 
15 cm in length) has a common quartz window and is constructed of Pyrex, with quartz 
end windows. After pumping down to 10 mTorr, the cells are filled in about one minute 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic apparatus diagram. 

with O2 and its collision partner, N2, to 700 Torr in a 1:4 [02]/[N2] ratio. The gases 
enter the cells through mass flow meters and two consecutive molecular sieve 5Â traps 
on the downstream side of these meters. Before being used, these traps are baked-out for 
12 hours with heating tapes. Although operated at room temperature, they effectively 
remove all N20 down to the limit of detectability, ~5 ppb. For each run, three pairs of 
cells are prepared: one for on-resonance radiation, one for off-resonance radiation, and 
one for unirradiated background samples. The walls of the gas manifold are also heated 
before use to remove any traces of N20. 

The frequency-doubled output of a pulsed excimer-pumped dye laser (Lambda Physik, 
LP 3002), operated at 10 Hz with Coumarin 307 dye, excites 0 2 to a specific vibrational 
and rotational level of the 0 2 (Λ 3 Σ+) state. For the 9 - 0 and 1 0 - 0 bands of the A - X 
transition, we excite the F 2 fine-structure components of both the QP21 and QR23 N = 5 
transitions, and the N = 7 pair in the 7 — 0 band [28]. These two components overlap 
within the bandwidth of the laser (~0.25 cm - 1 ) and can be considered as one strong 
transition with a slightly adjusted linewidth. 

This closed system is irradiated for a considerable period, typically eight hours, allow-
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ing N 2 0 to rise to quantities adequate for analysis. The output of the laser is multi-passed 
eight times through the cell, and we find that the initial 190 μ3 of laser power is reduced 
to 30 μ3 after eight passes. A volume absorption energy sensor is used after the reaction 
cell to monitor the energy variation during the long-term irradiation. 

Before entering the double cell, the laser beam passes through another cell (the res
onance cell) containing O2 only. In earlier studies, Wildt et al. [29] demonstrated that 
upon excitation of each of the O2 Herzberg states, collisions with O2 or N2 result in 
population of the 0 2 ( 6 ^ + ) state. The .43Σ+removal occurs rapidly at the operating 
pressure, and a fraction of the ί^Σί" state molecules decays radiatively by emitting 762 
nm light in the b — X 0 — 0 band. This radiation is the A <— X resonance signature, and 
we keep the laser frequency in resonance with the chosen Α3Σ+ transition by observing 
fluorescence from the ν = 0 level of the lower-lying ό'Σ+ state. Although the 762 nm 
signal is not strong, photon-counting for 20 s is sufficient to establish whether the laser 
wavelength has strayed off-resonance, in which case it is readjusted manually. 

The resonance cell has a plane entrance window, and a Brewster's angle exit window 
to reduce scattered light. A fused silica lens of 50 cm focal length focuses the laser light 
in the center of the cell. Connected to the cell is a Hamamatsu R666-10 photomultiplier 
tube (PMT) shielded with two long pass filters (Schott R695 and RG715) to block UV 
radiation. A photon counter (SRS Model SR 400) is used to monitor the relatively 
long-lived (~200 ßs) 762 nm signal. 

During the long-term irradiation of the closed cells, 0 2 flows directly from the cylinder 
through the resonance cell at a flow rate of 175 standard cm3 s_1 and a pressure of 
300 Torr. Flowing the 0 2 removes another 762 nm radiation source-ozone. O3 builds 
up quite rapidly in the static system, being formed in the collision of 0 2 (Α 3 Σ+) with 
ground-state 0 2 [reaction (2.5)] [4]. Dissociation of O3 in the Hartley band forms O^D) 
atoms which, in collision with ground-state 0 2 , result in the formation of 0 2 ( 6 ^ + ) with 
a quantum efficiency of ~75% [30]. This process can therefore contribute to the 762 nm 
signal. Once 0 3 is generated in the cell, the 762 nm signal becomes independent of the 
excitation wavelength, as the Hartley band is very broad, and dominates any signal from 
exciting the Α 3Σ+ state. 

The reaction cells contain 20% 0 2 and 80% N2 at a total pressure of 700 Torr, and are 
connected together by an internal plane window separating the two gas volumes. This 
double cell is used to check the consistency of the measurements. The cells have external 
plane windows and are positioned in an eight-pass cavity, the length of each cell being 
15.2 cm. 

When an irradiation run is complete, samples are transferred into a multipass cell 
having a 100 meter path length, and analyzed for N 2 0 using the sensitive FMS technique 
[31,32]. Calibration is carried out by comparing the FMS signal from an irradiated 
sample, at a pressure of 2.5 Torr, with the same pressure of room air, for which the N 2 0 
concentration is taken as 300 ppb. Room air is also measured at the end of the analysis 
session to monitor any signal drift; agreement is generally within ±10% from beginning 
to end. A linear least-squares fitting procedure is used to extract the signal from the 
waveform and the background [33,34]. The ultimate detection sensitivity is limited by 
étalon fringes, and the N20 produced due to the irradiation is in principle determined 
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by the increment over the non-irradiated cell. On the basis of 30 measurements made 
in unirradiated cells, we conclude that the background N2O level is 5±5 ppb. The N 2 0 
signals are marginal, and primarily an indication of the étalon fringe limitation. 

2.2.2. FMS detection 

The FMS technique uses a diode laser source, tuned to one of the strong N20 absorption 
lines in the v3 band near 2234 cm -1. The laser is injection-modulated at radio frequencies 
(RF), and as a result, the output optical beam from the laser is frequency-modulated 
at the applied RF. If this laser beam is directed through a sample cell containing an 
absorbing gas, the resulting absorption converts some of the laser frequency modulation 
(FM) into amplitude modulation (AM). This AM signal can easily be detected using 
a photodiode of suitable bandwidth and appropriate RF signal processing electronics. 
The advantage gained by the RF modulation and detection is that the signal of interest 
occurs in a frequency regime where the laser has very low noise, and quantum-limited 
detection sensitivity is possible. In the weak modulation limit, the power spectrum of the 
output beam consists of a strong carrier component at the natural emission frequency of 
the diode laser, and weaker upper and lower sidebands displaced from the carrier by the 
applied RF. 

When this light impinges on a photodetector, each sideband mixes with the carrier 
to give a signal at the modulation frequency. One important property of the FM light 
is that the upper and lower sidebands are equal in amplitude, but opposite in phase, 
so that the two signals generated by the mixing process cancel exactly. If, prior to the 
detection process, something changes the relative amplitudes or phases of the sidebands, 
then this perfect cancellation no longer occurs. The result is a detector photocurrent at 
the modulation frequency, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. In a trace gas detection application, 
this condition is obtained by adjusting the laser emission and modulation frequencies so 
that a strong absorption line of the molecular species of interest is coincident with one 
of the sidebands. 

One practical difficulty in the application of FMS to the detection of pressure-broadened 
absorption features is the requirement that photodiodes have bandwidths comparable to 
the modulation frequencies used. Generally, high-bandwidth photodetectors are expen
sive and have small, highly damage- and alignment-sensitive active areas, which makes 
them difficult to use in a practical field instrument. A variation of FMS, two-tone FMS, 
is used in the present case, and provides a convenient solution to these problems [35,36]. 
In two-tone FMS, the diode laser is modulated simultaneously at two radio frequencies, 
ωι and ω-ι , which are offset from each other by a conveniently chosen intermediate fre
quency Ω. The principles and high-sensitivity features of two-tone FMS are similar to 
those of conventional FMS, but the detection of the signal takes place at the frequency 
Ω, which is generally chosen to be high enough to lie in a low-noise region of the laser 
intensity noise spectrum, but low enough to allow the use of inexpensive, large area, 
intermediate-bandwidth detectors. Typical intermediate frequencies are in the 1-10 MHz 
range. 
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Figure 2.2: frequency modulated N 2 0 signal as a function of infrared diode laser 
wavelength. N2O signal in room air is shown in panel a) and the magnitude is used 
as the 300 ppb standard. N2 О signals from un-irradiated O2/N2, and from 02/W2 

irradiated off-resonance and on-resonance with lines in the 02(Ά — X) 10-0 band 
state aie displayed in panels b), c), and d), respectively. The N2O signal in the un
irradiated cell is in the noise level (~5 ppb), while a clear JV20 signal is observable 
in the off- and on-resonance irradiated cells (~15 ppb). 

2.3. Results and discussion 

2.3.1. N 2 0 production 

The data are presented graphically in Fig. 2.2 and summarized in Table 2.1. In Fig. 2.2, 
panel a), we show the large N2О signal associated with the 300 ppb mole fraction in 
room air. Panel b) shows the lack of a significant signal from an un-irradiated N2/O2 
sample mixture, when each gas has been stripped of any N 2 0. Panels c) and d) show 
the N2O signals from irradiated samples, which are rather similar irrespective of whether 
irradiation occurred on-resonance with an 0 2(A — X) line, or off-resonance. 

In Table 2.1 are shown the data for N2O production for the three different 02(A) 
vibrational levels investigated; the background level is 5±5 ppb, as noted previously. 
Table 2.1 displays four columns for the on-resonance signals. The first gives the absolute 
amount of N 2 0 measured; our best estimate on the accuracy of these measurements is 
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Table 2.1: 

vibrational 

level (v) 

7 

9 

10 

N 2 0 

(ppb) 

18 

10 

17 

19 

10 

17 

15 

7 

26 

18 

13 

8 

on-resonance irradiation 

photons(JV') 

(xlO2 0) 

12 

12 

average 

8 

8 

4 

4 

13 

13 

average 

9 

9 

6 

6 

average 

\NiO] 
N' 

1.1 

0.4 

0.8І0.4 

1.5 

1.8 

1.3 

3.0 

0.8 

0.2 

1.4І0.9 

2.3 

1.4 

1.3 

0.5 

1.4І0.6 

yield (ε) 

(xlO" 5 ) 

2.3 

0.9 

1.6±0.7 

2.5 

2.7 

1.9 

4.7 

1.2 

0.3 

2.2І1.1 

3.9 

2.4 

2.1 

0.8 

2.3І1.1 

off-resonance irradiation 

N 2 0 

(ppb) 

14 

13 

15 

19 

2 

12 

42 

22 

13 

8 

17 

6 

photons 

(xlO2 0) 

11 

11 

8 

8 

3 

3 

13 

13 

7 

7 

7 

7 

\NiO] 
N> 

0.8 

0.7 

0.8І0.1 

1.3 

1.8 

0.0 

2.3 

2.8 

1.3 

1.6±0.9 

1.1 

0.4 

1.7 

0.1 

0.8І0.6 

about ±20%. The second gives the total number of photons that have passed through 
the cells (the absorbing gas, O2, has a constant partial pressure with error estimates 
±20%). Since there is very little N 2 0 found in the absence of irradiation, we make the 
assumption that N 2 0 appearance, whatever its source, is linear in photon flux. Thus, we 
wish to compare averages of N 2 0 produced per photon absorbed, so we initially subtract 
5 ppb for each value in the N 2 0 column, and divide by the total number of photons. 
These figures appear in the third column. In the fourth column, we calculate the N 2 0 
yield based on the parameters described below. 
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2.3.2. Yield calculations 

As accurate measurements are critical, we illustrate the yield determinations by carrying 
out a set of calculations based on excitation to the ν = 9 level of the Α3Σ„ state. The 
integrated cross section for absorption via the relatively strong closely-spaced ^Ягз+^Аі 
(Ν = 5) line pair is (6.84±0.13)xl0- 2 4 cm2 cm - 1 [37]. The maximum cross section σ 
can be calculated from the linewidth, Δι/,^, of the transition. Yoshino et al. [37] give 
a Doppler linewidth of (0.086±0.001) cm - 1 for lines in the Л - Х 9 - 0 band at zero 
pressure and 300 K, and measured a pressure dependence of (8.6±0.1) χ IO - 5 cm - 1 Torr - 1. 
A pressure of 700 Torr broadens the lines to (0.146±0.001) cm - 1 . We assume that the 
broadening effects of N2 and O2 are the same. The cross section σ is the integrated cross 
section divided by (π/41η2)1/2Δι/α41, and results in a cross section for the excited line 
pair of (4.40±0.04)xl0-23 cm2. 

The laser linewidth is determined in a separate experiment. With the laser wavelength 
drive in the stepping mode, we manually shift the wavelength in 0.0005 nm intervals, 
counting 762 nm photons from O2 (A—>b) collisional energy transfer for two minutes be
fore moving to the next position. The data is then fitted with a Gaussian lineshape. The 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the fit is the convolution of the two linewidths, 
Aléser and Aidais, with the relationship Av¡aier = {Auju — Au\ba)

1^2. From the average 
of six data sets at various pressures and gate delays, we obtain laser linewidths of 0.28 
cm -1 at 246 nm, and 0.21 cm -1 at 252 nm. The approximately 25% narrower linewidth 
at the longer wavelength is consistent with the grating position in the cavity. 

When the laser has maximum overlap with the transition pair the fractional absorp
tion 7 is 

7 = ; / . (2-6) 

which has a value of 0.50± 0.05 for a laser linewidth of 0.25 cm -1 . The number of 0 2 

molecules excited via the line pair is N^: 

ΝΑ = ΊΝ4σ[Οί] (2.7) 

where N' is the product of the number of photons in each laser pulse, the total number 
of pulses, and the number of passes through the cell (eight). With a laser power of 190 
^J per pulse at a wavelength of 246.46 nm and with 420 minutes irradiation at 10 Hz, 
N' is 4.71 xlO2 0 photons. Values of N' are listed in Table 2.1. Absorption takes place 
over a total length I =• 15.2 cm, and [O2] is the oxygen concentration, 4.6xl018 cm - 3 at 
a partial pressure of 140 Torr, leading to a value for ΝΛ of 7.2xl01T photons. 

With added N2, the 0 2 (Λ 3 Σ+) molecules will be removed by both 0 2 and N2. The 
partial pressures determine the fraction that will be removed by N2. This fraction is 
given by 

g = kNl [N2] 
P (koA02} + kN7[N2]+krad)

 (¿-°> 

Knutsen et al. [5] measured rate constants for collisional removal of the ν = 9 level of 
0 2 (Λ 3 Σ+) for several gases, finding values for к0г of (5.7±0.4)x 10 - 1 1 cm3 s _ 1 and fcjv2 
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of (4.3±0.3)xlO-11 cm3 s_1; the contribution of kr<u¡, the radiative decay, is negligible. 
At partial pressures of 560 Torr N2 and 140 Torr 0 2 , 0 is 0.75±0.07. 

The N20 yield ε for the removal of 0 2 (Л 3 Е+) by N2 can be calculated from the 
concentration of N 2 0 in the sample after irradiation. This yield is given by: 

r_V[N2Q}_[N2Q} V 
£ - NA0 - Ν' 0Ίσ[Ο2]

 (¿-y) 

where V is the volume of the cell, 81 cm3. The N20 concentration is the observable of 
the experiment, measured by FMS. [N20]/iV' is the parameter listed in the third column 
of Table 2.1. 

The yields appear in the fourth column of the on-resonance data in Table 2.1. For 
the three vibrational levels, they lie in the range of (0.3-4.7) χ IO - 5, with little apparent 
dependence on vibrational level. Taking the average value, 2xl0~5, as a typical yield is 
very conservative, since this does not take into account that the on- and off-resonance 
signal averages are essentially the same, at least for ν = 7 and 9. Thus, the data in 
Table 2.1 do not unambiguously support any N 2 0 yield from gas-phase chemistry that 
is different from zero. 

A further point of some significance is that the photon input into the system is not 
fully defined. Although the nominal path length is 8 χ 15.2 = 122 cm, the 0 2 absorption 
corresponding to this length is only 2.4%. The observed decrease in light resulting from 
placing the empty cell between the mirrors is about a factor of six, and is primarily 
due to the fact that 6 χ 8 — 48 air-quartz surfaces are traversed by the light beam, 
with a loss of ~4% per interface. Some of the reflections off the windows may also be 
efficient at exciting the 0 2 . If reflections are all redirected into the cell, the 0 2 excitation 
flux could approximately double. Thus, the values of N' in the second data column of 
Table 2.1 could double, and the given values should be considered a lower limit to the 
input photons. Reasonable limits for the given values are +30%/-10%. This effect is in 
the same direction as neglecting to subtract on- and off-resonance N 2 0 signals, and will 
decrease the yield still further. We note that the limits expressed in the [N20]/7V' and ε 
column averages in Table 2.1 are the l-σ statistical uncertainties. 

Nevertheless, it is appropriate to give an upper limit, and we believe that 2 x lO - 5 

should be considered a 2-σ limit for the yield. We are extremely confident that the 
branching ratio is below this value, and probably significantly smaller. As discussed 
below, this figure is much smaller than that needed for 0 2 ( J 4 3 E + ) + N 2 to be a significant 
N 2 0 source. We believe that if the N 2 0 yield were as large as 2 x l 0 - 5 , we would have 
detected an unambiguous signal. 

For the ν = 10 level, we see that the on-resonance average is almost twice as large 
as that for off-resonance. However, the scatter in individual runs is large enough that 
a more statistically meaningful study would be needed to determine if indeed there is a 
small yield associated with the ν = 10 level. Of course, if only υ > 10 excitation leads 
to N 2 0 production, it will be a rather ineffective source. The topmost 0 2 ( J 4 ) level is 
ν = 12, which has recently been found to be very weakly bound [38]. 

The off-resonance N 2 0 source is a matter of some interest, and a possible explana
tion is wall desorption. As the laser is multi-passed in the cell, the walls and windows 
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are being scoured, and it is perhaps not surprising to detect N2O. In previous work at 
SRI International , using rare-gas resonance-lamp sources, experiment showed that CO 
was copiously produced by irradiation of an empty cell, which was interpreted either as 
dissociation of CO2 adsorbed on the walls, or desorption of CO [39]. One can carry out a 
very rough calculation of the N2 О surface coverage that would correspond to generation 
of 10 ppb during the irradiation. The total amount generated is about 2xl0 1 3 cm - 3 , 
equal to ~2x lO n cm - 2 for the cell surface area. This amounts to a surface coverage on 
the order of 10 - 4, averaged over the total surface. It is therefore not implausible that 
this level of N 2 0 might be found. 

An off-resonance gas-phase reaction that could conceivably make N 2 0 is that between 
electronically or vibrationally excited O3 with N2, where the source of the former would 
be O+O2 recombination, and the O-atom source is O3 photodissociation. This reaction 
has been discussed by Prasad [3,12], but it probably has no role in our off-resonance 
experiments because no ozone build-up was observed under those conditions in spite of 
the generation of N2O. 

2.3.3. Observation of ozone build-up 

A question that arises in the course of these experiments concerns the possible role of the 
ozone build-up on N 2 0 destruction. Prasad has suggested [12] that the presence of ozone 
may result in loss of N2O in experiments of this type, leading to incorrect conclusions 
regarding N 2 0 yields. To address this potential complication, we measured the extent 
of O3 build-up during irradiation, and also determined whether an N 2 0 loss could be 
observed following deliberate introduction of low levels of N 2 0 prior to irradiation. 

Measurement of ozone production are made in the multipass reaction cell, where an 
energy meter is used to detect the increased UV absorption as ozone builds up. We 
make a Beer's law calculation of the amount of ozone produced in a given time for the 
three different 0 2(Л) vibrational levels that we investigate. This can then be compared 
with an earlier study [4], where the yield of oxygen atoms produced by reaction (2.5), 
for ν = 9 — 11, was determined. An ozone build-up curve is shown in Fig. 2.3. Ozone 
amounts are measured for 2100 s irradiation times for an O2 pressure of 700 Torr, and 
1-10 ppm O3 is observed, dependent on the initial 0 2(Л) vibrational level. Adjusting for 
the different oscillator strengths for the A - X 7 - 0, 9 - 0, and 1 0 - 0 bands [19,37], the 
O3 yield ratios are 0.17:0.39:1.0 for и = 7,9, and 10. These figures are in reasonable 
confirmation of an earlier study [4], where ratios of 0.52(±0.18) : 1.0 for ν = 9 and 10 
were reported. 

The stability of N 2 0 in the presence of O3 is important to determine, because if it is 
unstable, it would adversely affect our measurements. In a study made several years ago 
at SRI International [15], in a mixture of O3, N 2 0, and N2 irradiated by light from a 254 
nm mercury lamp, the N2O concentration fell significantly after 15 minutes. However, in 
the present study, both O3 and N 2 0 are present at much lower concentrations than in 
the previous case. Both studies were made at a pressure close to one atmosphere, but in 
the earlier work the O3 pressure was 1 Torr, compared to up to 0.007 Torr in the present 
case, while the earlier N2O concentration was 20-200 mTorr, compared to the present 
concentration of 0.03-0.06 mTorr (40-90 ppb). 
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Figure 2.3: Ozone absorption determination. The top curve represents the laser 
before the ceil to monitor energy fluctuations during tbe measurement. The bottom 
curve is the intensity after the cell. The gas in the reaction cell is pumped out at 
the end of the measurement (around 3000 s, shown as a sharp rise in the absorption 
curve). The amount of ozone in the cell is estimated from a Beer's law calculation 
(see the text). 

The new measurements are made by introducing N2O (but not O3) into the N2/02 

mixture, then irradiating for six hours on the СЬ(А) V = 9 level, leading to a build
up of ozone to 0.007 Torr. Upon analysis, we find no discernible change in the N2O 
concentration. Since 0 3 or its photodissociation products were implicated in the former 
study as the ultimate cause of the N2O loss [15], the much lower O3 densities used here 
are probably relevant to the observation. 

2.3.4. Atmospheric significance 

Any proposed new source of N2 О must be tested against pre-existing sources to establish 
if its inclusion will make a substantial difference to the models. To evaluate the impor
tance of reaction (2.4) in atmospheric chemistry, modeling calculations are required, and 
fortunately we can avail ourselves of previous efforts in this direction. 

The Ог(/13Е+) production rate in the atmosphere from solar photoabsorption is pro
portional to the O2 density down to the altitude where the atmospheric transmittance is 
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reduced by ozone photoabsorption at 245-280 nm. As a result, 02(A) production peaks 
at 45 km, and then falls sharply, with little production below 35 km. 

The peak production for all vibrational levels is 1.5xl05 cm - 3 s - 1 , which can be 
determined from the photoabsorption rate coefficients for individual 0 2(Л — X) bands, 
calculated by Shi and Barker [40], the O2 altitude profile, and an ozone transmittance 
function. About 75% of the 02(.<4) is quenched by N2 for Α3Σ+ state vibrational levels 
ν = 6 — 11, and in fact the higher levels are more important than the lower, both because 
of increasing Franck-Condon factors and because the lower levels are less likely to be 
reactive. Shi and Barker find that the ν = 6 — 11 vibrational levels account for 72% of 
the photoproduction rate of 02(>1). Including all the Α3Σ+ levels, and using a yield for 
the reactive channel of 2xl0~5, we arrive at an upper limit on the N 2 0 production rate 
of 2 cm - 3 s_ 1. 

Comparison can then be made with the N 2 0 loss rate at this altitude. Minschwaner 
et al. [41] have used line-by-line calculations for absorption by the Schumann-Runge 
system of O2 to determine the transmittance of the atmosphere to radiation that will 
dissociate N 2 0, primarily at 190-210 nm. At 43 km, they calculate that the diurnally 
averaged N 2 0 loss rate due both to photodissociation and to reaction with 0(1Z)) is 
approximately 200 cm - 3 s_ 1, for a latitude range of 0-40 degrees. For 50 km, Prasad [3] 
gives a value of 90 cm - 3 s_ 1. Therefore, the upper limit to the N 2 0 production rate that 
we have determined corresponds to approximately 1% of the loss rate at the peak of the 
02(v4) production profile. 

At higher altitudes the 02(A) excitation rate decreases with the 0 2 density, but the 
N 2 0 density decreases far more rapidly, as the mixing ratio falls as well as the total 
air density [42]. As a result, the contribution made by the 0 2(Α)+Ν 2 reaction to the 
fractional N 2 0 production rate could become substantially larger than 1%. Nevertheless, 
at the altitudes of primary interest, below 50 km, the contribution of this reaction to the 
global N 2 0 budget is minor, and is completely overshadowed by other sources and their 
uncertainties [43]. 

Finally, we should point out that any reactive channel that makes N 2 0 could be 
isotope-specific. Even a small fractional production of N 2 0 might over time result in 
isotopie fractionation, given the extremely long lifetime of N 2 0 in the atmosphere. 

2.4. Conclusions 

0 2 (Α 3 Σ+) is produced in substantial amounts from 0 2 in the upper stratosphere by solar 
photoabsorption. We have investigated whether the predominant fate of these molecules, 
collisional removal by N2, leads with some atmospherically significant yield to N 2 0. The 
measurements have been performed on the ν = 7,9,10 levels of 02(Λ), and the results 
have been negative, with a conservative upper limit for the reaction yield of 2 x l 0 - 5 . In 
contrast, the analogous interaction with 0 2 as the collider leads to large yields of O3. 

Another issue that we have addressed is the stability of N 2 0 in the presence of O3 in 
an N2 bath during 245 nm irradiation. Earlier results obtained at SRI indicated that N 2 0 
became depleted in such a system, but the new measurements at much lower concentra
tions of both N 2 0 and O3 show no such effect. Thus, the absence of a significant N 2 0 
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yield from 0 2 ( Λ 3 Σ + ) + Ν 2 is a consequence of lack of production, and not of subsequent 

destruction. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Angular distributions for photodissociation of 
0 2 in the Herzberg continuum 

Men Jove jargon. It is so palpable, tangible, visible, 
audible; it makes so obvious what one has ¡earned; 
it satisñes the craving for results. It is impressive 
for the uninitiated. It makes one feel one belongs. 
Jargon divides men into Us and Them. 

Martin Buber, I and Thou 

Photodissociation in the Herzberg continuum of molecular oxygen has been 
studied at 236, 226 and 204 nm. Using ion-imaging and monitoring of O^Pj), 
j = 0,1, and 2 product-atom angular distributions, the amount of parallel char
acter of the transition was measured. In order to interpret these data, analyses 
of the photoabsorption oscillator strengths and the parallel-perpendicular na
ture of the Herzberg I, II and III bands, and extrapolation of these properties 
into the Herzberg-continuum region have been performed. Our measured fíne-
structure-averaged angular distributions are found to be consistent with this 
photoabsorption model. In addition, the dynamics of the dissociation process 
is discussed, based on the O-atom fine-structure distributions. 
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3.1. Introduction 

Photodissociative processes of diatomic molecules yield atoms that may either be in the 
ground state or in an excited state. Not only the quantum state of each atom, but 
also the photofragment angular distribution is an important observable. In particular, 
the angular distribution can elucidate the amount of parallel (ΔΛ = ΔΩ = 0) and 
perpendicular (ΔΛ = ΔΩ = ±1) character in an electronic transition to a continuum 
state, information that is unattainable using conventional spectroscopic techniques. In 
contrast to the case of dipole-allowed transitions, where one matrix element dominates 
the transition probability, the situation is different for the weaker forbidden transitions. 
Here, intensity is borrowed from allowed transitions through one or several second-order 
pathways with either parallel or perpendicular character. If the nature of the optical 
excitation is a mixture of parallel and perpendicular, then this will be reflected in the 
photofragment angular distribution. In this way, angular distributions form a diagnostic 
tool which is of particular interest in the study of forbidden bound-free transitions. In 
this work, we use this tool for investigation of the photodissociation of molecular oxygen 
in the Herzberg continuum. 

The structure of molecular oxygen is complicated. This, for example, is reflected in the 
fact that oxygen has six strongly bound states and several weakly bound states below the 
first dissociation limit, all correlating with ground-state 0(3Pj) product atoms [1]. The 
strongly bound states are the ground state Χ3Σ~ and five metastable states, labelled 
α1Δ9, ο1Σ+, Α3Σ+, c1E~, and A'3AU. The Herzberg transitions are electric-dipole-
forbidden transitions from the O2 Χ3Σ~ ground state to the Л 3 Е+, с ' Σ " , and A'3AU 

states [2-4]. In our earth's atmosphere, the large abundance of oxygen compensates for 
the forbidden character of these transitions, and their importance to aeronomy [5] and 
atmospheric photochemistry [6] has made the Herzberg transitions the subject of con
siderable study. Examples can be found in the preceding chapters: in the introduction 
a model has been developed to elucidate the role of the Herzberg system in the earth's 
stratosphere, while in chapter 2 reactive collisions of 02(/13Σ+) and N2 that might lead 
to N2O formation in the atmosphere have been investigated. Progress in characterizing 
the spectroscopy of these states has been slow, due to the weakness of the Herzberg I 
(Л3Е+ «- Χ3Σ;), Herzbergll ( c ^ ~ <- Χ3Σ~), and HerzbergUI (A'3AU *- Χ3Σ~) 
transitions, and also because of the strong pressure dependence of the HerzbergUI tran
sition intensity [7,8]. Understanding the spectroscopy requires detailed knowledge of the 
transition dipoles, to be discussed in detail in Sec. 3.4.3. Briefly, the oscillator strength 
of the Herzberg transitions, including the corresponding dissociation continuum, is bor
rowed from dipole-allowed transitions through spin-orbit and orbit-rotation interactions, 
leading to an overall transition of mixed parallel and perpendicular character. 

It is principally the Herzberg continuum that is responsible for photodissociation of O2 
in the 200-240 nm region. We have employed the technique of photofragment imaging to 
measure the angular distribution of the photofragments at 236, 226 and 204 nm. Hence, 
we have been able to determine the parallel-perpendicular nature of the transition to the 
Herzberg continuum at these wavelengths, assuming axial recoil for the (instantaneous) 
dissociation process. An expectation of the photofragment angular distributions can be 
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obtained from an understanding of the discrete spectroscopy of the Herzberg systems. 
We have reviewed the current experimental and theoretical state of knowledge on the 
Herzberg transitions in O2, employing the best available molecular parameters in the 
construction of a model of the corresponding 0 2 photoabsorption, both for the bound 
and the continuous parts of the spectrum. Calculated cross sections based on this model 
are then used to independently assess our angular distributions, testing the quality of 
our knowledge of the Herzberg transitions. 

In addition, we have investigated the adwbaticity of the dissociation process. The 
dynamics of diatomic molecular dissociation affects the relative population of the fine-
structure states of the atomic photofragments. In particular, if a molecular Born-
Oppenheimer state has fine structure, as is the case for the A and A' states, then the 
dissociation dynamics determines how the population of the molecular fine-structure 
states redistributes itself over the fine-structure states of the atoms [9]. Photodissocia
tion in the Herzberg continuum produces only ground-state 3P} atoms, with j either 0,1 
or 2. Our experimental setup enables fine-structure-resolved measurements, not only of 
the rate at which 0(3P}) atoms are formed, but also of the corresponding angular distri
butions. Whether a molecule adiabatically follows a particular potential-energy curve to 
dissociation, or undergoes transitions to neighbouring potentials correlating with different 
atomic fine-structure limits, is related to the velocity with which the dissociating molecule 
probes these potentials. In this way, the dissociation dynamics affects the branching ratio 
over the atomic multiplet. In addition, as our results will show, the angular distribu
tion may also differ for each fine-structure component if the fine-structure levels of an 
excited molecular state do not contribute equally to a particular fine-structure state of 
the atomic fragments [10]. 

The molecular photodissociation dynamics can be characterized by an adiabaticity 
parameter [11,12], ξ = ARAEso/tiv which compares the recoil time AR/v, where AR 
is a characteristic recoil distance and ν is the recoil velocity, with the characteristic 
time for spin-orbit coupling h/AEso, where AEso is the asymptotic spin-orbit coupling. 
Two limiting cases, the sudden-recoil limit (ξ —> 0), and the adiabatic limit(£ —» 00), 
correspond to high and low recoil velocity, respectively. 

In the sudden-recoil limit, the atomic multiplet distribution is often close to a statis
tical one, i.e. proportional to 2j + 1, the degeneracy of each j state. However, for an 
exact calculation of the fine-structure distribution in this limit, a frame transformation 
in which molecular eigenstates are expanded in atomic eigenfunctions is required [9]. 

The other extreme is fully adiabatic behaviour. In this case, the projection Ω on the 
internuclear axis, of the total angular momentum of the initial Born-Oppenheimer state, 
is conserved during dissociation. At small internuclear separation R, the electrostatic 
forces between the nuclei are high and L and S are coupled to the internuclear axis 
[Hund's case (a)]. At greater R, the spin-orbit coupling becomes dominant over the 
electronic term in the Hamiltonian, and L and S couple to each other, but Ω remains a 
good quantum number [Hund's case (c)]. An adiabatic correlation diagram [12] can be 
used to find the specific atomic fine-structure state that connects with the fine-structure 
level of the molecule, this procedure amounting to ignoring any couplings between the 
non-crossing case (c) potential-energy curves. 
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Reality is often intermediate between the limiting cases. In this situation, the cou
plings between different electronic states must be known accurately. At short R, spin-
orbit couplings may induce diabatic transitions between case (a) potentials, while at 
large R, where the spin-orbit term is diagonalized in the case (c) description, nonin-
tersecting case (c) potentials may be coupled non-adiabatically by terms such as the 
radial kinetic-energy operator or the L-uncoupling operator [11]. Accurate knowledge 
of the potential-energy curves and the strengths of the couplings must be available for 
calculation of the fine-structure branching in this general case [12]. 

Several authors have studied fine-structure branching in the dissociation of O2. Mat-
sumi and Kawasaki [13], and Huang and Gordon [12], using resonance-enhanced multi-
photon ionization (REMPI), and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) detection of the photofrag
ments, respectively, performed fragmentation experiments at 157 nm in the Schumann-
Runge (SR) continuum where they measured principally 0( 3 P,) fragments with j = 2. 
Photodissociation of O2 slightly above threshold in the SR continuum has been shown 
to be fully adiabatic [14]. Matsumi and Kawasaki [13] have also measured fine-structure 
branching ratios and Doppler profiles in the SR bands at 193 nm, obtaining results in
termediate between the sudden-recoil and adiabatic limits. Leahy et al. [15,16], using 
fast-beam photofragment translational spectroscopy, have measured correlated О(3Pn)+ 
0(3Pn) predissociation branching ratios for the SR bands, also obtaining results in
consistent with both the diabatic and adiabatic limits. Finally, Tonokura et al. [17] 
reached similar conclusions following the measurement of fine-structure branching ratios 
at 226 nm in the Herzberg continuum. Their results will be discussed in more detail in 
Sec. 3.5.1. 

3.2. Experimental 

Ion-imaging techniques have proven to be very valuable in the study of photodissociative 
processes. The full three-dimensional (3D) velocity distribution of recoiling fragments can 
be projected in one single image, revealing the kinetic-energy release in the dissociation 
process and the angular distribution of the photofragments. A detailed description of 
conventional ion imaging has been given in Ref. [18]. A brief description of this technique 
and the experimental velocity-mapping setup that we used [19] will be presented here. 

As depicted schematically in Fig. 3.1, the vacuum system consists of differentially-
pumped source and ionization chambers. A cold, pulsed molecular beam is obtained by a 
supersonic expansion of 10-20% O2 in He as carrier gas at a stagnation pressure of 2 bar. 
We estimate the temperature of the beam to be between 5 and 10 K, implying an O2 
ground-state population predominantly in the lowest rotational level. Subsequently, the 
beam enters the ionization chamber through a 1 mm skimmer, passes a 1 mm hole in a re
peller electrode, and is crossed at right angles by two pulsed, counter-propagating focused 
laser beams, one beam for pumping the Herzberg continuum, the other for probing the 
nascent oxygen atoms by means of REMPI. The atomic ions are formed in the presence 
of an electric field between the repeller and extractor plates (Vg/ д ss 0.7; ц и 4000 V), 
and accelerated along the axis of a time-of-flight (TOF) tube towards the detector. These 
ions travel on expanding, nested spherical surfaces, where the expansion speed of each 
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source ionization detection 

Figure 3.1: Velocity-map imaging experimental setup: PV=pulsed valve; 
SK=1 mm skimmer; axially symmetric ion optics with R=repeller at voltage VR, 
E=extractor at voltage VE and G=ground electrode; a 15 mm spacing between the 
0.2 mm-thick plate electrodes is set using aluminum oxide tubes; E and G contain 
20 mm apertures such that equipotential surfaces are bent as indicated; ® denotes 
the laser focus, 108 mm downstream from the nozzle; TOF tube, 36 cm from laser 
focus to detector; dual MCP detector with PS=phosphor screen; CCD camera con
nected to the PC. 

surface is determined by the kinetic-energy release in the corresponding dissociation 
channel. 

The extractor plate is part of the ion-lens optics, consisting of an axially symmetric 
three-plate assembly, with 20 mm apertures in the extractor and ground electrodes, thus 
forming an asymmetric immersion lens [19]. This lens guides all particles with the same 
initial velocity vector to the same point on the detector, irrespective of their initial 
distance from the ion-lens axis, a technique called velocity-тар imaging [19,20]. The 
result is a better spatial resolution than in conventional ion imaging where an extracting 
wire-grid electrode is used. A good resolution is crucial in the two-laser experiments 
described here, in order to discriminate between the different images on the detector. 

In the TOF tube, a separation takes place between ions of different masses. Simul
taneously, the spherical distribution of fragment ions is flattened by the acceleration 
along the TOF axis in such a way that the spread in time-of-flight Δί/ί is very small 
(<1%). This enables mass-selective ion detection with an imaging detector [dual 40 mm 
microchannel-plates (MCP) with a P-20 phosphor screen] by the application of a timed 
voltage pulse to the front MCP. The two-dimensional images appearing on the phosphor 
screen are recorded by a CCD camera equipped with a 25 mm focal-length objective 
lens. Images are integrated on the CCD chip over a preset number of laser pulses, and 
subsequent images are summed in a PC where further data analysis is performed. By 
choosing the polarization vector of the dissociation laser parallel to the image plane, the 
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so-called inverse Abel-transform method [21] can be used to reconstruct the original 3D 
velocity distribution. 

The Herzberg states, A, A', and c, all correlate with the 0 ( 3 Р л ) + 0 ( 3 Р ; ; і ) dissociation 
limit. Adiabatically, these states connect to one fine-structure dissociation limit with 
jj = j 2 = 2. State-selective detection of the individual 0(2p3P,·) atoms is achieved by 
(2+1) REMPI through the 0(3p3P,.) states, using wavelengths of 226.233, 226.059 and 
225.656 nm for j = 0,1 and 2, respectively. For this purpose, a Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser 
(Spectra-Physics DCR-2A and PDL-2), operated with Coumarin-460 dye and frequency 
doubled in a BBO crystal, is used. In principle, about 0.5 m J / 5 nsec UV power with 
vertical polarization (i.e. parallel to the detector face) can be focused onto the molecular 
beam with a lens of 20 cm focal-length. In order to avoid space-charge problems, the 
UV power is attenuated to about 0.1 m J / 5 nsec. In spite of the considerable laser 
fluence, the one-photon transition is far from saturated. At the peak of the Herzberg 
continuum, where the absorption cross section is 7.35x 10 - 2 4cm 2, we dissociate about 
1 in 105 molecules. Furthermore, the detection laser is scanned back and forth over 
the REMPI transition during image-data acquisition, thus probing all velocity groups 
at equal sensitivity and avoiding Doppler selection. Due to this scanning process, the 
fine-structure of the intermediate 0(3p 3 P) state is not resolved. The integrated two-
photon line strengths are reported to yield equal sensitivity for the initial fine-structure 
states [22-25], which simplifies the study of branching between these states. Since the 
0( 3P,) REMPI wavelengths are also suitable for excitation of O2 into the Herzberg 
continuum, we performed, in the first instance, single-laser experiments. Images obtained 
with the molecular beam triggered after the laser pulse have been used to subtract the 
contribution of thermalized ambient background gas. 

In the two-laser experiments, a second Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser (Spectra-Physics 
GCR-11 and PDL-2) is used to generate excitation wavelengths in the 203-240 nm range. 
The ~204 nm light is produced by frequency doubling and mixing in KDP and BBO 
crystals the output of the dye laser operated with Sulforhodamine 640 dye. Longer 
wavelengths are produced by direct frequency doubling in a BBO crystal, using the 
third harmonic of the YAG laser to pump, e.g., Coumarin-480 dye. In order to obtain 
vertical polarization, a Berek's compensator is used. Images from each laser separately 
are subtracted from the images with both lasers present, yielding the double-resonant 
signal free from background. The UV power was balanced and the focal points of the two 
laser beams were overlapped carefully in order to maximize the double-resonant signal 
while maintaining a homogeneous detection efficiency. 

3.3. Results 

In Fig. 3.2(a), a raw 0 + ion image from 0( 3 P 2 ) REMPI at 225.66 nm is shown. Three 
rings appear: the inner ring corresponding to one-photon excitation into the Herzberg 
continuum, leading to 0( 3 P 2 )+0( 3 P,) ; the middle ring and the outer ring due to two-
photon excitation, leading to 0(3Р2)+0(1О2) (second dissociation limit) and 0 ( 3 Р 2 ) + 0 ( 3 Р 7 ) , 
respectively. The reconstructed image, Fig. 3.2(b), represents a vertical section through 
the 3D distribution, and is obtained by an inverse Abel transform of the raw image. 
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Figure 3.2: (a) Raw О^Ргі ion image obtained using a single laser at a wave
length near 225.67 nm. During 10,000 laser shots of data acquisition, the wavelength 
was scanned back and forth (by ~0.03 nm) across the REMPI transition. Laser po
larization was vertical in the image, and the laser propagation direction was from left 
to right. The center dot corresponds to the Of signal at zero kinetic energy which 
is strong enough to be seen outside of the mass-selective gate for 0+. (b) Corre
sponding reconstructed image obtained by means of an inverse Abel transform. The 
3D velocity distribution is recovered by revolution of the image around the vertical 
symmetry axis. 

From this image, the 3D speed distribution in Fig. 3.3(a) is obtained by integrating over 
all angles, the results of which represent the branching between the three dissociation 
channels. The middle ring is strongest at this wavelength. In contrast, for the j = 0 
and j = 1 images, the two-photon transition is much weaker. The reason for this rapid 
intensity variation with wavelength is the presence of quasi-bound Rydberg states at the 
two-photon energy [20]. At 225.66 nm, the 3d63n0li(tJ = 2) state [26] enhances the two-
photon excitation strength. This state subsequently predissociates to the 0(3P2)+0(1£>2) 
dissociation limit. This channel shows a distinct quadrupolar angular distribution, in
dicative ο ί Σ - + Σ — > Π Ο Γ Σ —• Π —> Π two-photon transitions, for which the angular 
distribution is described by Ι(θ) oc 1 + /?P2(cosö) -I- 7P4(cosé?), where P2 and P4 repre
sent second- and fourth-order Legendre polynomials, respectively, β and 7 are anisotropy 
parameters, and θ is the angle between the recoil and laser-polarization directions. The 
outer ring is much weaker: apparently predissociation to the lower dissociation limit is 
weak [27]. 

The inner ring corresponds to one-photon excitation into the Herzberg continuum, 
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Figure 3.3: Speed and angular distributions obtained from Fig. 3.2(b). (a) The 
speed distribution shows three channels, the outer two fast channels corresponding 
to two-photon excitations, and the slow channel to one-photon excitation into the 
Herzberg continuuum. Dissociation limits and kinetic energy releases for each chan
nel are indicated, (b) The angular distribution of the inner ring for this experimental 
run (solid curve) is fítted with β = 0.56 (dashed curve), indicative of the dominance 
of parallel character in the excitation process. For comparison, curves with β = 0.46 
and 0.66 are shown also. 

leading to 0( 3 P 2 )+0( 3 P,) at 0.38 eV kinetic-energy release. The angular distribution 
of these fragments is described by the simpler Ι(θ) oc 1 + /?P2(cos0) distribution. This 
ring is quite weak due to the electric-dipole-forbidden nature of the Herzberg transitions. 
The character of the Herzberg transition will be discussed in detail in Sec. 3.4. Here, the 
statement that the transition borrows oscillator strength by mixing with other electronic 
states both in the ground and in the excited state will suffice. The transition strength 
comprises two types of contribution, parallel and perpendicular, for which β = 2 and —1, 
respectively. Since the dissociation process takes place on a time-scale much shorter than 
molecular rotation, the fragment angular anisotropy reflects directly the relative impor
tance of the parallel and perpendicular contributions to the transition. In Fig. 3.3(b), 
the angular distribution measured for the inner ring is displayed, together with a fitted 
curve (dashed line) yielding an anisotropy parameter β = 0.56 for this experimental run, 
and indicative curves (dotted lines) for β = 0.46 and 0.66. 
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Table 3.1: Measured anisotropy parameters β, characterizing the angular distribu
tion of photofragments formed in the excitation of the O2 Herzberg continuum at 
204, 226, and 236 nm. Atoms are formed in three fine-structure states 0^P}), with 
j = 0,1 and 2. 

λ 

nm 

204 

226 

236 

3=0 

0.35 ±0.15 

0.37 ±0.24 

-

ß 
3 = 1 

0.53 ±0.15 

0.61 ± 0.09 

0.31 ± 0.15 

3=2 

0.87 ±0.10 

0.64 ± 0.08 

-

In this study, we concentrate solely on the Herzberg continuum, i.e. the one-photon 
signal. In Table 3.1, the experimentally determined β parameters for the inner ring are 
listed. 

The tabulated values, classified according to three main excitation wavelengths (204, 
226 and 236 nm), represent average fitted β parameters determined over a series of images. 
The uncertainty listed is, therefore, the standard deviation from the mean value, which 
is found to dominate the uncertainty resulting from the fitting procedure for a single 
image. The two main sources of error are believed to be associated with the method for 
background subtraction, and long- and short-term variations in detector sensitivity. 

For the one-laser experiment, the dissociation branching ratio over the different fine-
structure states could only be determined at 226 nm. The measured j = 0 : 1 : 2 
branching ratio, normalized to the j = 0 intensity, is 1.00±0.26 : 3.33±0.43 : 9.00±0.70. 
These results have been corrected for the effects of the slight variation in laser intensity at 
the three detection wavelengths for j = 0,1, and 2. Reliable branching ratios could not be 
obtained for the two-laser experiments (dissociation at 204 nm and 236 nm, detection at 
226 nm) because the signal in these cases relies on the precise overlap of the focal points of 
the two lasers: the three detection wavelengths lie relatively far apart, and when scanning 
the detection-laser wavelength, dispersive elements in the optics chain cause a significant 
displacement in the detection-laser focal position. Relative measurements, such as the 
angular distribution for different j states at 204 nm and 236 nm, are not affected by 
this overlap problem. For 236 nm measurements, however, the strong signal created by 
the 226 nm detection laser, especially for j = 2, overwhelms the weak dissociation-laser 
signal. Only the j = 1 signal from 236 nm dissociation could be extracted reliably from 
the detection-laser background. 
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3.4. The Herzberg transitions 

3.4.1. Previous work 

As explained in Sec. 3.1, the angular distribution of the photofragments is closely re
lated to the nature of the Herzberg continuum. Understanding the Herzberg continuum 
requires a thorough knowledge of the Herzberg bands. The discrete spectroscopy of the 
Herzberg states has been reviewed comprehensively by Slanger and Cosby [28], with the 
review based principally on the high-resolution, multiple-reflection cell spectrographs 
measurements performed at the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics, Ottawa [29-32]. 
Since the time of the Slanger and Cosby review, significant new high-resolution mea
surements have been performed by Yoshino et al. [33] and Slanger et al. [34], using 
ultraviolet Fourier-transform spectroscopy (UVFTS) and cavity ring-down spectroscopy 
(CRDS), respectively. At present, the spectroscopic constants of the A state are known, 
from absorption spectra, for υ = 0 — 12, those of the с state for υ = 1 — 18, and those 
of the A' state for ν = 2 — 13 [35]. Knowledge of the absolute and relative intensities 
of the Herzberg transitions is far from complete however, most of the early estimates 
being based on spectrographic data. Recently, Huestis et al. [36] published experimental 
oscillator strengths for the (8,0)-(ll,0) bands of the A <— X system, the (13,0), (14,0) 
and (16,0) bands of the с *— X system, and the (9,0) and (11,0) bands of the A' <— X 
system, based on CRDS in absorption, while Yoshino et al. [37] have measured oscillator 
strengths for the (4,0)-(ll,0) bands of the A <— X system using UVFTS. At present, 
it appears that the most reliable Herzberg I oscillator strengths are those of Yoshino et 
al. [37]. However, the с <— X and A' *— X oscillator strengths of Huestis et al. [36] must 
be regarded as the only reasonable data available on the strengths of the Herzberg II and 
HI transitions, despite the acknowledged shortcomings of CRDS in providing quantitative 
intensity information [34,36]. From their measured discrete oscillator strengths, Huestis 
et al. [36] concluded that the Herzberg I transition provides ~ 86% of the total strength 
of the Herzberg transitions [38]. To obtain an improved estimate of this quantity, it 
would be useful to have measurements of the Herzberg II and III oscillator strengths of 
the same resolution and quality as the Herzberg I UVFTS measurements of Yoshino et 
al. [37]. 

Measurement of the small Herzberg continuum cross section is a difficult problem, 
complicated not only by the necessity to extrapolate to zero pressure in order to re
move the effects of collisional enhancement of the Herzberg III cross-section component, 
but also by corrections for the effects of Rayleigh scattering and the predissociation 
line wings of the nearby SR bands, Β3Σ~ <— Χ3Σ~. Direct, long-path measurements 
of stratospheric transmittances demonstrated that most of the early measurements had 
overestimated the cross section by as much as 40% [39-41]. This inspired new laboratory 
measurements [42-44] that confirmed a lower cross section. However, there remained dif
ferences between the results obtained in different laboratories from measurements taken 
with different path lengths and pressures, and it was not until the work of Yoshino et 
al. [45] that these differences were reconciled, resulting in a single recommendation for 
the Herzberg continuum cross section and its pressure dependence. In this work, we 
will adopt this recommendation for the absolute value of the Herzberg continuum cross 
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section, but we note that more recent measurements [46,47] have resulted in even lower 
values. Thus, the question of the magnitude of the Herzberg continuum cross section 
cannot be regarded as settled completely. 

There have been several ab initio studies of the potential-energy curves of the A, 
c, and A' states, with the recent multireference configuration-interaction with Davidson 
correction (MRCI+Q) calculations of Partridge et al. [1] expected to be the most accu
rate. These calculations show differences in equilibrium internuclear distance Re from 
experiment of only ~ 0.005 Â, compared, for example, with first-order configuration-
interaction calculations [48] which differ by ~ 0.04 Â. As far as we are aware, there has 
been only one ab initio study, by Klotz and Peyerimhoff [49], on the origin of the elec
tronic transition moments for the Herzberg transitions, a challenging theoretical problem. 
Their study, restricted to a consideration of transition-strength gain from dipole-allowed 
transitions through spin-orbit interactions, predicted that the A «— X transition is of 
mixed parallel-perpendicular nature (principally parallel), while the с «— X and A' <— X 
transitions are entirely perpendicular. Further studies of rotational line strengths in the 
Herzberg I [36,50] and III [32,36] bands have shown that orbit-rotation couplings produce 
detectable J-dependent contributions to the corresponding effective electronic transition 
moments. Herzberg continuum cross sections [51] and transition probabilities [52] calcu
lated using the electronic transition moments of Klotz and Peyerimhoff [49], are in only 
fair agreement with the best experimental results [50]. 

In summary, it is clear that, despite a considerable body of work on the Herzberg 
transitions, many uncertainties remain. In particular, it has not been possible, using 
traditional spectroscopic techniques, to make direct measurements of the branching ratios 
into the Herzberg I, II and III transitions which constitute the Herzberg continuum. 

3.4.2. Potential-energy curves 

Our adopted potential-energy curves for the A, A', and с states are shown in Fig. 3.4 [53]. 
In principle, calculations of cross sections for the Herzberg continua, which peak near 
6 eV, require significant extrapolations of the inner limbs of the potential-energy curves, 
away from the more accurately known bound-state potentials which have a common 
dissociation limit at ~ 5.2 eV. However, it is possible both to extrapolate reliably using 
information from ab initio calculations, and, in some cases, to reduce the reliance on 
extrapolation by incorporating knowledge gained from experimental information on the 
Rydberg-valence interactions involving the Herzberg states. 

Our adopted potential-energy curve for the A state was obtained using the following 
three-stage procedure. First, a Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR) [54] potential-energy curve 
was constructed using the spectroscopic constants of Borrell et al. [29], for ν = 0 — 3, and 
Yoshino et al. [33], for ν = 4 - 11 [55]. Second, the RKR potential curve was extended 
smoothly beyond the experimentally known region. The outer-limb extension was of the 
form [56] 

V(R) = VX- Cn/Rn, (3.1) 

where the exponent η and the coefficient Cn were determined using the last two RKR 
turning points and the known dissociation limit V^, = 5.2141 eV(= De) [57]. Due to 
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Figure 3.4: Potential-energy curves oiOi relevant to a discussion of the Herzberg 
transitions. 

irregularities in the upper part of the inner limb of the RKR potential, it was necessary 
to begin the inner-limb extension at ~ 5.05 eV (v « 9). An initial extension was achieved 
by using the MRCI+Q potential of Partridge et al. [1], shifted and scaled to agree as 
closely as possible with the RKR potential below ν = 9. The quality of this MRCI+Q 
potential can be judged by noting that it was necessary only to increase the well depth 
by 2.7%, shift to smaller R by 3.2 mÂ, and expand about Re by 1.2% in order to obtain 
agreement with the RKR potential. Third, the inner limb of the Л-state potential-
energy curve in the 9-10 eV region was defined by using the results of a recent study 
of predissociation in the 3ρπ„Ζ)3Σ+ Rydberg state [58], represented qualitatively by 
the 3p-complex potential-energy curve in Fig. 3.4. Briefly, the D state is predissociated 
indirectly by the Β3Σ~ state, the upper state of the SR system, and directly by the A 
state. Banerjee [58] has performed a coupled-channel Schrödinger-equation analysis of 
the observed predissociation pattern which allows the repulsive limb of the A state, in the 
crossing region with the D state, to be defined quite accurately and the Rydberg-valence 
coupling between the A and D states of 3Σ„ symmetry to be estimated. His results 
imply that the Л-state potential-energy curve crosses that of the D state at R = 1.091 Â, 
with a slope of —36 eV/Â, and that the Rydberg-valence coupling is 0.052 eV (~ 400 
cm -1), much weaker than in the well-known case of the isoconfigurational 3 Σ ~ states [59]. 
Finally, the MRCI+Q Л-state inner limb, adjusted as described above, was extrapolated 
smoothly above ~ 7 eV in order to be consistent with these new results. It was found 
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that a short spline extrapolation above 8.9 eV of the modified ab initio inner limb was 
almost identical in the 9-10 eV region with the potential determined independently from 
the .D-state predissociation studies [58], leading to confidence in our inner-limb extension 
procedures. 

Our adopted potential-energy curves for the A' and с states were determined by a 
similar procedure. However, for these states there is insufficient experimental information 
available on the predissociation of Rydberg states of like symmetry to enable their inner 
limbs to be defined more accurately in the 9-10 eV region than is possible using the ab 
initio modification techniques described above [60]. In the case of the A' state, an RKR 
potential-energy curve was constructed using the spectroscopic constants of Coquart and 
Ramsay [31] for ν = 2 - 11 [55]. The inner-limb extension above ~ 5.05 eV (v » 10) 
was obtained by modifying the MRCI+Q Л'-state potential of Partridge et al. [1] to 
optimize agreement with the RKR potential. This required an increase in well depth of 
2.5%, a shift to smaller R by 4.1 mÂ, and an expansion about Re by 0.8%. In the case 
of the с state, an RKR potential-energy curve was constructed using the spectroscopic 
constants of Ramsay [30] for ν = 1 — 16 [55]. The inner-limb extension above ~ 5.05 eV 
(v « 15) was obtained by modifying the MRCI+Q c-state potential of Partridge et al. [1] 
to optimize agreement with the RKR potential. This required an increase in well depth 
of 1.0%, a shift to smaller R by 7.8 mÂ, and a contraction about Re by 1.2%. 

3.4.3. Transition moments 

The electric-dipole-forbidden Herzberg transitions borrow intensity from electric-dipole-
allowed transitions of the oxygen molecule through, in principle, spin-orbit and orbit-
rotation interactions with both the upper and lower states of each transition. In the 
general case, the effective electronic transition moment is of mixed parallel-perpendicular 
character, with a number of independent moments necessary to reproduce the observed 
rotational line strengths for the discrete transitions. 

3.4.3.1. The Α3Σ+ <- Χ3Σ~ transition 

In a general treatment of 3 Σ * <— 3 Σ Τ transitions [61], thirteen independent moments 
have been found to govern the rotational line strengths. In the particular case of the 
Herzberg I transition, Α 3Σ+ <— X 3 E j , however, England et al. [50] found that only three 
independent moments were necessary to explain the measured line strengths [37]. In their 
first-order picture, the dominant sources of A <— X transition strength are the allowed 
transitions Β3Σ~ «— Χ3Σ~ (parallel) and Α3Σ+ *- 13Π9 (perpendicular), through the 
interactions Β 3Σ~ - Α 3Σ+ [spin-orbit (SO)] and 13Πβ - Χ 3Σ^ [spin-orbit and orbit-
rotation (OR)], respectively. This conclusion is essentially in agreement with the ab 
initio study of Klotz and Peyerimhoff [49], which, however, considered only spin-orbit 
interactions, and also with the study of Huestis et al. [36]. The independent moments Z, 
Y and M arise through the following interactions [62]: 

X%,±i -1* Β 3Σ-±1 Ä Α 3 Σ + ± 1 : Z1 = Ζ (3.2) 

Χ 3 Σ; ι 0 + Ä 13Π,,0+ - i * Α 3 Σ + ± 1 :¥! = ¥ (3.3) 
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Χ 3 Σ - ± 1 Ä 13Π9,± 1 - i * Л 3 Σ+ 0 _ : Го = Y (3.4) 

Χ 3 Σ - 0 + Ä 1 3 Π 9 ι ± 1 - ± - Α 3 Σ + 0 . : Μ0 = M (3.5) 

^ 3 Σ ; Ι ± 1 Ä 13П,,±2 ^ > Л 3 Σ + ± 1 :Мг = М (3.6) 

Χ 3 Σ - ± 1 Ä 13Π9,ο - ^ Л 3 Σ + ± 1 : Λίχ = Μ (3.7) 

The sum rule for the A *— X rotational line strengths, arising from all fine-structure 
levels of the lower state with a given J, implies that the square of the effective electronic 
transition moment is given by [63] 

Me

2

ff = [Z2 + AY2 - 4M2 + 6M2J(J + 1)] /g", (3.8) 

where g" = 3 is the lower-state degeneracy, and the perpendiculanparallel ratio by 

M2JM¡ = [4F2 - 4M2 + 6M2J(J + 1)] /Z2. (3.9) 

The transition moments in Eqs. (3.2-3.9) depend parametrically on R, and some depend 
on J through the orbit-rotation coupling. For simplicity, these dependences have been 
suppressed in the transition-moment notation. 

The effective electronic transition moment may be related to a (J-dependent) band 
oscillator strength by the relation 

/ „ ν = 3.038 x 10~6ι/ 

x\(xAR)\M«{R)\xAR))\2, (3-ю) 

where χυ»(ΙΙ) and xv'(R) are the normalized discrete radial wavefunctions of the initial 
and final states, respectively, ν is the transition energy, in cm - 1 , and Mes{R) is in a.u. 
In the Л-centroid approximation [64], eq. (3.10) becomes 

A v = 3.038 χ lO-6uqv.v.lM¡ñ(Rv,v„), (3.11) 

where 
q^ = \(xv-(R)\xAR))\2 (3-12) 

is the Franck-Condon factor, and 

Д = (xAR) \R\ xAR)) i (xAR) I xAW) (3-із) 

is the .R-centroid. Equation (3.11) can be used to determine an effective electronic tran
sition moment, including an effective R dependence through association of R with the 
.R-centroid, using experimental band oscillator strengths. As has been noted recently 
by Huestis [65], there are complexities associated with degeneracy factors involved in 
the definition of transition moments for forbidden transitions. The effective electronic 
transition moments Mef¡, defined by eq. (3.11) and used self-consistently throughout this 
work, implicitly contain degeneracy factors which may make their definition inconsistent 
with some other studies. 
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Figure 3.5: Effective room-temperature electronic transition moments for the 
Herzberg transitions of O2. Solid circles: values determined from measurements 
of the discrete oscillator strengths; A «- X (4,0)-(10,0) [Ref. [50]]; A' «- X (9,0), 
(11,0) ande*- X (13,0), (14,0) and (16,0) [Ref. [36]]. Solid lines: adopted effective 
transition moments. 

We have used the values of Ζ (~ 1.0 χ Ю - 3 a.u.), Y (~ 0.4 χ Ю - 3 a.u.) and M 
(~ 0.01 χ IO - 3 a.u.) determined by England et al. [50] from the measured absorption 
line oscillator strengths of Yoshino et al. [37] for the (4,0)-(10,0) A <— X bands, with 
small adjustments to allow for the slightly different Franck-Condon factors arising from 
our e s t a t e potential-energy curve, in eq. (3.8) to determine values for the A *— X 
effective electronic transition moment Мед. The dependence of Meg on the rotational 
quantum number leads to a temperature dependence of the corresponding absorption 
oscillator strength. We have evaluated Meg for J = 11, appropriate for calculation of 
room-temperature cross sections, and for J = 0, appropriate for interpretation of the 
measurements of this work taken at rotational temperatures in the range 5-10 K. Our 
results for J = 11 are shown in Fig. 3.5 (solid circles), plotted as a function of the A <— X 
Л-centroid [66]. When going from room temperature to the 5-10 К region, M^ff, and 
thus the absorption cross section, decreases by approximately 5% due to the ./-dependent 
orbit-rotation coupling. 

Calculations of the A *— X photoabsorption continuum require a significant extrap
olation of the effective transition moment towards smaller internuclear distances. Un
fortunately, the precision with which such an extrapolation can be performed, in the 
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absence of other information, is limited. Therefore, as described further in Sec. 3.4.4, we 
have chosen to use experimental information on the Herzberg continuum to further refine 
the transition-moment extrapolation. Our adopted effective A <— X electronic transition 
moments are given by 

MeB{R) = (2.154 - 1.112 Д) x l(T3a.u., (3.14) 

for Τ = 300 К, and 
Meff(Ä) = (2.104 - 1.087 R) χ 10_3a.u., (3.15) 

for Τ = 5 — 10 К, where R is in Â. Our room-temperature transition moment, shown in 
Fig. 3.5 (solid line), is seen to pass through the error bars of the points determined from 
the discrete spectrum and increases as R decreases, as predicted by the ab initio calcula
tions [49]. The rate of increase, however, is significantly greater than that calculated by 
Klotz and Peyerimhoff [49] and also exceeds that implied from a linear least-squares fit 
to the discrete points. 

3.4.3.2. The A'3AU «- X 3 E j transition 

In a general treatment of 3 Δ <— 3 Σ transitions, Kerr and Watson [32] showed that the 
rotational line strengths are governed by six independent transition moments: one parallel 
(Zi) and two perpendicular (У1 and Y2) moments arising from spin-orbit perturbation, 
and three further perpendicular moments ( M b M^ and M3) arising from low-order orbit-
rotation couplings. In the specific case of the A'3AU <— Χ3Σ,~ transition of O2, it was 
found necessary to retain all six moments in order to explain satisfactorily the observed 
rotational line strengths [67], implying some departure from the first-order relations Z\ — 
0, Yx = Y2 = Y, Mi = Mi = M3 = M. Thus, the intensity-borrowing mechanism for 
the A' <— X transition may involve perturbations by electronic states of many different 
symmetries and multiplicities. First-order transition moments for the A' <— X system 
arise through interactions involving only 3Π intermediaries and, in this approximation, 
values for Y have been calculated 06 initio by Klotz and Peyerimhoff [49]. 

It follows from the sum rule for the A' <— X rotational line strengths [32] that the 
square of the effective electronic transition moment is given by 

Me

2

ff α Z\ + Y? + Y2

2 + 2J(J + 1) [M¡ + Ml] 

+2(J-l)(J + 2)M¡. (3.16) 

Relative values for the individual transition moments deduced from limited experimental 
measurements on the (4,0), (7,0) and (9,0) A' <— X bands [32,36] imply that the first 
term in eq. (3.16) is negligible and that the A' <— X transition is ~ 99% perpendicular. 
Hereafter, we will ignore the small parallel component of this transition. 

We determined effective electronic transition moments for the (9,0) and (11,0) A' *— X 
bands, shown in Fig. 3.5 plotted as a function of ñ-centroid, using the CRDS oscillator 
strengths of Huestis et al. [36] in eq. (3.11), together with appropriate Franck-Condon 
factors calculated using our Л'-state potential-energy curve, and transition energies given 
by Coquart and Ramsay. [31] Neither the precision nor the quantity of experimental data 
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enables any conclusion to be made regarding the Я-dependence of the transition moment. 
Therefore, we assume the relative slope implied by the ab mitw calculations of Klotz and 
Peyerimhoff [49] and adopt a linear representation of the A' <— X effective electronic 
transition moment, appropriate for room-temperature calculations, 

MeB(R) = (3.461 - 1.285 R) χ l(T4a.u., (3.17) 

shown in Fig. 3.5. Our adopted moment for low-temperature calculations was obtained by 
using the individual (7,0)-band transition moments determined by Kerr and Watson [32] 
in eq. (3.16), in order to obtain the ratio between effective moments for J = 0 and 
J = 11, and then applying that ratio to the room-temperature moment of eq. (3.17). 
Our adopted effective electronic transition moment for Τ = 5 — 10 К is given by 

Мея(Я) = (2.793 - 1.037 R) χ 10_4a.u. (3.18) 

3.4.3.3. The c x E- <- Χ3Σ~ transition 

Watson [68] has given general treatments of ' Σ * <— ' Σ * and ' Σ * <— 3 Σ Τ transitions, 
showing that only a single perpendicular transition moment is necessary for a description 
of rotational line strengths in ΧΣ~ <— 3 Σ ~ transitions. Thus, the Herzbergll system, 
ε 'Σ~ *— Χ3Σ,~, is free of the complexities involved in the triplet-triplet Herzberg I and 
III systems. To the first order, only spin-orbit interactions contribute to the с *— X 
transition moment which is derived from mechanisms of the type [49]: 

* 3 Σ - ± 1 - ^ X o - Ä с X i 0 _ , (3.19) 

and 

* 4 , ± 1 ~ Ч . ± і - ± * с ̂ ; 0 . . (3.20) 

We have determined effective electronic transition moments for the (13,0), (14,0) and 
(16,0) с <— X bands, shown in Fig. 3.5 plotted as a function of Д-centroid, using the 
CRDS oscillator strengths of Huestis et al. [36] in eq. (3.11), together with appropriate 
Franck-Condon factors calculated using our c-state potential-energy curve, and transition 
energies given by Ramsay [30]. Our adopted effective electronic transition moment for 
the с <— X system, shown in Fig. 3.5, is consistent with these discrete points, but has a 
relative slope defined by the ab initio calculations of Klotz and Peyerimhoff [49]. 

МеЯ(Л) = (2.958 - 1.620 R) χ 10_4a.u. (3.21) 

Under the approximation whereby any second-order contributions arising from J-dependent 
orbit-rotation interactions have been neglected, eq. (3.21) is assumed to apply at any 
temperature. 

3.4.4. Cross sections 

The cross section for photoabsorption from an initial discrete state into a continuum 
state is given by 

σ(ι/, J) = 1.225 x 10-23i/ 

χ \(x'vJ(R) |M e f f(Я)| χ'Μ)\2 cm2, (3.22) 
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Figure 3.6: Room-temperature photoabsorption cross sections in the Herzberg-
continuum region. Solid lines: calculated cross sections for the Herzberg I, II, III and 
total Herzberg continua. Open circles: recommended experimental Herzberg con
tinuum cross section [Ref. [45]]. Closed symbols: effective cross sections determined 
for discrete spectra from experimental oscillator-strength densities; A <— X (4,0)-
(10,0) (circles), oscillator strengths from Ref. [50]; A' *- X (9,0), (11,0) (squares) 
and с <— X (13,0), (14,0) and (16,0) (diamonds), oscillator strengths from Ref. [36]; 
В «— X (v',0) (inverted triangles, dashed line) and (v',1) (triangles, long-dashed 
line), oscillator strengths from Refs. [73] and [74]. 

where ν is the transition energy in cm - 1 , x"j(R) is the normalized discrete radial wave-
function of the initial state, x'vJ(R) is the energy-normalized radial wavefunction of the 
final continuum state, and MeS(R) is the effective electronic transition moment, with the 
transition matrix element evaluated in a.u. Temperature-dependent cross sections may 
be constructed by calculating cross sections for absorption from all relevant vibrational 
and rotational levels of the initial state using eq. (3.22), weighting with appropriate nor
malized Boltzmann factors, and adding. Since it is not possible to resolve the structure 
of the final continuum state, it is unnecessary to consider the true branch structure of 
the transition and the single Q-branch model implied by eq. (3.22) provides an accurate 
description of the cross section. 

Room-temperature photoabsorption cross sections for the Herzberg I, II, III and total 
continua calculated using this method are shown in Fig. 3.6 (solid lines). The wavefunc-
tions x"j(R) were determined by numerical integration of the radial Schrodinger equa-
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tion for an RKR X-state potential, while the A-, A'- and c-state potentials described 
in Sec. 3.4.2 were employed to determine the upper-state wave functions x'wj{R). As 
has been described in Sec. 3.4.3, where necessary, effective electronic transition moments 
Meff(R) evaluated for J = 11 were used in calculations of the room-temperature cross 
sections. 

The calculated Herzberg Ι (A <— X) cross section reaches a maximum of 6.89 χ 
IO - 2 4 cm2 at 50380 cm - 1 (198 nm), while the HerzbergHI (A' <— X) cross section reaches 
0.38 χ 10 - 2 4 cm2 at 49080 cm - 1 (204 nm) and the Herzbergll (c «- X) cross section 
0.10 χ 10"24 cm2 at 47680 cm - 1 (210 nm). The calculated total Herzberg continuum 
cross section reaches a maximum of 7.35 χ IO - 2 4 cm2 at 50280 cm - 1 (199 nm) and is 
in good agreement with the recommended room-temperature Herzberg continuum cross 
section of Yoshino et al. [45] (open circles), reflecting our chosen method of optimizing the 
A +— X transition-moment slope. The calculated total Herzberg continuum cross section 
is dominated by the Herzberg I contribution which rises from 86% at 41300 cm - 1 (242 nm) 
to 94% at the cross-section maximum. These Herzberg I cross-section branching ratios 
exceed those implied by the calculations of Saxon and Slanger [51], which were based 
principally on the ab initio transition moments of Klotz and Peyerimhoff [49], but, of 
course, are consistent with the discrete-spectrum branching ratio measured by Huestis et 
al. [36], on which our adopted transition moments were partially based. 

Also shown in Fig. 3.6 (solid circles, squares and diamonds) are effective cross sec
tions related to the experimental oscillator-strength densities for the discrete Herzberg 
transitions, determined using the approximate expression 

σ(ινο) = 1-77 x 1(Γ12Α·ο/(«ν+ι.ο - iV-i,o), (3.23) 

where room-temperature band oscillator strengths /„»o were taken from England et al. [50] 
(A <— X) and Huestis et al. [36] (A' <— X and с <— X), and the effective band wavenum-
bers ivo were taken as the Q Q 2 ( H ) wavenumbers of Yoshino et al. [33] (A *- X), the 
QQ2(l\) wavenumbers of Coquart and Ramsay [31] (A' <— X), and the average of the 
ñ( l l ) and P( l l ) wavenumbers of Ramsay [30] (c <— X). The calculated individual 
Herzberg continuum cross sections are seen to be consistent with the corresponding dis
crete oscillator-strength densities, reflecting our choice of effective transition moments 
in Sec. 3.4.3, and as required by the principle of continuity of oscillator-strength den
sity across a dissociation limit [69]. It is worth noting that the experimental (total) 
Herzberg continuum cross section of Yoshino et al. [45] in the dissociation-limit region 
exceeds a rough extrapolation of the Herzberg Ι σ(ινο)ι within experimental uncertainty, 
by an amount consistent with the measured Herzberg I cross-section branching ratio of 
86%, demonstrating the mutual compatibility of our chosen experimental data sets for 
the discrete and continuous spectra. On the other hand, the Herzberg-continuum cross 
section measured recently by Amoruso et al. [47] is ~ 13% lower than the extrapolated 
Herzberg Ι σ(νυι0), demonstrating the incompatibility between these data [47] and the 
best available measurements of the discrete spectrum [37]. This incompatibility has also 
been commented upon by Yoshino et al. [70]. 

Because of the relatively small contributions of the Herzberg II and III transitions to 
the total Herzberg continuum, it is the Л-dependence of the effective Herzberg I transi
tion moment that has the most important influence on the intensity and shape of the 
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continuum. If, for example, the effective A <— X transition moment is chosen to have 
a slope smaller than that of our adopted moment, consistent with a linear least-squares 
fit to the discrete points in Fig. 3.5, then the calculated Herzberg I cross section is found 
to have a maximum of only 5.69 χ IO - 2 4 cm2, some 17% smaller than our calculated 
maximum A «— X cross section, at 50000 cm - 1 (200 nm), some 2 nm longward of our 
calculated peak. This difference in cross section is larger than the experimental un
certainty in the Herzberg-continuum cross section. Therefore, we have determined the 
final model A <— X transition-moment slope by requiring that the calculated cross sec
tion reproduce approximately the measured cross section in Fig. 3.6, as foreshadowed in 
Sec. 3.4.3. Small remaining differences in shape between the calculated and measured 
Herzberg cross sections suggest that the true A <— X transition moment may be in
creasing as R decreases faster than linearly. The relative slope of our adopted A <— X 
transition moment exceeds that calculated ab initio by Klotz and Peyerimhoff [49] for 
the principal parallel component by a factor of ~ 3. The explanation for this discrepancy 
remains unclear [71]. 

The room-temperature Herzberg continuum is overlapped by the discrete SR (В <— 
X) transitions for ν > 47720 cm - 1 , inhibiting direct observation of the maximum in the 
continuum cross section (see Fig. 1.8 of the introduction). Therefore, we have considered 
only the long-wavelength continuum measurements [45] in constructing our absorption 
model [72]. Effective cross sections related to the room-temperature oscillator-strength 
densities due to the (v', 0) and (ι/, 1) SR bands, shown in Fig. 3.6 (solid triangles), empha
size the rapid onset of the stronger SR absorption. These cross sections were determined 
using eq. (3.23) with the measured SR oscillator strengths of Lewis et al. [73] and Cheung 
et al. [74], and the band wavenumbers of Yoshino et al. [75] and Cheung et al. [74], with 
extrapolation where necessary. Coquart et al. [76] have measured O2 photoabsorption 
cross sections for Τ = 219 К in the range 196.4-205 nm, correcting for the effects of 
SR-band predissociation line wings in obtaining estimates for the Herzberg continuum 
intensity. Their results imply a cross-section maximum of 8.1-8.2x 10 - 2 4 cm2 in the range 
198-199 nm. While this cross section is significantly larger than our calculated value, 
the position of the maximum is in good agreement. Other Herzberg photoabsorption 
models [45,76,77] predict cross-section maxima to occur in the range 196-205 nm. 

3.4.5. Transition character 

Having constructed a Herzberg photoabsorption model consistent with the best available 
experimental information, we are now in a position to consider the predictions of that 
model regarding the nature of the Herzberg continuum. As we have shown in Sec. 3.4.3, 
the only significant source of parallel character is the Herzberg I transition. Under this 
circumstance, the relative perpendicular character of the total Herzberg photoabsorption 
is given by 

rL=rixrAX + (l-rAX), (3.24) 

where r¿x = M]_/ \M]_ + M»\ is the perpendicular branching ratio of the Herzberg I 
transition and г AX = олх/о'ил is the Herzberg I cross-section branching ratio. 

In Fig. 3.7, we show, plotted as a function of the A *- X Д-centroid, values of r^x 
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Figure 3.7: Low-temperature branching ratios for the Herzberg systems. Open 
circles: discrete perpendicular branching ratios r\x for the A *— X (4,0)-(10,0) 
bands, determined from the transition moments of Ref. [50]. Solid line: adopted 
perpendicular branching ratio for the A <— X system. Open squares: discrete 
A «— X cross-section branching ratios TAX determined from experimental (room-
temperature) Herzberg I, II and III oscillator strengths /Refe. [36] and [50]]. Dashed 
line: calculated A *— X cross-section branching ratio for the continuum. Long-
dashed line: calculated perpendicular branching ratios r ¿ t for the total Herzberg 
continuum. Solid circles: experimental perpendicular branching ratios for the to
tal Herzberg continuum, determined from the current photodissociation angular-
distribution measurements. Solid squares: A <— X cross-section branching ratios 
for the continuum, inferred from the current experimental perpendicular branching 
ratios and our adopted perpendicular branching ratio for the A *— X system. 

(open circles) obtained using eq. (3.9) with J = 0 and the A <— X transition moments of 
England et al. [50], obtained from the (4,0)-(10,0) band oscillator-strength measurements 
of Yoshino et al. [37]. It can be seen in Fig. 3.7 that there is a tendency for r¿x to increase 
as R decreases. Our adopted value for this branching ratio in the continuum has been 
obtained by extrapolation towards shorter R. A weighted least-squares fit to the discrete 
points yields the result: 

r%x(R) = 1.159 - 0.593 R, (3.25) 

shown as a solid line in Fig. 3.7. Also shown in Fig. 3.7 are values of the Herzberg I 
cross-section branching ratio TAX, plotted as a function of the A «— X Ä-centroid. The 
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discrete points (open squares) were determined using the experimental oscillator-strength 
densities, described in Sec. 3.4.4, for two regions where there were near coincidences 
of Herzberg I, II and III transitions. The results, 0.84 ± 0.06 near 40740 cm -1, and 
0.83 ±0.06 near 40070 cm -1, are consistent with the estimate due to Huestis et al. [36] of 
0.86. Our model value for the Herzberg I cross-section branching ratio (dashed line) was 
determined following calculation of the Herzberg I, II and HI continuum cross sections, 
using eq. (3.22) with J = 0 and rotationless forms of the effective transition moments 
described in Sec. 3.4.3. The model TAX, as required, is consistent with values in the 
discrete spectrum [78] and rises slowly as R decreases. Finally, values of r¿ t for the 
Herzberg continuum have been determined using our adopted values of τ\-χ and τ^χ in 
eq. (3.24), and are shown as a long-dashed line in Fig. 3.7. 

3.5. Angular distributions 

3.5.1. Fine-structure-averaged angular distributions 

The photofragment angular distributions measured in this work at Τ = 5 — 10 К enable 
the mixture of perpendicular and parallel character of the total Herzberg continuum to 
be established independently. It is, therefore, of great interest to compare values of r ¿ t 

obtained from these angular distributions with the low-temperature model predictions. 
Using the fine-structure-specific angular-distribution parameters measured at 226 nm 

(Table 3.1), and weighting according to the corresponding dissociation branching ratios, 
a fine-structure-averaged β = 0.612 ± 0.065 is obtained, implying that the dissociation 
has 54% parallel character (/? = 2) and 46% perpendicular character (β = —1), i.e. 
rtot — 0-463 ± 0.022. The corresponding model value is 0.457, in excellent agreement. 
Since we were unable to determine the dissociation branching ratios at 204 nm, we have 
estimated the fine-structure-averaged β at this wavelength by assuming that the fine-
structure branching is statistical, justifying this assumption by noting that the recoil 
kinetic energy is 34 χ the spin-orbit splitting. This is not necessarily a good criterion 
for the suddenness of the dissociation. Huang et al. [12] mention a case where the 
recoil energy is 28 times the spin-orbit splitting, while the dissociation takes place nearly 
fully adiabatically. What matters is the characteristic recoil time, which must be short 
compared with the electronic precession time. In general, this is the case when the recoil 
energy is large compared with the spin-orbit splitting. From the estimated fine-structure-
averaged β = 0.699 ± 0.077, it follows that r ¿ t = 0.434 ± 0.026 at 204 nm, in reasonable 
agreement with our model value of 0.463. At 236 nm, we were only able to measure the 
0(3Pi) angular distribution, from which no conclusion can be drawn. Our experimental 
r¿ t (solid circles) are shown in Fig. 3.7, compared with the model values, plotted at their 
respective A <- X Я-centroid values of 1.259 Â (226 nm) and 1.223 Â (204 nm). Tonokura 
et al. [17] have measured the anisotropy parameter for photodissociation of 0 2 at 226 nm, 
together with corresponding fine-structure dissociation branching ratios. Their branching 
ratios (3P0 : 3Pi : 3Рг = 1-0 : 3.8 : 9.6) are in good agreement with ours, but their 
anisotropy parameter, β = 1.6 ±0.4, differs considerably. Such a high value would imply 
that the Herzberg continuum has only ~ 13% perpendicular character, well below the 
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known perpendicular branching ratio for the Herzberg I transition alone (Fig. 3.7). At 
present, we see no reason to doubt the transition character determined from detailed 
high-resolution optical rotational line-strength measurements in the discrete A <— X 
spectrum. Furthermore, we note that the anisotropy parameter obtained by Tonokura et 
al. [17] was a result of a fitting process to Doppler profiles of photofragments. However, 
these profiles did not take into account any two-photon contributions, which should yield 
a broadband background. Our measurements clearly show this strong contribution, and 
for a reliable determination of the anisotropy parameter this contribution should not be 
neglected. 

It is clear from Fig. 3.7 that the experimental r ¿ t are in reasonable agreement with 
our adopted r¿x, implying that the Herzberg continuum is dominated by the Herzbergl 
transition. Herzbergl cross-section branching ratios TAX of 0.91 ± 0.07 (226 nm) and 
1.00 ± 0.10 (204 nm), inferred using eq. (3.24) with the experimental r¿ t and the model 
Гдх, are shown in Fig. 3.7 (solid squares). Within the estimated uncertainty, which 
takes into account both the experimental uncertainty and the uncertainty involved in the 
model r¿x extrapolation, the "experimental" TAX are seen to be in good agreement with 
the model predictions. 

3.5.2. Fine-structure-resolved angular distributions 

Thus far, we have looked at fine-structure-averaged β parameters at 226 nm and 204 nm 
to obtain information on the nature of the optical transition, ignoring the fact that 
each of the 0(3Po, 3P\, and 3 P 2 ) photofragments has a different angular distribution, a 
surprising observation in itself. In this section, we focus on the individual angular distri
butions of the three fine-structure states. It is difficult to perform accurate calculations 
on these fine-structure-specific angular distributions without an intimate knowledge of 
the angular-momentum couplings of the electronic states participating in the transition, 
and the small- and large-Ρ interactions with other states. Therefore, we restrict our con
siderations to the approximate cases defined by a case (a) description of the molecular 
states and adiabatic and sudden-recoil limits for the molecular dissociation dynamics. 
The approximations used make us very cautious in the drawing of conclusions. However, 
some qualitative features, such as the fine-structure dependence of the /J-parameter in 
the case of a statistical dissociation, are of interest. 

3.5.2.1. Adiabatic limit 

From the adiabatic correlation diagram for 0 ( 3 P ) + 0 ( 3 P ) [12], it can be seen that all 
three Herzberg states correlate with 0(3Р2)+0(3-Рг)· However, in our experiment we 
observe the formation of 3 Pi and 3Po fragments at 226 and 204 nm, and 3Pi fragments 
at 236 nm. The presence of these fragments is inconsistent with adiabatic dissociation 
behaviour. 

It is easy to predict the angular distribution of the 3 P 2 fragments measured at 226 
and 204 nm in the case of adiabatic dissociation. Because only one type of fragment 
is formed in the adiabatic limit, the angular distribution reflects directly the mixed 
parallel-perpendicular character of the total Herzberg photoabsorption. Using the model 
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Table 3.2: Fine-structure branching ratios of O^Pj), j = 0,1,2, calculated in 
the sudden-recoil approximation, following excitation of Oi into the У13ЕЦІП(П = 
0~,Ω = ±1) sub-states. The parameters ρ and q are clarified in the text. 

j = 0 j = 1 j = 2 

Ω = (Γ 4q 6p + 6q 6p+14g 

Ω = ±1 2p + 2q 3p + 9q Ίρ + 13q 

of Sec. 3.4.5 to describe the relative perpendicular character of the Herzberg system, we 
find for the adiabatic anisotropy parameter: 

= 2 - 3rt

x

ot, (3.26) 

where ßL = - 1 and ßW = 2. From Sec. 3.5.1, the model r¿ t = 0.457 at 226 nm 
and 0.463 at 204 nm. Thus, eq. (3.26) gives ßJ=2 = 0.629 and 0.611, respectively, at 
these two wavelengths. From Table 3.1, the measured /3J=2 at 226 nm is 0.64 ± 0.08, in 
good agreement with the calculated adiabatic value. This agreement for 0(3P2) reflects 
the fact that this is the dominant fragmentation product, which contains the average 
information on the character of the dissociation. In this sense, the /3-parameter for 
a dominant dissociation product provides a less sensitive indicator of the dissociation 
adiabaticity than do the dissociation branching ratios. Our experimental results show 
that the minority channels may have very different anisotropy parameters. The fact that 
the measured /^-parameter for 0(3P2) at 204 nm (0.87 ± 0.10) differs significantly from 
the adiabatic value suggests that the distribution over the fine-structure levels at this 
wavelength may not be as dominated by the j = 2 fragments. 

3.5.2.2. Sudden-recoil limit 

The other extreme is the prompt dissociation process, described in the sudden-recoil 
limit. It is commonplace for a prompt dissociation to result in a statistical, or nearly 
statistical distribution over fine-structure states. The distribution can deviate from sta
tistical when the optical excitations to the different molecular fine-structure states are 
of different strengths. Another exception occurs when it is not possible to conserve Ω in 
the dissociation process [9]. This is, for example, the case for the Α'3Δ„(Ω = 3) state 
that cannot connect to 3 P 0 in any combination of 0(3Po)+0(3P.,). As has been shown 
by Singer et al. [9], the sudden-recoil case can be treated by writing the molecular wave 
function as a linear combination of atomic eigenstates, the suddenness of the dissociation 
'freezing' the angular part of the wave function. The squared coefficients in this expan
sion determine the branching over the different atomic fine-structure states. In Table 3.2, 
derived from Table IV of Ref. [13], we collect these branching ratios for the A state. 
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The coefficients ρ and q in Table 3.2 refer to so-called eigenvector coefficients (Ααλ(,|Λ), 
factors that are used in the expansion of the orbital part of the molecular eigenstate 
|Λ) = |0) into the orbital part of the atomic eigenstates \la = l,Xa) and \k = Ι,λ;,): 
ρ = (00|0) and q — (±1 =F 1|0). Calculation of these factors is not a straightforward 
process and we will use them as adjustable parameters, under the one restriction that 
the sum of each row in Table 3.2 is unity. This reflects that for Ω = 0, 1, and —1, the 
dissociation probability is unity (12p+24ç = 1). 

From an orientational point of view, two classes of molecules are formed following 
excitation of O2 in the Herzberg continuum. On the one hand, molecules excited by 
perpendicular transitions into the electronic states cxE~, Α' 3 Δ„, and Α3Σ+0_ dissociate 
with an anisotropy parameter β = ßL. On the other hand, molecules are excited into 
the Α3Σ+\±\ states through transitions of mixed parallel and perpendicular character: 
we will label the corresponding anisotropy parameter β ¿χ. The dissociation process 
influences the relative contributions of these two classes of molecules to specific atomic 
fine-structure states. Thus, in general, the 0(3Po, 3Pi, and 3Pi) photofragments may 
have different angular distributions. These fine-structure-specific angular distributions, 
as well as the fine-structure dissociation branching ratios, can be used, in principle, to 
obtain information on the correlation between molecular and atomic fine-structure levels, 
helping to elucidate the (a)diabaticity of the dissociation process. 

In Figs. 3.8(a-c), we depict schematically the branching for the sudden-recoil dissocia
tion forming 3 P 2 . 3 ·Ρι. and 3P0 atomic fragments. The Ω-states of the molecule are shown 
only for the A state, because for this state different Ω-states are associated with different 
β parameters. The cross-section branching ratios for the A(ü = 0_) and Α(Ω = ±1) 
states have been labelled r^x and r¿x, respectively. Furthermore, we make the ap
proximation that the A'- and c-state dissociations result in a statistical fine-structure 
distribution. Using the notation adopted in Figs. 3.8(a-c), we find: 

H}-° rAxr°A-x{i4)+rAxr^x(2p+2q)+i(l-rAX) ' ^•í"> 

β _ — rAxrA'x(6p+6q)ß-L+rAxrix(3p+9q)^x + i(l-TAX)ß± , . 
P j _ 1 rAXTA-x(6p+6<,)+TAXT±x(3p+9q)+l(\-rAX) ' \ • > 

and 
β _ _ rAxrAX(6p+Uq)ß±+rAXrA

:
x(7p+13q)0A

:
x + b(l-rAX)ß->- . . 

Pl-2 rAxrA-x(6p+ì4q)+TAXTfx(7p+13q)+l{l-rAX) ' V"5· У) 

In order to calculate these sudden-recoil anisotropy parameters, it is convenient to 
express т°дХ and r^xß^x in terms of т\х, for which a model has been constructed in 
Sec. 3.4.5. Using Table I of Ref. [61], it is possible to deduce sum rules for transitions into 
the Α(Ω, = 0~) and Λ(Ω = ±1) states. Under the approximation that rotational terms 
contributing to the transition moment may be neglected at the low beam temperature 
appropriate to this work, and neglecting M compared with Ζ and Y, it follows that 
ΓΑΧ = ZÌ+ÌYÌ = 1 _ rAX- From this relation, eq. (3.9) and the definition of r^x in 
Sec. 3.4.5, it follows that r^x — \τ\χ = 1 - r¿x. Using alternative expressions for 
the average β parameter for the A <— X transition, we can write T°^xß

L + r^xß^x = 



( ' V rAX 

C-W rAX 

( W A X > rAX 

Figure 3.8: Schematic diagrams used for the calculation of ßne-structure-resolved 
angular distributions of 0(3Pj) atoms resulting from photodissociation of O2 in 
the Herzberg continuum. Indicated are the three Herzberg states A, A', and с 
Transitions from the Q¡ ground state to the Α(Ω = 0 _ ) , A', and с states are per
pendicular (β = —1), while the transition to the A(Sl = ±1) state is of mixed 
parallel-perpendicular character. In panels (a), (b) and (c), the sudden-recoil limit 
is depicted where 3Рг [panel (a)], 3P\ [panel (b)], and 3PQ [panel (c)] atoms are 
formed. For clarity, (a), (b), and (c) have not been incorporated into one scheme. 
The symbols are clarifìed in the text. 
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Table 3.3: Anisotropy parameters, calculated in the sudden-recoil approximation, 
characterizing the angular distribution ofO^Pj), j = 0,1,2, photofragments formed 
in the excitation of the O2 Herzberg continuum. 

λ 

nm 

204 

226 

236 

3=0 

0.42 

0.43 

0.43 

β 

3 = 1 

0.70 

0.71 

0.70 

3 = 2 

0.58 

0.61 

0.60 

rhcß^ + Q-rix)/® = 2 - 3 r ¿ x . Thus, rftßft = ( 2 - f r i x ) . Accordingly, Eqs. (3.27)-
(3.29) become: 

β „ - -k-Axrix(*4HrAX(2-^x)(2p+24)-k(l-TAX) , ν 
P>=° ~ еглхг^(4,)+Мх(1-Аг^)(2р+2,)+1(1-глх) > ^-OU^ 

a _ -егдХг^х(6р+б7)+гАх(2-|г^х)(Зр+9С)-|(1-гду) м , ^ 
P}=1 ~ ίτΛΧΓ^(6ρ+6,)+ΓΛχ(1-ίΓ^)(3ρ+9,)+|(1-ΓΛΧ) ' V3 , 0 1 ' 

and 
a _ -емх^г(6р+14,)+гдХ(2-|гіУ)(7Р+139)-|(1-гАХ) , , 

Model values for both r^x and r\x can be obtained from Fig. 3.7 for the different 
wavelengths of interest. We have used a least-squares procedure, varying the parameters 
ρ and q, to optimize our calculated /J-parameters with respect to the measured values. 
Best agreement was obtained with ρ = 0.009 and q = 0.037. We have listed the calculated 
/3-parameters in Table 3.3. 

Comparing these values with the measured values in Table 3.1, we can draw the 
following conclusions. At 236 nm, the dissociation is not of the sudden-recoil type, since 
the calculated β}=ι = 0.70 is well outside the error bar of the measured value of 0.3Ü0.15. 
In addition, at 204 nm the dissociation is still not sudden: although the calculated ßJ=0 

value falls within the error bar of the measured value, the measured and calculated ßJ=i 

and /3j=2 values are in disagreement. One would expect more parallel character in the 
observed 3Pi angular distribution and more perpendicular character for 3P2, in the case 
of a sudden-recoil dissociation. Hence it is likely that, also in the intermediate regime at 
226 nm, the dissociation will not be in the sudden-recoil limit. Therefore, the relatively 
good agreement between the calculated and measured anisotropy parameters at this 
wavelength must be considered as fortuitous. This conclusion also follows, of course, 
from the non-statistical fine-structure distribution observed at this wavelength. 

We have also calculated the dissociation branching ratios over the fine-structure states, 
using the denominators of Eqs. (3.30)-(3.32). Normalizing the distribution on the 3 = 0 
intensity, we find the values collected in Table 3.4, which are not completely statistical. 
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Table 3.4: Branching ratios, calculated in the sudden-recoil approximation, for 
O^Pj), j = 0,1,2 formation, following excitation of 0% in the Herzberg continuum. 

λ 

nm 

204 

226 

236 

j = 0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

branching ratio 

j = 1 j = 2 

3.3 5.3 

3.3 5.3 

3.3 5.3 

As remarked previously, sudden-recoil distributions can deviate from a perfect statis
tical distribution. However, these small calculated deviations cannot explain the large 
deviation from a statistical distribution measured at 226 nm. 

The approximate limiting calculations performed above suggest that the dissociation 
process is neither sudden nor fully adiabatic at the three wavelengths under considera
tion. Not being in one of the limiting cases, we need accurate knowledge of the couplings 
between different electronic states at short and large internuclear separation for the cal
culation of the /3-parameters. From an adiabatic correlation diagram [12], it can be seen 
which electronic states may be involved in the formatioij of j < 2 atoms. The ungerade 
electronic states producing 0(3Po) are the 5Π„ and 2 3Σ+ states, while 0( 3 Pi) can be 
formed by interaction with 1 , 3 , 5Π„, 5 Σ~, and 23Σ+ states. Theoretical calculations of the 
coupling strengths between the Herzberg states and these states are outside the scope of 
this work. 

3.6. Conclusions 

Velocity-map imaging has been used to measure 0(3Pj), j = 0, 1, and 2 atom angular 
distributions arising from the photodissociation of molecular oxygen at several wave
lengths across the Herzberg continuum. The high image quality afforded by the method 
has allowed the determination of anisotropy parameters, even for such extremely weak 
transitions as those involved in the Herzberg systems. Previous attempts to obtain this 
information using Doppler-profile measurements [17] were possibly obstructed by strong 
signals arising from two-photon absorption, which have been observed clearly in this 
study. 

We have described how photofragment angular distributions are related to the com
position of the electronic transition moment between the ground state and the Herzberg 
continuum of molecular oxygen. The different components contributing to the oscillator 
strength of the Herzberg continuum can be established by extrapolation of parameters 
measured for the three Herzberg band systems. To this aim, a review of the current 
state of knowledge of these transitions has been given. This procedure has allowed for an 
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independent determination of the relative Herzberg I cross section contribution (TAX) to 
the total Herzberg continuum. The Herzberg I contribution is clearly dominant, rising 
from 86% at 242 nm to 94% at 198 nm. These numbers exceed the values implied by ab 
initio calculations [49]. Using the same parameters as in the cross-section calculations, 
the mixed parallel-perpendicular nature of the Herzberg I continuum (τ^χ) and the total 
Herzberg continuum (r¿ t) have been determined. 

The value of r ¿ t is crucial, because this quantity can be related to our photofragment 
angular-distribution measurements, providing an independent check on the quality of the 
Herzberg photoabsorption model. Comparing the model r¿ t with two values obtained 
from our angular-distribution measurements, we found excellent agreement at 226 nm, 
and reasonable agreement at 204 nm. The slight discrepancy at 204 nm does not bring 
the photoabsorption model into dispute since we were unable to measure the branching 
over the fine-structure states of the atomic fragments at that wavelength and assumed 
the branching to be statistical, for the want of a better model. Thus, these two mea
surements add to the credibility of the model developed to explain the oscillator strength 
of the Herzberg continuum, but is is clear that more accurate angular-distribution mea
surements would allow the development of a significantly improved model. 

Finally, we have attempted to understand the implications of our fine-structure-
resolved angular distributions. Using our knowledge of the character the Herzberg tran
sitions, and making various approximations and assumptions on the (a)diabaticity of 
the dissociation process, we have found that neither a fully adiabatic, nor a sudden-
dissociation process could explain our observations at 204 and 226 nm. Apparently, 
the diabatic couplings at short R and the non-adiabatic coupling between the adiabatic 
potential-energy curves at large R play essential roles in the dissociation process, in
hibiting both fully adiabatic and fully diabatic behaviour. The measured anisotropy 
parameters will serve as a stringent test for any theoretical calculations that might be 
performed on the 0 2 potential-energy curves and couplings in this region. 
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CHAPTER 4 

The predissociation mechanisms of the e1nü 

and the b 1I¿ states of N2 

Tja...wat is tja, David? Tja, dat is luiheid van de 
hersenen. Luiheid om niet te willen denken. Zeg 
dat nooit, David...tja...denk altijd door tot aan het 
einde. Ja Brammie. 

Maurits Wertheim, Vorst van de Ballingschap 

A theoretical analysis is given of the photofragment anisotiopy of long-lived 
vibrational states as a function of the rotational level and as a function of the 
predissociation mechanism. The anisotiopy of the lower rotational levels is a 
strong analytical tool for the identifìcation of the electronic symmetry in the 
fina] continuum state. Experiments have been performed on the (4ρπ)ε1Π„ 
(v=0) Rydberg state and Ьп £( = 16) valence state in molecular nitrogen 
using fast beam translational spectroscopy. The rotational levels of the elY[u 

state yield both N(iS)+N(2P) and JVfSJ+JV^D,) products. We found differ
ent angular distributions for 4 S + 2 Ρ and 4S + 2 D fragments, although orig
inating from the same rotational level. The observed anisotropy parameters, 
also called β parameters, have been interpreted and point to the presence of 
complex predissociation pathways involving mixing with known nearby bound 
and continuum states. The οηΣ+(υ — 16) state produces dominantly 4S +2 D 
fragments. We give a suggestion for the most likely dissociation mechanism 
based on the observed angular distribution. 
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4.1. Introduction 

The anisotropy in the orientational distribution of the electric vector E of a radiation 
field can be transferred to molecules upon absorption. The absorption cross section for 
a molecule depends on the scalar product μ • E with μ the transition dipole moment. 
Absorption leads to an optically aligned ensemble of molecules. 

Optical alignment can be used to study dissociative and predissociative transitions 
in molecules: the fragments which are formed in a (pre)dissociative transition generally 
fly apart along the intermolecular axis (axial recoil) and the initially obtained alignment 
can (partially) be maintained in the distribution of the photofragments. Much of the 
pioneering work on the theory of angular distributions of photofragments was done by 
Zare [1] and by Bersohn and Lin [2]. 

Linearly polarized laser light is very well suited for photodissociation studies. With 
the polarization along the laboratory z-axis, the angular distribution of fragments is given 
by 

Ι(θ) = ^[1+βΡ2(οο3θ)} (4.1) 

with θ the angle between the recoil direction and the z-axis, σ the dissociation cross 
section and β the anisotropy parameter or simply the beta parameter [3]. 

The focus in this chapter is on the diagnostic value of measuring angular distributions 
in the case of slow predissociations. With the advancement of lasers, molecules can be 
studied on a fully quantum state resolved level. Also from such well defined systems 
the angular distribution of photofragments is better defined, and more subtle effects 
influencing the angular distribution can be studied. If internal motions in the molecule 
happen on a timescale which is short compared to the lifetime of the predissociative state, 
then a reduced anisotropy of the photofragments may result. The most prominent effect 
is rotation; expressions for the β parameter, affected by rotation, were derived by Zare [1] 
(quantum mechanically) and by Jonah [4] (both classically and quantum mechanically). 
The plane of rotation can also be influenced by the precessive motion of the electron spin 
S and N (J — S) around J, the total angular momentum. Or, for molecules with non
zero nuclear spin, even an additional precessive motion can occur. When the absorption 
spectrum shows (hyper)fine structure the effect of spin is reflected in the anisotropy of 
the fragments [5], and these effects have been observed in the fluorescence of the molecule 
or of the atomic fragments [6,7]. 

The timescale of a predissociation is determined by the amount of continuum elec
tronic character that is mixed in the bound state. During the dissociation process the 
electronic symmetry changes from its predominantly bound character to purely contin
uum character. If this process is accompanied by a change in the electronic orbital 
angular momentum, then this change must be compensated by another change of angu
lar momentum because the total angular momentum must be conserved. This additional 
change is obtained by a slight adjustment of the orientation of the internuclear axis 
causing the nuclear orbital angular momentum to change. Since the interaction between 
different molecular states obeys the selection rules Δ 5 = 0, ±1 and ΔΛ = 0, ± 1 , where 
Λ is the projection of the electronic orbital angular momentum on the internuclear axis, 
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Figure 4.1: Potential energy curves ofN?. The arrow indicates the laser excitation 
ñom the metastable α"1Σ+(ν=0) state to the predissociating е1П„(гі = 0) state. 
Predissociation results in N(4S)+N(2D) and N(*S)+N(*P) fragments. The 3П„-
curves were obtained from theoretical work by Guberman [16]. 

these small differences in angular momentum mean that a change in axis orientation will 
only be noticeable for states with low J. An interesting consequence of the above is 
the following: if a low J single molecular level can dissociate through different pathways 
which have a different electronic symmetry, then the pathways are reflected in the angu
lar distribution and the observed anisotropy can serve as a diagnostic tool for unraveling 
the dissociation mechanisms. 

This situation is found in some of the Rydberg states of molecular nitrogen. A 
review of N2 has been given by Lofthus and Krupenie [8]. The distribution of the valence 
electrons over the available molecular orbitals gives rise to a large number of valence states 
with extensive interactions with different Rydberg series [9-12]. These interactions are 
reflected in the predissociative character of many of these states [13-15]. In this work 
we study the υ = 0 level of the (4ρπ)ε1Π„ Rydberg state and the ν = 16 level of the 
6 ;1Σ+ valence state, both levels are predissociative and lie approximately 14 eV above 
the electronic ground state. 

The complexity of N2 in the energy region 12-15 eV can be appreciated from Fig. 4.1, 
where the relevant potential curves are shown. The e'IIu state has been seen in absorption 
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[11,17-19] and in emission [20,21] and also for the 6"Σ+ spectroscopic information has 
been obtained [20,22-24]. In high resolution studies the width of transitions can indicate 
the presence of predissociation. Direct evidence for predissociation was found by Helm 
and Cosby who employed photofragment spectroscopy to study the е'П,,, 6ΜΣ„ and εηΣ+ 
states [19]. Individual rotational levels of e{v = 0) are subject to predissociation and are 
found to dissociate to two different dissociation limits, N( 2P)+N( 4S) and N(2D)+N(4S). 
The b'(v = 16) rotational levels dissociate into N( 2D)+N( 45) fragments. It is therefore 
challenging to look at the angular distribution of fragments for the different J levels and 
different dissociation limits. These can be compared to calculated angular distributions 
which might enable identification of the predissociation mechanisms. 

A general theory for (pre)dissociating diatomic molecules was developed by Zare 
for Hund's case (a) and case (c) [1]. Pernot et al. extended the theory for Hund's 
case (b) [25]. These authors did not stress the influence of the value of the electronic 
symmetry (Λ) of the continuum state connecting with the dissociation limit, and did not 
treat the possible presence of intermediate states prior to dissociation. In this chapter 
we derive the theory in an alternate way, inspired by the thesis work of Siebbeles [26], 
and come to an expression for β in Hund's case (a) and (b) where Λ (or Ω) remains 
transparent. Only a careful examination shows that our final expression and the one 
found in Pernot et al. are identical in the case where the dissociation mechanism does 
not include an intermediate state. Singer, Freed and Band have derived expressions for 
the effects of electronic angular momentum on photofragment anisotropy cross sections 
and fluorescence [27]. 

We will frequently refer to a paper by Helm and Cosby [19]. These authors studied 
the е'Пц, the e n E J and the bnE+ states by photoexciting a fast beam of N2 molecules 
starting from the metastable platform formed by the awlEJ" state (v=0). They inves
tigated the branching of fragments going to the N( 2P)+N( 4S) limit compared to frag
ments ending in the N( 2D)+N( 45) limit for different rotational lines, and studied the 
perturbation of the Rydberg states by the different continuum states. At energies below 
N(2Z))+N(2£>) (14.51 eV) and above N(4S,)+N(45) (9.75 eV) no ungerade singlet state 
continuum exists, only triplet and quintet states connect with the N(2P)+N(4S) and the 
N(2D)+N(4S) dissociation limits. 

In this work we will explain the formalism which yields the anisotropy parameters 
that depend on the dissociation mechanism. Our observations on the е1П„ — α"χΣ+ 
transition and the ο α Σ„ — α'ηΣ^ transition will be described. 

4.2. Theory 

The total wavefunction of a diatomic molecule, including the 'internal' wavefunctions 
for the vibrational, nuclear-spin, electronic and electron-spin degrees of freedom can be 
written as [3] 

*JM(..,0,0) = « ^ ц * ^ ^ £ ± І [φΑψζΟ
]

Μςι{θ,φΥ +р<Р-л<Р-М_п( ,фу], 

(4.2) 
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with only the variables θ and φ explicitly written down. J is the total angular momentum 
with (laboratory-frame) projection M. For linear molecules it is convenient to choose a 
basis set, labeled by the projections of orbital (Λ) and spin (Σ) angular momenta in the 
body-fixed coordinate system. Ω is the sum of Λ and Σ and is a good quantum number 
in Hund's case (a). The index ρ is -1 or 1 and determines together with the value of J 
the total parity. This notation is not used for the non-degenerate ' Σ states where both 
wavefunctions in between the brackets in eq. (4.2) are identical. In Hund's case (b) Ω is 
no longer a good quantum number, but a case (b) wavefunction can always be expanded 
in the case (a) basis set in the following way [28]: 

V2 V 47Г Ω Ε ^ Ω _ Σ _ д J 

x [ л <№0¿n(*. φ)* + ρ p_A¥>_ED¿,_n(0, ф)*] (4.3) 

In order to describe electric dipole transitions it is convenient to express the electric 
dipole operator ß^(lab) in the rotating (body fixed) frame as 

$\lab) = Σ Dl„(ê, φ, xY^\body), (4.4) 
я 

where ρ and q denote the components of rank one tensor operators and Dj,q is an element 
of the rotation matrix. This transformation enables the separation of geometrical and 
dynamical factors in the calculation of matrix elements of operators between states of 
definite angular momentum. If two states tyJ'M' and tyJ"M" are connected by linearly 
polarized light only one component of ß^(lab) is active, namely the ρ = 0 component, 
along the electric field of the laser light. The matrix element representing the radiative 
transition is [29]: 

(*^ΐ41 )(ω)ΐ»'·""> = Σ \ / S T T < J " M " '
 101 J'M>) 

χ (7"Ω", lq\J'iï) 

x(l+p'p"(-l)J,+J"+1) 

x (ψΑ'ψΣ'\μ,)(ί>οάν)\ψΑ"φΣ") (4.5) 

where {J"M",1Q\J'M') and (J"Q", lq\J'Q." + q) are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The 
first Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is nonzero when M is conserved, M' = M". The second 
one shows that the projection of the photon angular momentum on the internuclear axis 
must account for the change in Ω. The summation over q is superfluous, as q can only 
have one value, namely Ω' — Ω". Starting with an isotropic ensemble an optically aligned 
ensemble of excited molecules can be created. This optical alignment is solely contained 
in the first Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, a coefficient which is different for the different 
M components of a J level. Classically this means that these molecules will be excited 
preferentially with their transition moment along the E-vector of the light. The factor 
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(1 +p'p"(-l)J,+J"+l) contains the selection rules for parity. The selection rules can also 
be applied for transitions involving ' Σ states if we assign ρ as +1 and -1 for Σ + and Σ -

states respectively. For a Σ + — Σ + transition p'p" = 1 and as a result only Ρ and R 
transitions are allowed. In a Σ + — Π transition the Ρ and R transitions will populate Π + 

levels while Q transitions populate Π - levels. 
In our experiment we excite predissociated states. Thus dissociative character is 

mixed in, or another bound state is mixed in, which in turn is predissociated, a so-called 
accidental predissociation. The coupling is governed by the selection rule Δ J = 0 . In 
addition the (un)gerade symmetry must be conserved. We can represent a Hund's case 
(a) excited wavefunction symbolically in the following way : 

+ Σ Σ #М>л, ̂ Ä , (Θ, ФУ ) (4.6) 
Ω« Ω/ J 

This wavefunction assumes an indirect dissociation process, an accidental predissociation. 
For simplicity we don't write the full antisymmetric wavefunction and omit the vibra
tional and nuclear-spin wavefunction. We also omitted the prime on quantum numbers 
J and M, both quantum numbers however refer to an excited state and are conserved in 
the coupling with other states. Furthermore, Qej extends from Aej — Stt¡ to Aej + Se,/. 
The subscript e denotes an intermediate state, the subscript ƒ refers to the final state 
making the connection with the dissociation limit. The matrix elements #$,' describe the 
coupling. A theory for perturbations between diatomic molecular states has been given 
by Kovács [33] and the terms H^ can be found here. Interactions can in principle involve 
spin-orbit, spin-rotation and spin-spin interaction or can be caused by terms neglected 
in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Spin-spin interaction is very weak in general. 
Spin-rotation interaction obeys the selection rule AS = 0 and can only play a role in an 
indirect process involving more than one coupling step in the dissociation. In the case 
of N2, one step necessarily employs a spin-orbit coupling which can connect singlet and 
triplet states. Heterogeneous couplings (ΔΛ = 1) can occur via spin-orbit coupling and 
via rotational coupling. 

For infinite internuclear separation, * J M describes the dissociated molecule. The 
vibrational wavefunction of the bound state is then reduced to zero, and the wavefunction 
can be written as 

This expression can be further simplified by introducing the term Gnf = £Ω« HQ[HQ': 

&Μ(..,Θ,Φ)Η~Ο = / ¡ ^ ^ Σ ^ Λ , ^ Α , ( Μ ) * (4.8) 
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For a dissociation process that doesn't involve an intermediate state, Gcl¡ is simply H¡¡'. 
In many of the original accounts, e.g. [25], the observation of recoil fragments going 

in direction (θ, φ) with momentum к implied looking for the coefficient of plane waves 
|dk) moving in the direction к with polar angles θ and φ with respect to the laboratory 
system of reference. This plane wave was subsequently expanded in spherical waves with 
different values of J. In a rotationally resolved photofragmentation experiment however 
only one J level is excited and one retrieves Ф ,/М(..,о, ^)д_оо· 

For the calculation of the angular distribution in the laboratory frame each M-
component of this wavefunction is weighted with its M-dependent excitation probabil
ity: the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in eq. (4.5) describing the optical alignment. We 
assume that direct excitation to the continuum is negligible. Hence interference effects 
(as described by Fano [6]) will not be considered. In this study we are in the limit of slow 
predissociation, P, Q and R transitions are well resolved and we excite just one rotational 
level. To arrive at the detected intensity as a function of θ and φ, an integration must 
be performed over all electronic coordinates. Replacing the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient 
by a 3-j symbol we get 

ƒ(<?,«/>) « Σ Ι J " l J ] ¡а{т)а{8РІП8)^м'{.., ,ф)^М{.ч ,ф)· (4-9) 

M \-M 0 M J J 

Here we follow the Born interpretation of a wavefunction: the integral in eq. (4.9) is the 
probability that a molecule points in a direction defined by the laboratory angles θ and φ. 
This approach shows similarity with the derivation given by Siebbeles et al. [30]. For slow 
predissociation the angular distribution does not depend on the parallel or perpendicular 
character of the transition, hence the only quantum number of the initial state affecting 
the distribution is J". Substituting (8) into (9) and realizing that cross products of the 
electronic part of the wavefunction are zero after integration results in 

Ι(θ,φ)<χΣ\ J" г ЕСКПм^,Ф)0^(в,ФГ. (4.10) 
м \ -M 0 M J η, 

The minus Ω component of the wavefunction [eq. (4.2)] yields the same result and cross 
products between the plus and minus components are zero. Using the rules for multipli
cation of the Wigner rotation functions we find 

/(Μ)«Σ| J l J") E ^ E ( 2 ¿ + i)(-i)M-n' 
M \ —M 0 M J si, j 

X [ J J 3 i [ J J J ] Р,(.соз{ )) (4.11) 
\M -M 0 j \ Ω/ -Ω/ 0 j 

which is (^-independent and equivalent to 
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/(0)oc£(2j + l) * * 3 

} ^ 0 0 0 

хЕ(-1Г"-ЧГ J J \РАсов( )). (4.12) 
π, \ Ω/ -Ω/ 0 

The first 3-j coefficient is physical only for j=0 and 2. The expression can then be written 
in the well known form Ι(θ) = f¿[l + ßP2(cos6)] and we find for β, the anisotropy 
parameter 

Í „ f Σ η , G&. 
J J J" . .., .., . . 

P = - v i u - ^ )—ί Í 'г . (4.13) 

Ση, Gli (-1)"/ 
7 ^ Ω/ - Ω , 0 У 

The effect of Hund's case (b) on β can be accounted for in the factor Gn in the following 
way: 

Ν, Ν, ~ " 

In our case, the final state is a triplet state (Sf = 1) and, due to the 3-j symbol, N/ = 
J+l, J or J—I. Furthermore Ω/ = Λ/+Σ/, hence the summation in eq. (4.13) runs from 
Ω / = Λ/ + 1 to Ω f = A/ — 1. In Kovács' compilation the matrix elements Η§[ and Н$ 
can be found. If, for example, we have а 1П+ —1 Σ+ —3 Пи dissociation coupling scheme 
which we want to describe in Hund's case (b) we use the following matrix elements: 

E J N W _ л HN.=J' _ / J-l f 
nN.=J'-l — υ ™Nf=J'-l — V 2(2J+1)^ 

H%=$ =2VJ(J + l) HN

N-ZJ;, =¿-¿ 

HN'=J' _ η TjNt=J' _ I J+2 e 

The parameter η is the rotational coupling parameter of the 41+ -1 Σ+ coupling, ξ is 
the spin-orbit parameter related to the 'Σ„ —3 Π„ coupling. Only quantum-chemical 
calculations can provide absolute values for η and ξ. 

In the derivation so far we have implicitly assumed that the predissociation rates of 
different molecular fine structure states (2 5 + 1Λη= Λ_5 A+s) only scale with the geomet
ric factors from Kovács. This is valid in the case that the splittings between different 
molecular multiplet states are small, leading to the same Franck-Condon overlap factors. 
Different multiplet states may be (a)diabatically connected to different atomic fine struc
ture states 2D«-2£>3 and 2Pa-2Pi. We assume that the distribution over the atomic 
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structure states is statistical leading to a common β parameter. This is a reasonable 
assumption realizing that the kinetic energy release is more than three orders of magni
tude larger then the fine structure splitting (which is 1.28 cm - 1 for 2D and 0.39 cm - 1 

for 2P). We note that under certain conditions atomic fine structure states may have 
still different anisotropy parameters [27], an example of this situation was encountered 
in chapter 3 of this thesis [31]. 

Finally we note that our analysis ignores the hyperfine structure induced by the 1 = 1 
spin of atomic nitrogen. No information on the hyperfine splittings in N2 is available. 
The success of our analysis implies that the hyperfine splittings are much smaller than 
the natural linewidth of the levels studied. We note that the angular distributions would 
be different if the natural linewidth of the rotational levels is much smaller than the 
hyperfine splittings [5]. 

4.3. Experimental 

In our photodissociation experiment the fragments form an (anisotropic) expanding 
sphere about the center of mass of the molecule, in which the radius of the sphere is 
proportional to the kinetic energy that is released in the dissociation, while the inten
sity variation over the sphere elucidates the vector correlations in the dissociation. Both 
observables can be studied using the technique of photofragment spectroscopy. In this 
technique the molecules are photodissociated in a fast beam. The high velocity of the 
center of mass of the fragments enables detection of all dissociations with a detector 
occupying only a small solid angle. A schematic view of the spectrometer is shown in 
Fig. 4.2. 

In the electron impact ion source N2 gas is exposed to magnetically confined electrons 
which have an energy of 70 eV. The Nj ions formed in this process are accelerated to 
a final energy of 10.5 keV, with a speed of 2.7-105m/s. The ion beam is mass analyzed 
by a Wien Filter and focussed on the detector by two Einzel lenses. Having generated a 
fast and well-defined molecular beam, the beam passes through a cell containing cesium 
vapor where near resonant charge exchange takes place. High lying, metastable states of 
N2 are populated among which the α"ιΣ+ state, which has a lifetime of 3.49 ßs [32]. This 
Rydberg state is built on the Nj ground state. Although the formation of the a" state 
is non-resonant by 0.56 eV the favorable Franck-Condon overlap allows quite efficient 
production. Any remaining ions are deflected out of the beam, while the neutrals pass 
through a narrow slit (0.3 mm). Just behind the slit the molecular beam crosses at right 
angles the intracavity light beam of a cw dye laser. This laser is tuned to either -the 
e'II„ <— a'^Ej transition at 596 nm or the 6ПЕ+ <— α'ηΣ+ transition at 628 nm. In 
order to be fully state-selective, especially between the closely spaced Q branch lines 
to еЧі^, an intracavity étalon (FSR 75 GHz, bandwidth 0.2 cm -1) is necessary. Two 
Brewster windows ensure optimal transmission of the laser light which is polarized in the 
direction of the molecular beam. Also, the laser light is chopped to allow for background 
subtraction. The molecules predissociate on a nanosecond timescale. The undissociated 
beam is captured by a beam flag positioned 11 cm behind the slit. The photofragments 
having separated themselves from the parent beam, escape capture and hit a 3D position-
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Figure 4.2: Schematic overview of the photofragment spectrometer. N2 molecules 
in a fast beam are dissociated by a laser and the atomic fragments are detected by 
a position- and time-sensitive detector. 

and time-sensitive detector. Two observables of each dissociation event are measured: 
the separation on the detector and the difference in arrival time of the two fragments. 
These observables can be translated into the amount of kinetic energy released (KER) 
and the angle θ of dissociation with respect to the polarization direction of the laser. 

4.4. Results 

A photodissociation signal may be observed in a KER spectrum when the laser is tuned 
to a rotational transition in the elXlu «— α" 'Σ^ (0,0) band. Accurate line positions were 
reported by Suzuki and Kakimoto for the P, Q and R branches [18]. This photodissocia-
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Figure 4.3: KER spectrum of the predissociating e^U+ty = 0) state, indicated 
above the peaks is the corresponding dissociation channel 

tion signal accompanies a large background signal which is due to predissociative decay 
of the metastable α'ηΣ+ and £ 3 Σ + states, formed in the charge exchange process [14]. 
By subtracting the signal with laser-off from the laser-on signal the photodissociation 
signal can be obtained. This is shown in Fig. 4.3. The left peak corresponds to pairs 
of atoms in the 4 5 + 2P state ('upper limit'), atoms that obtained a kinetic energy of 
1 eV in the dissociation process, the right peak at 2.2 eV are *S + 2D ('lower limit') 
fragments where, due to the lower internal energy of the *S + 2D fragments, more energy 
is available as kinetic energy. A dip appears at 2.4 eV, reflecting some depletion of the 
α"(υ" = 0) state. This level predissociates to N( 45)+N( 45) thereby contributing to the 
background signal at an energy of 2.5 eV. We measured the KER spectra for different 
rotational transitions in the P, Q and R bands. Ρ and R band spectra are qualitatively 
the same as the one shown in Fig. 4.3, but Q band spectra only have a peak around 2.2 
eV. Only at higher rotational levels ( J > 8) a very small signal at 1 eV arises (branching 
smaller than 10 %). Apparently a parity selective mechanism is active which connects 
the e 1 ! ! " state only with the lower dissociation limit. We determined the branching be
tween the two dissociation channels for Ρ and R branch transitions. Fig. 4.4 shows the 
fraction of all fragments going to the 4 5 + 2P limit. This fraction strongly depends on 
the specific rotational level which is excited. Our observations qualitatively agree with 
those of Helm and Cosby. The fraction increases nearly linear with the rotational angular 
momentum J until J = 9 is reached. Here the branching suddenly drops to zero and 
continues its increase from this new level. Note the good quantitative agreement between 
the branching results of states populated by a Ρ and an R branch transition. 
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Figure 4.4: Rotational dependence of the branching ratio of the e^-Tl+iy = 0) 
state between the two dissociation limits NfSj+N^D) and NfSj+N^P). The 
open and closed circles are ratios obtained by R branch and Ρ branch transitions 
respectively. 

The experiment not only produces KER spectra but also provides angular distribu
tions. By placing an energy window around a peak in the KER spectrum either upper 
limit or lower limit fragments can be selected. Fig. 4.5 displays the angular distribution 
for both dissociation limits of the P(4) and R(2) transition and of the Q(3) transition. 
These three transitions all excite the J =3 level of the e 41« state. For a Q transition 
only lower limit fragments are observed. No signal is present at small angles because 
fragments which dissociate (almost) parallel to the molecular beam are captured behind 
the beam flag. Angular distributions depend strongly on the character of the transi
tion. While Ρ and R transitions mainly produce dissociations parallel with the laser 
polarization (Θ = 0), the Q transitions give angular distributions more characteristic of 
a perpendicular transition. However, the most important observation is the fact that 
for a specific transition the angular distribution is different for lower and upper limit 
fragments. In Fig. 4.5 this is more obvious for the R(2) transition than for the P(4) 
transition. Good comparison is possible by looking at the β parameters that describe 
these distributions. We fitted the data to the function σ[1 + ßP2(cos6)] to extract the 
/3-values. This is indicated by the solid lines in Fig. 4.5. In Fig. 4.6 we depict the /?-values 
as a function of the first nine J levels of the е'П,, (v=0) state reached by P, Q and R 
transitions. The most striking feature in this figure is the divergence in the values of β 
for small J values in the R branch data: upper limit fragments tend to go to a value of 
+2 while lower limit fragments go to β = -1. This divergency is less convincingly present 
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Figure 4.5: Anguiar distribution of fragments formed in the dissociation of the 
е1П„(і) = 0) stai e as a function of the angle between the laser polarization and the 
recoil direction. The dots represent the experimental data, the full curves are a Jeast 
squares fit to σ[1 + ßP2(cos9)]. The left panels correspond with N(iS)+N(2P) frag
ments (upper dissociation limit), the right panels are the N(iS)-l-N(2D) fragments 
(lower dissociation limit). From top to bottom we show angular distributions result
ing from a P(4) transition [ß=0.27(l), 0.17(r)], a Q(3) transition [ß=-0.53] and a R(2) 
transition [ß=0.74(l), 0.51(r)] respectively, all of them exciting e^^v = 0, J = 3). 
The ¡eft panel for the Q transition is empty because here dissociation solely leads 
to N(iS)-hN(2D) fragments. 
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Figure 4.6: Rotational dependence of the anisotropy parameter β for R branch 
excited molecules (upper panel), Q branch excited molecules (middle panel) and 
Ρ branch excited molecules (lower panel) in the е1П„ •— α" хЕ+(0,0) transition. 
Closed circles are the ß's of photofragments ending up in the N(*S)+N(2D) limit, 
open circles are those of the N(*S)+N(2P) photofragments. The error bars are 
the statistical uncertainties (±1σ) derived from the (least squares) fitting process. 
Wherever the dissociation channel was too weak data points are absent. The solid 
lines indicate the outcome of calculations described in the text. 
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Figure 4.7: Rotational dependence of the anisotropy parameter β for R branch 
excited molecules in the b' 1Σ+ *— α" 1Σ+(0,16) transition. AU fragments end up in 
the N(4S)+N(2D) limit. The solid line is the outcome oía calculation described in 
the text. 

in the Ρ branch data. For high J values Ρ and R ^-values converge to 0.5 while the Q 
β-values go to -1. The solid lines also shown in Fig. 4.6 are the outcome of calculations 
and wiH be discussed hereafter. 

For the οηΣ+(ν = 16) state we could only get a sufficiently strong signal for the R 
branch transitions (Q branch is forbidden, Ρ branch is too weak). Contrary to the e 
state, only 4S+2D fragments are formed. The β parameters characterizing the fragment 
angular distributions are collected in Fig. 4.7 for the lowest six rotational levels. The 
J = 1 level has a ß-value of 1.32, while from J=2 to 7, /3-values are observed between 
0.7 and 0.5. 

4.5. Discussion 

4.5.1. Anisotropy at large J-values 

In the limit of high energy or high quantum numbers, classical and quantum mechan
ical behaviour converges according to the correspondence principle. We can apply this 
principle to get a better insight into angular distributions: the е1П„ •— a w l E+ transi
tion is a perpendicular transition, the transition dipole moment is perpendicular to the 
intermolecular axis and also perpendicular to J for Ρ and R transitions but parallel to 
J for Q transitions in the limit of large J. For Q transitions this means that rotation 
cannot alter initially created anisotropy and the photofragment angular distribution is 
characterized by the extreme β value of -1. The dissociation channel has no influence 
on fragment angular distributions for large J. However, for Ρ and R transitions, the 
optically aligned ensemble evolves to a more isotropic ensemble but will never become 
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totally isotropic because the orientation of the J vectors is not isotropic. A weak align
ment is maintained, characterized by /?=0.5. A classical calculation gives /?=-0.25 for a 
perpendicular transition. The reason for this particular value is that classical angular 
momentum theory does not discern between P, Q and R transitions. It can be shown 
that taking the line strength averaged quantum mechanical values of 0.5 (P), -1 (Q) and 
0.5 (R) results in the value of-0.25 [5]. 

The b'lY¡+ <— o" 'Ej transition is a parallel transition; the transition dipole moment 
is then along the intermolecular axis. The b' molecules will have their rotational angular 
momentum in a plane perpendicular to the intermolecular axis, and this results in a β of 
0.5 for the photofragments. 

Our experimental observations for large J values (Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7) are in good 
agreement with the above considerations, although β = — 1 is not completely achieved 
for the Q branch fragments. 

4.5.2. Anisotropy at small J-values 

The /7-values at small J values can only be explained using quantum mechanical calcu
lations, and these calculations are sensitive to the specific dissociation mechanism that 
is active. In the following we will try to understand the observed /J-values in the light 
of possible dissociation mechanisms. We will start with the e1!!,, state. The proposed 
mechanisms must fulfill a number of criteria: that the calculated β parameters agree 
with the experimentally determined β parameters; and that the observed parity selec
tivity is accounted for. Also the proposed mechanism must explain the J dependency of 
the branching. 

The predissociated state is a singlet state, but only triplet states and quintet states 
correlate with the two dissociation limits. This indicates that somewhere in the dissoci
ation process a spin-orbit coupling is active. In the calculations, only triplet states were 
taken as candidate continuum states, ignoring spin-spin coupling. Furthermore, as an 
added complication, the final dissociation can be preceded by coupling to intermediate 
bound singlet or triplet states: for example a spin flip of the 4ρπ Rydberg electron of the 
еЧіц Rydberg state, which gives the 3ПИ triplet state (not indicated in Fig. 1), might 
precede the dissociation. Triplet states may be coupled by a spin-orbit interaction or by 
rotational coupling. Finally, all couplings conserve the ungerade symmetry. 

Eq. (4.13) was employed for the calculation of the ß's. One difficulty encountered was 
the decision where to change from Hund's case (a) to Hund's case (b) in the description 
of states with increasing rotational angular momentum. Not knowing the strength of the 
spin-orbit coupling we describe only J—\ levels in Hund's case (a) and higher rotational 
levels in Hund's case (b), because this gave best agreement between calculation and 
observations. The 3-j and 6-j symbols encountered in eq. (4.13) could be treated by the 
software package Mathematica, the coupling factors are described by Kovács [33] for both 
homogeneous and heterogeneous couplings and between states of the same and different 
multiplicity. Only the J dependency of these interactions is important in the calculation 
of β and constant prefactors are factored out in eq. (4.13). Such simplifications are not 
possible when both a spin-orbit interaction and rotational coupling are active. In these 
cases we assumed that one interaction is dominant over the other, based on optimizing 
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Figure 4.8: Schematic representation of the excitation of the e1!"!« state of N2 via 
P, Q and R transitions, followed by dissociation along the channels I+, Γ, II+, and 
ΙΓ to form either N(4S)+N(2P) fragments or N^Sj+N^D) fragments. The four 
dissociation channels are discussed in the text. 

agreement with experiment. For the following discussion, Fig. 4.8 serves as a guide: we 
label the pathway ending in the N(4S) + N( 2P) limit as channel I and the pathway 
ending in the N(4S) + N(2D) limit as channel II. Additionally we add a superscript + or 
- when the channel starts from the e 1 ! ^ or e4l~ state respectively. First we will discuss 
channel I. 

4.5.3. e1!!«, Channel I 

At large internuclear separation there are only two ungerade states which connect to 
N( 45)+ N( 2P); these are the strongly bound Β'3Σζ and the 23Π„ states (Fig. 4.1). 
These states may couple directly or indirectly via the Rydberg states εηΣ+, 3Σ+ or 
3Π„ or the valence states 6ΠΣ+ and б'Пц. From all these possibilities only two showed 
good agreement between calculated and observed β parameters for the Ρ and R branch 
transitions. These were the indirect 41« -1 Σ+ - 3 Σ~ (i) and 1 H t - 3 Пи —3 Σ~ (іі) 
coupling schemes, the 3 Σ ~ state being the B' state. In Fig. 4.6 the β parameters for 
mechanism (i) have been indicated by the uppermost solid lines in the upper and lower 
panel. Mechanism (ii) results in almost similar values which we do not show. Note that 
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these curves represent values calculated at integral values of J that are interconnected 
by line segments. A necessary assumption for mechanism (ii) is that rotational coupling 
between the 3Π and the 3 Σ ~ state is dominant over spin-orbit coupling. 

Mechanism (ii) is not parity selective and makes it possible that Q branch excited 
molecules appear at the upper dissociation limit also. The reason that we do observe 
parity selectivity might be the presence of a additional strong channel I I - , connecting 
Q branch excited molecules with N( 45)+N( 2D). There are indications that such may 
be the case from lifetime measurements described in chapter 6 of this thesis. The elYl~ 
rotational levels have been found to be shorter lived than the еЧі* levels [34]. Therefore, 
mechanism (ii) is still a good candidate. Moreover, the vibrational levels of the 3П„ state, 
slightly higher in energy, have excellent Franck-Condon overlap with those of the е'Пи 

state. We have no information about the coupling strength between the two states. The 
choice of the B' state as continuum state implies that channel I must be relatively weak: 
upon inspection of Fig. 4.1, the Franck-Condon overlap of the e4l u v=0 vibrational level 
and the continuum of the B' state seems very poor. 

The (parity selective) alternative is mechanism (i) with a *Σ+ state as an intermediate 
state (forming channel I + ). The : Σ+ state may be coupled to the elYln state by rotational 
coupling and to the Β' 3 Σ ~ state by spin-orbit coupling. 

The ΧΣ intermediate state is probably the Rydberg state ε ; 1Σ+ (ν = 0), with the e' 
character highly diluted over the ν = 17, 18 and 19 vibrational levels of the i>'^„ valence 
state [10,24]. The e'(v = 0) dissociates to both the 4 S + 2D and 4 5 + 2P dissociation 
limits [19]. We have also tuned our laser to the e' and 6' state directly but were not 
able to see the photofragments because of lack of sensitivity. This could indicate a low 
absorption cross section for these states compared with the e state, alternatively, it could 
point at the dominance of radiative decay over predissociation for these states. In that 
case we don't expect them to be intermediate states. Information is lacking on these 
aspects. 

4.5.4. е !П„, Channel II 

Both channels II + and I I - have as candidate continuum states 3Π„ and 3 Σ+. Our cal
culations and Franck-Condon considerations exclude the 3 Σ„ state. Helm and Cosby 
proposed that channel II was a consequence of predissociation at short R by the 23Π„ 
state, followed by a diabatic crossing to С3П„ to reach N( 4 5)+N( 2 P). Our calculations 
confirm the role played by the 3 П и adiabatic states. Unfortunately our measurements 
are not accurate enough to discern whether the е1Пи state is directly coupled to the 3П„ 
state or if an intermediate state is involved. Possible intermediate states are the Rydberg 
states 3П„ and 3 Σ„ and the valence state бЧіц. There is some evidence for the б'П,, state, 
and this state is known to be a perturber of J — 9 of еЧіц [11,18]. Possibly, the lower 
rotational levels are also slightly perturbed by this strongly predissociating state. We 
depicted the e1!!,, —3 П„ scheme with a solid line in Fig. 4.6. The agreement with the 
Ρ and R data (channel II+) is good, however the agreement with the Q data (channel 
II~) is rather poor for the lowest rotational levels. The poor agreement may be due to 
the difficulty of resolving the closely-spaced Q branch lines and, hence, producing a sin
gle rotational level. Consequently, the experimental /3-parameter might be a (weighted) 
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average over several neighboring rotational levels. 
Another explanation is the possibility that channel II" is dominated by another disso

ciation mechanism, as was mentioned before. A parity selective path might for example 
involve the vibrational levels of the α'ιΣ~ state [19]. This state (also shown in Fig. 4.1) 
can subsequently couple to the 23Σ+ state to produce lower limit fragments. The strength 
of this process scales with J2. Here the calculations assign /î-values of -1 for all the pre-
dissociating J levels of the e^Tl' state. The reason that we don't observe β = —1 for the 
Q data, can be explained by the small, but not insignificant contribution of the first dis
cussed channel I I - mechanism. The contribution is most significant at the low J-values. 
A combination of the two mechanisms could explain our observations. 

4.5.5. e 1 ^ , Branching 

If channel II + is formed by a homogeneous mechanism, then the coupling is J indepen
dent. The efficiency of the mechanisms (i) and (ii) mentioned for channel I + increases 
with increasing J. This explains the branching behaviour, I + / ( I + + I I + ) , for the first eight 
rotational levels (Fig. 4.4). Near J =9 a localized perturbation of the еЧі« state by the 
61П„( =22) state occurs which favors dissociation along channel II [11,19]. Being a local 
perturbation one would expect a continuation of the branching behaviour at J >9 of 
the linear trend observed for J <9; this is not the case [19]. Possibly, the perturbation 
is less local than predicted and extends to the higher rotational levels [11]. Unfortu
nately, angular distribution measurements do not help here to elucidate the dissociation 
mechanism because J is already too high. 

4.5.6. The b' !Σ+ state 

For the b'(v = 16) state there is actually just one candidate dissociation channel. As 
pointed out by Walter [13] the 23Π„ state provides excellent overlap with the vibrational 
levels of the two states. An avoided crossing between 23ПЦ and 33П„ creates a window 
for v=13, 14 and 15 to dissociate to Ν( 2 Ρ)+Ν( 4 5). The vibrational levels below and just 
above this window dissociate to N(2D)+N(4S) by making a diabatic passage from the 
23Π„ state to the С' 3ПЦ state. We have calculated the β parameters for the b' *Σ+ —3 Π„ 
coupling scheme and plotted the results in Fig. 4.7 (solid line). The numerical agreement 
of calculated and measured results is rather poor. Only the increase in β for small J 
is reproduced by the calculations. We treated 3 П Ц in Hund's case (a) for all rotational 
levels. A case (b) treatment gave ^-values starting from -1 and converging to 0.5. A 
gradual change from the case (a) description to case (b) could explain our observations 
but we are reluctant to draw any conclusions at this point. Note that a direct coupling 
of the b' state with the 23Σ+ state is unlikely, because there is no perturbation in a first 
order approximation [33]. One indirect dissociation mechanism, where the b1!^ state 
functioned as an intermediate, was also checked, but here a value of β = —1 for J — 1 
was found, which is in contrast to our observations. 
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4.6. Conclusions 

The study of the angular distributions of photofragments formed in the photodissociation 
of the e 1n u(v = 0) Rydberg state and the 6' ' Σ ^ ν = 16) valence state of N2 was 
used to elucidate the dissociation mechanisms of these states. We excited the low J 
rotational levels of the e state by means of Ρ Q and R branch transitions. Ρ and R branch 
excited molecules show a branching between two dissociation limits, N( 4S)+N( 2P) and 
N(45)+N(2Z?) while the Q branch excited molecules nearly completely end up in the lower 
dissociation limit, N(45)+N(2I?). We used the technique of translational spectroscopy 
to measure the angular distributions of the photofragments. When there is branching, 
the angular distribution is different for the two dissociation limits. This difference is 
most prominent for the low J rotational levels. Theory shows that this behaviour can 
be explained by the difference in the electronic symmetry of the states that are involved 
in the dissociation process. We have compared calculated angular distributions for all 
possible candidate dissociation mechanisms with the observed distributions. On this 
basis we propose the following: 

The e 1 ^ state is either rotationally coupled to a ΧΣ+ state or spin-orbit coupled 
to а 3Π„ state, and this state is predissociated by the continuum of the 0 ' 3 Σ~ state, 
giving rise to N( 4S)+N( 2P) fragments. The ΧΣ+ state can either be e' or b', the 3Π„ 
state is the triplet version of the e state. Simultaneously the е1П state interacts with 
another intermediate state, the ¿̂ Пц state is a likely candidate, and subsequent coupling 
to the С"3П„ state produces N(4S)+N(2.D) fragments. The production of fragments in 
P,Q and R transitions are all subjected to this mechanism. Arguments are presented that 
the closure of one dissociation limit for Q fragments is due to a negative parity-selective 
mechanism which is dominant over the above described mechanism. 

For the ο'1Σ*(ν = 16) state we suggest that the predissociation is made possible 
by favorable Franck-Condon overlap with a vibrational level of the 23Π„ state, which 
dissociates to the N(45)+N(2£)) dissociation limit. 

We believe that a new diagnostic tool for the identification of continuum perturbera 
has been successfully demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Measurement of the lifetime of predissociative 
diatomic molecules 

Classical physics, though limited in scope, is indis
pensable for the understanding of quantum physics. 

Niels Bohr 

We present a new application of the well known Hanle effect: the determi
nation of predissociation lifetimes of non-radiating states. A magnetic ñeld 
depolarizes the angular distribution of the fragments; the degree of depolar
ization at a fixed ñeld depends on the lifetime of the predissociating state. A 
semi-classical model is presented to derive lifetimes of predissociative diatomic 
molecules from the measured angular distributions. This application can be 
used for lifetime determination of a new dass of excited states, predissocia-
tive states, in this study represented by the elHu (Î; = 0) Rydberg state of 
N2. A more rigorous, quantum mechanical, description of the theory will be 
presented in chapter 6. In this chapter we will also fully investigate what the 
consequences are of the measured lifetimes of the e ιΠη rotational levels for 
our understanding of the predissociation mechanisms of this state. 
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5.1. Introduction 

The first observation of the Hanle effect dates from 1912. While the angular distribution 
of scattered light from atoms was known to be polarized, the resonance fluorescence scat
tering in mercury vapor showed deviating behavior in being isotropic [1]. Subsequently, 
Lord Rayleigh discovered that this depolarization was due to the earth's magnetic field [2]. 
In 1924 Hanle provided both a classical and a quantum mechanical explanation for mag
netic field dependence of fluorescence polarization [3]. Two important notions came from 
this work: (i) energies of an eigenstate are not sharp but have a natural linewidth, and 
(ii) a system can exist in a superposition of eigenstates. The Hanle effect has played an 
essential role in the transition from the old Bohr and Sommerfeld quantum theory to 
modern quantum mechanics, because a quantum explanation of the Hanle effect requires 
the concept of superposition of quantum states. 

In Hanle-type experiments one measures the (de)polarization of fluorescence at vari
ous values of an applied magnetic field, and this results in a Lorentzian type profile. The 
degree of depolarization that can be obtained at a specific value of В depends on the life
time of the fluorescent state; the width of the Lorentzian profile is inversely proportional 
to gjT, where gj is the Lande factor and τ the natural lifetime. If gj is known, one can 
measure r, and accuracies comparable to those of modern high resolution spectroscopy 
can easily be reached. Alternatively, knowledge of r enables measurement of gj. An 
elegant explanation of the Hanle effect can be found in ref. [4]. 

In the 1950s the Hanle effect was revisited in atomic spectroscopy. Based on the 
Hanle effect, the technique of level-crossing spectroscopy was developed, which enables 
the determination of fine and hyperfine splittings [5]. Prom then on, the Hanle effect 
has continued to play an important role in spectroscopy [6]; one field of application is in 
astronomy, where the depolarization of radiation from atomic transitions can be used to 
determine the strength of magnetic fields of extraterrestrial bodies [7]. 

With the advance of lasers, the Hanle effect could also be applied to molecules. In spite 
of the much higher density of states, modern tunable lasers with a narrow bandwidth can 
ensure state selectivity. The first experiments were performed on diatomic molecules [8]. 
The two main sources of magnetic moment in a diatomic molecule are the total spin and 
orbital angular momenta of the electrons. An externally applied field В will interact 
with these magnetic moments, but has to compete with their mutual coupling and the 
coupling to the internuclear axis (Hund's coupling cases). Since the latter coupling is 
usually much stronger than the coupling to the magnetic field, an effective magnetic 
moment can be defined, pointing along J, the total angular momentum. This way, the 
angular momentum coupling scheme determines the Lande factor. 

In this chapter we will show a new application of the Hanle effect in molecular spec
troscopy. Excited molecules may not only decay by emission of radiation, but can also 
undergo (pre)dissociation if their internal energy is above the lowest dissociation limit. At 
first sight, radiationless decay seems to exclude application of the Hanle effect. However, 
realizing that not only the photon angular distribution is polarized, but also the atomic 
fragment angular distribution, the question can arise whether we can likewise influence 
the fragment distribution with a magnetic field. (Pre)dissociation lifetimes may thus be 
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measured, in complete analogy with the determination of radiative lifetimes, and, as a 
result, a new class of excited states becomes amenable to lifetime measurements. 

5.2. Theory 

Laser photo-predissociation in the presence of a magnetic field has been studied both 
theoretically and experimentally. Beswick was the first to give a quantum mechanical 
derivation of the angular distribution of photofragments resulting from the excitation of 
a single Zeeman sublevel [9]. Later, the theory was reformulated in the density matrix 
formalism by Broyer et ai, and experiments performed on the predissociative 64Σ^ state 
of O2" confirmed the theory qualitatively [10]. These authors already pointed out an 
analogy with the classical Hanle effect observed in the depolarization of fluorescence 
light. 

In the following we will work out this analogy by presenting a semi-classical deriva
tion of the angular distribution resulting from a coherent excitation of the total Zeeman 
multiplet, and illustrate the result with an experiment on the еЧі,, state of N2. For 
this ! П state, the magnetic moment is solely due to the orbital angular momentum, and 
it is perfectly aligned with the internuclear axis and equal to one Bohr magneton (see 
Fig. 5.1). The effective or time averaged magnetic moment along J, fij, is ß0/Jj(J + 1). 
The projection of ~ßj on the magnetic field direction, μΒ, is ß0M/[J(J + 1)]. The pro
jection of J on the В vector is M. The field will induce a precessive motion of pj, with 
Larmor frequency UJL = ßoB/[hJ(J + 1)]. 

One can view the molecules as classical rotors that undergo fragmentation in a mag
netic field. The effect of the magnetic field В is to superimpose a slow Larmor precession 
on the fast rotational motion of the molecules, prior to their dissociation. This extra 
precession is reflected in the angular distribution, where a decrease in anisotropy, a de
polarization, can be observed. Under field free conditions, the angular distribution of the 
photofragments in a one-photon transition can be written in the form [11] 

І( ) = ^[1 + 0Р2(соз )}. (5.1) 

P-i is a second order Legendre polynomial, θ is an angle referring to the E vector of the 
linearly polarized laser light (rr-axis), and β is the anisotropy parameter. This distribution 
is determined by the optical alignment due to the excitation step, and the subsequent 
rotational motion of the excited molecules [12-14]. 

The cylindrical symmetry of eq.(5.1) can be broken by applying a static В field in 
the ¿-direction. The resulting precessive motion can be treated by going to a rotat
ing frame, a frame that is co-rotating with the molecules at the Larmor frequency, ω^ 
around B. In this frame, the effective magnetic field is zero, and the distribution can be 
written in the form of eq.(5.1), but now with Θ' instead of Θ, referring to the rotating 
¿-axis. A transformation back to the laboratory-frame involves expressing P2 (cos Θ) 
in the angles θ and 0, referring to the static frame. For this purpose we use Wigner 
rotation matrices 1Утт,(ф,θ,χ). A rotation over (Φ, θ( ί) ,χ) = ( | , - ц ^ , 0 ) has to be 
applied, and 1Утт,(Ф, θ(ί) ,χ) reduces to exp(-i^m)d}

mm, (—ω^ί). We can now develop 
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Figure 5.1: Precessive motion of а 1Π diatomic molecule in a magnetic field. 
Indicated are the angular momentum coupling scheme and the associated magnetic 
moments. Nutation is indicated with ellipses. 

F 2 (coso') = Υ$(Θ')/Λ/5 as a linear combination of functions УД(#,φ), and the angular 
distribution can be written as 

І( ,Ф,І) = ¿[ι + ±βΣ*&ΜφΜΰ,χ)Υ№Μ 

Substituting the expression for the rotation matrix, we find 

І( ,ф,і) = ¿ [ 1 + - L / 3 Ç e x p ( - i | m ) 

x4K¿)¿(í,# 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

This distribution is φ and time dependent and describes the orientation of the molecular 
ensemble until the moment of dissociation. The observed photofragment angular distri
bution is the time integration of Ι(θ, φ, t) over all possible elapsed time intervals before 
dissociation, multiplied by the term exp (-t/τ) to account for the dissociative decay of 
the molecules in the excited ensemble. Substituting the proper expressions for the ¿om's 
in eq.(5.3) and working out the integration we find that 

І( ,ф) = - ГІ( ,ф,і)ехр(-і/т) 
τ Jo 

dt 

= Σ Σ ЬЦь>ьт)¥І( ,ф), 
j=0,2 m=—jj 

(5.4) 
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Figure 5.2: The evolution of a sin2(0) distribution as a function of magnetic field. 
The tìgures (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) have been calculated for values of ωι,τ = 0, 
0.2, 0,5 ,1 ,and co, respectively 

with coefficients iL: 

(5.5) 

The coefficients are easily interpreted: the coefficients b2

±l are odd functions of wL 

and account for the precession direction of the molecules in the magnetic field. Only 
for short-lived molecules (ωιτ ~ 1) this asymmetry is reflected in their fragment angular 
distribution, for long-lived molecules ( ωιτ » 1) the 6±i's reduce to zero. The coefficients 
&o and 6±2 account for the depolarization. While b% goes asymptotically to one quarter 
of its initial value when ωχ,τ —» co, ò|2 increases asymptotically; a distribution, initially 
cylindrically symmetric around the E vector of the photodissociation laser, transforms 
into one cylindrically symmetric around the В vector. As an illustration of this evolution, 
Fig. (5.2) shows the angular distribution of an (initially) sin2(0) distribution for increasing 
values of ωι,τ. 
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the photofragment spectrometer. 

5.3. Experimental 

As ад illustration of the theory derived sofar, we have employed the Hanle effect to 
determine lifetimes of a selection of rotational levels of the predissociative elUu(v = 0) 
state of N2. The е1П„ state is member of the 4p-Rydberg complex, built on the ΑΓ2Σ+ 
ionic core. Rotational lifetimes of this state have not been measured previously, laser-
based techniques only set a lower limit for their lifetimes, except for the relatively short 
lived е 'П- J = 8 level with a lifetime of 0.36(5)ns [15,16]. 

This study was carried out using a fast beam photodissociation spectrometer (Fig. 5.3) 
[13,14]. We used electron impact to ionize N2, and accelerated the N£ ions to an energy 
of 10.5 keV. Part of the beam is neutralized by means of resonant charge exchange 
with cesium, and in this process some metastable states are formed, among which is the 
a'^Ej state, one of the (3sa9)-Rydberg states of the ionic ground state. The part of 
the beam that is not neutralized is deflected, and the remaining beam is sent through 
a narrow slit of 300 μτη. Just after the slit an intracavity beam of a cw dye laser 
crosses perpendicular to the molecular beam, with the polarization direction along the 
beam. The laser photodissociates N2 in a rotational transition of the e 1nu(v = 0) <— 
α'ηΣ3(ν = 0) band. The laser-molecular beam crossing point is at the entrance of the 
gap between the pole shoes of an electromagnet (Bmax = 0.7 T). Observation of the 
Hanle effect requires that all Zeeman sublevéis of each rotational state are coherently 
excited. With our laser bandwidth of 1 cm -1 and a field below 0.7 Τ this condition is 
fulfilled. The parent beam is captured by a flag, which is positioned just behind the 
magnet, while the photofragments escape capture due to their additional recoil velocity. 
The trajectory of the (neutral) fragments is not affected by the magnetic field. They hit a 
position- and time-sensitive detector positioned ~2 m downstream. For each dissociation 
event the angle of dissociation with respect to the laser polarization direction (Θ) and 
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the kinetic energy release (ε) are determined by measuring the difference in arrival time 
(T = \T-i — Ti|), and the difference in position (R = \Ri — R2\) of the fragments. The 
value of ε can be determined from R and τ according to ε = E0 (R2 + ν$Τ2) /4L2 with 
E0 the energy of the beam, L the flight length between the point of dissocation and 
the detector, and vo the center-of-mass velocity of the beam. The angle θ is given by 
θ = axct&n{R/v0r) [13,14]. 

For detection a coincidence technique was used, selecting only those fragments for 
which the kinetic energy release is below 2.7 eV. The fragments resulting from a real 
dissociation event have a time separation of less than 0.5 /ÍS when reaching the detector, 
and signals for which this was not the case were ignored. A good signal-to-noise ratio was 
reached for a coincidence rate below 5 kHz, corresponding to an average event separation 
of 200 μδ (3> 0.5 ßs). Care was taken that the fragment separation did not exceed the 
size of the detector, which is 7 cm. 

The sensitivity of our detector was insufficient to measure small φ -dependencies in 
the signal - φ is the angle in the plane of the detector - and we therefore summed the 
different φ contributions. The active ф-атеа, of the detector runs from -40° to +40°, with 
the zero referring to the direction of the B-field. We likewise integrated eq.(5.4) over this 
φ interval. This leads to an expression of the form A+Bcos2 θ and can thus be written 
as σ' (l + βΡ2 (coso)J. The beta parameter that we find is 

/ l + t , 2

r

2 ( 1 + Éf¿»)N 
ß-ß{l+.lr2(4-ß^)j- ( 5 · 6 ) 

with Φ = 40°. Hence, by plotting β as a function of В (В oc ω ι) we can determine the 
predissociation lifetime [17]. 

5.4. Results and Discussion 

In Fig. 5.4 the angular distribution of photofragments resulting from excitation of elU+, 
J = 7 via the R(6) transition is shown. The line position of this transition is accurately 
known [15]. Fragments end up in the two dissociation limits and we added the two 
angular distributions which are almost similar at high J values [13,14,18]. The two 
curves represent an angular distribution without perturbing magnetic field, and one in 
the presence of a 0.12 Τ field. One can see how the distribution gets more isotropic under 
the influence of this field. While the unperturbed distribution is characterized by β = 
0.45, the magnetic field depolarizes the distribution to β =0.27. Note that we cannot 
detect fragments at dissociation angles <25°, because these fragments are not separated 
enough from the parent beam. 

In Fig. 5.5 we show the β values for the different values of the magnetic field. This has 
been done for R(6) and P(8), both exciting J = 7, which should yield the same lifetimes. 
The decrease with increasing В is clearly visible. The solid line is a least squares fit of 
eq.(6.12) to the datapoints. Using r as a free parameter, and 1σ as error, the R(6) curve 
yields a lifetime of (8.6 ± 2.2) ns, and the P(8) curve (7.0 ± 1.5) ns for J = 7, hence they 
agree within error. 
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Figure 5.4: The angular distribution oí photofragments resulting from an R(6) 
transition without magnetic fìeld (upper datapoints) and with a magnetic fìeìd of 
0.12 Τ (lower datapoints). The solid line is a fit to 1 + 0P2(cos6) resulting in 
β = 0.45 and 0.27, respectively. 

We also investigated the Q(8) transition, exciting elTl~ J = 8, for which high res
olution spectroscopy yielded a lifetime of (0.36±0.05) ns [15]. A short lifetime in com
bination with a small magnetic moment (high J) makes depolarization difficult. Indeed 
we observed only a small depolarization effect, and the lifetime that we deduced was 
(0.2±0.1) ns. Note that this short lifetime compared with the егП+ state indicates that 
the predissociation mechanism is parity selective. 

In conclusion, a new application of the Hanle effect has been developed, important 
for lifetime measurements of molecular states with predissociation as the dominant decay 
mechanism. The directness of this technique is unique for measurements on long-lived 
states; high resolution spectroscopy requires a narrow bandwidth, and suffers from the 
Doppler effect, while sufficient state-selectivity is difficult to achieve with fast pump-probe 
techniques. 

Finally, this technique is not limited to diatomic molecules and may be applied to 
larger molecular systems. 
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Figure 5.5: Depolarization as a function of B, reflected as a decrease of the 
anisotropy parameter. The upper panel shows the depolarization of fragments pho-
todissociating J = 1 via the P(8) transition, the lower panel shows the fragments 
resulting from an R(6) transition. The solid line is a fit and is explained in the text. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Photo-predissociation of the N2 (e
1nu) state 

in the presence of a magnetic field 

If only angular momentum theory spoke to us with 
one tongue...but alas, at this crucial juncture there 
is another of those damnable convention problems. 

Richard N. Zare, Angular Momentum 

The inüuence of a magnetic field on the anguJar distribution of the atomic 
fragments resulting from photodissociation is studied both theoretically and 
experimentally. In the theoretical section we present a quantum mechanical 
description of photo-predissociation of diatomic molecules in a magnetic fìeld, 
indicating the analogy with the classical Hanle effect observed in fìuorescence, 
and showing bow in a similar way lifetimes of predissociative states can be 
measured. The experimental section describes photodissociation experiments 
on the (4p) е1П„(г» = 0) Rydberg state of N2, where the dissociation process 
occurs in the presence of a magnetic fìeld. We use the Hanle effect to deter
mine the lifetimes of several rotational levels of this state. They range from 
0.2 to 12 ns, in agreement with lower limits that were determined from high 
resolution spectroscopy. Lifetime information further elucidates the complex 
predissociation mechanism of the еЧіц state, and is a valuable addition the 
information obtained from the experiments described in chapter 4. 
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6.1. Introduction 

An important observable for elucidating the dynamics of a photodissociation process is 
the photofragment angular distribution. The angular distribution can be either isotropic 
or highly anisotropic with respect to the polarization direction of the photodissociation 
laser. An anisotropic distribution points to a fast dissociation process, where the dissoci
ation occurs on a timescale which is short compared to a rotational period, and directly 
reflects the optical alignment of the molecules. A slow predissociation, on the other 
hand, results in photofragments which show a more isotropic angular distribution, the 
anisotropy is partially washed out by the rotational motion of the molecule. This way it is 
possible to obtain qualitative information on the lifetime of a (pre) dissociating state. In 
this paper we will describe a method which allows a quantitative lifetime determination. 
The method is based on the classical Hanle effect. 

The Hanle effect is the phenomenon that fluorescence polarization, in the sense of the 
angular distribution of photons, can be influenced by a magnetic field. Hanle was the first 
to provide both a classical and a quantum mechanical explanation for this effect [1]. He 
showed that the dipole moment of the emission will start to precess when a magnetic field 
is present, and, as a consequence, the angular distribution of the radiation will change in 
time. Simultaneously, the intensity of the fluorescence decays exponentially, due to the 
finite lifetime of the fluorescing state. In a typical experiment one measures the time-
integrated fluorescence intensity in the direction of the laser polarization (y-axis), where 
the laser propagates along the i-axis, and a magnetic field is applied along the z-axis. 
The signal as a function of field В is a Lorentzian with HWHM equal to [2] 

By measuring Hiß one can determine the product gjr, with gj the Lande factor and 
τ the natural lifetime. For molecules, gj is dependent on the specific angular momentum 
coupling scheme (Hund's case) and on the value of total angular momentum J. The 
accuracy in gj determines the accuracy in the lifetime determination. The Hanle effect 
in the fluorescence of molecules was first demonstrated for the diatomica [3]. A review 
article on the many applications of the Hanle effect has been written by Moruzzi and 
Strumio [4]. 

In this study we will show that this method of lifetime determination can be extended 
to states that decay partially or predominantly by predissociation. Instead of photons the 
observables are photofragments. Like photons, photofragments have also an anisotropic 
angular distribution. By studying the depolarization of this distribution in a varying 
magnetic field we can obtain (pre)dissociation lifetimes, in complete analogy with the 
determination of radiative lifetimes. 

The method is particularly interesting for lifetime measurements on long lived states, 
with predissociation as the dominant relaxation process. More conventional spectroscopic 
techniques often fail in this situation: high resolution spectroscopy is either limited by 
the laser bandwidth, and if the bandwidth is sufficiently narrow, the resolution is often 
spoiled by inhomogeneous line broadening effects, in particular Doppler broadening. If 
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one turns to time resolved experiments, using fast pump-probe techniques, then the state 
selectivity is difficult to achieve with the inherent broad bandwidth of the short pulses. 

The study of the effect of a magnetic field on the angular distribution of fragments 
in the (slow) predissociation of diatomic molecules started with the theoretical work of 
Beswick in 1979 [5]. A magnetic field can induce a Zeeman splitting of the rotational 
levels of an electronic state, if that state has electronic angular momentum, and thus a 
magnetic moment. Beswick showed that upon selective photon excitation of individual 
Zeeman levels, the angular distribution with respect to the applied field is given by Ι(θ) = 
Σι bi P¡ (coso), with / ranging from 0 to 2 J + 2, J being the total angular momentum, 
and P¡ a Legendre polynomial of order l. This distribution presents a higher degree of 
anisotropy than the normal Ι(θ) — l + /3P2(cos0) distribution. As an experimental check 
of the theory, Beswick suggested experiments on the O j ^ E j -+ 4 Σ+) predissociation; 
these experiments were performed by Broyer et al. in 1981 [6]. Their experiments on Ojj" 
qualitatively confirmed the theoretical predictions in the observation of marked changes 
of anisotropy between photodissociation in the center and in the wings of a Zeeman 
broadened line, unfortunately they were not able to selectively excite a Zeeman sublevel. 

While these authors were mainly concerned with an accurate theoretical description of 
magnetic field induced effects on angular distributions, they did not mention the possibil
ity of performing 'Hanle-type' experiments for lifetime determinations. For observation 
of the Hanle effect it is not a prerequisite to excite selectively Zeeman sublevéis. Instead, 
a coherent excitation of all the sublevéis is necessary, which is, fortunately, much easier 
to accomplish. 

In the following we will derive an expression for the angular distribution of photofrag
ments in a magnetic field, and show how lifetime information can be obtained from such 
distributions. Our approach differs from that of Beswick in that our theory will describe 
the distribution resulting from a coherent excitation of the total Zeeman multiplet, pro
ducing a precessing wavepacket. Expressions for this situation have been derived before 
by Broyer et ai, who reformulated and generalized the theory by Beswick in the density 
matrix formalism [6]. We will present a physically more intuitive derivation that does 
not involve the density matrix formalism and the use of irreducible tensorial operator 
basis sets. 

In addition we will report on photodissociation experiments that we performed on 
the e1!!« Rydberg state of N2. The е1П„( = 0) state is a long-lived predissociative 
state, for which only a lower limit of the lifetime is known. Hanle-type measurements are 
very suitable here for obtaining exact lifetime information. This information is crucial 
in unraveling the complex dissociation mechanism of the elHu state, and this will be the 
subject of the last part of this chapter. 

6.2. Theory 

6.2.1. Angular distribution in a magnetic field 

As a starting point we consider (2 J + l)-fold Zeeman split rotational levels of a diatomic 
molecule. We will try to answer the question: what is the photofragment angular dis-
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of a photodissociation process of a diatomic 
molecule in state \iJ"M"Q") in the presence of a magnetic held. We coherently 
excite from one Zeeman sublevel M" to Zeeman split levels M' = —J'..J' of a 
predissociative state \eJ'M'Q'}, which is coupled via coupling elements HQ to the 
continuum. The ¡inewidth Γ of the intermediate Zeeman sublevéis is determined by 
the strength of the coupling Нц. 

tribution when we excite an ensemble of molecules from an initial state \iJ"M") to a 
predissociative state \eJ'M')? M is the projection of J on the z-axis along B. Before 
excitation, each molecule occupies just one M" level, where the M" sublevéis have an 
equal probability of being populated. The laser bandwidth is such that it covers all M' 
sublevéis of \eJ'M'); in other words, we make a coherent superposition of M' states, 
which behaves as a precessing wavepacket. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The angular 
distribution of photofragments as a function of photon energy (hv) can be written as [7-9] 

Ι{θ,φΜ)= (dr Σ 
* \£ll 

(eJ'M'n'\Hmt\iJ"M"Q") 

AEMnM, + hu + iT £ я ° ' п(г)Діп(М)* 
а 

(6.1) 

The matrix element (eJ'M' \Hint\ iJ"M") divided by АЕм"М' + hu + iT is the excitation 
probability for a molecule in state M" to an excited molecule in state M'. Here i and e 
label the initial and intermediate excited states, Hint is the Hamiltonian that describes 
the interaction of the light field with the molecules, and АЕМ"м' is the energy difference 
Ем'1-Ем'- The linewidth, Г, is assumed to be independent of the M' level. Note that the 
linewidth is related to the lifetime τ through Γ = h/ (2τ). Resonance excitation implies 
that ΔΕΜ»Μ' + hi/ = 0. The smaller the value of the linewidth Γ, the more important 
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the resonance condition for each M' level. The matrix element (e ... |Я,ПЕ| i...) is different 
for different (M",M') combinations. This means that not all M' states will be equally 
populated; there is an alignment of the excited molecules with respect to the laser po
larization, so called optical alignment. The predissociation of the intermediate state is 
caused by one or more electronic continuum states. The efficiency of the predissociation 
process is given by the product of a radial overlap integral, an electronic coupling strength 
and an angular factor. The angular factor takes into account that the electronic angular 
momenta (Ω) of the continuum do not have to be the same as that of the intermediate 
state (Ω'). The radial overlap integral is approximately the same for all the M' levels, 
because the Zeeman splitting is extremely small with respect to vibrational spacings. 
These overlap integrals are not given explicitly in eq. (6.1). The matrix elements H¡¡' 
contain the electronic strength and the angular factors, and can be found in the book 
by Kovacs [10]. The summation over Ω is required because different continua can par
ticipate in the predissociation process. In our system, the wavefunctions ^n(r) are the 
different multiplet components of one electronic continuum state, but in principle they 
could also refer to completely different electronic continua. The distribution of molecular 
axes in the continuum wavefunction is given by the rotational wavefunctions DJ

Mn{9, φ). 
When taking the square in eq. (6.1), the orthonormality of the functions ψη(Γ), and the 
integration over the electronic coordinates dr ensure that cross terms in the quantum 
number Ω disappear. 

Eq. (6.1) can be understood from the Born interpretation of a wavefunction. In 
an angular distribution measurement, we observe the rotational part of the wavefunc
tion (squared). Because we look at dissociating molecules, we are only interested in 
the continuum part of the wavefunction (R —> co). All numerical factors in eq. (6.1) 
are weighting factors for the different rotational functions DJ

MCl{ß, φ)" that remain after 
dissociation. Finally, an angular distribution is an ensemble average, which requires an 
incoherent summation over M" with equal weighting factors; each molecule is initially 
in one of the eigenstates \iJ"M"). Integrating over the electronic coordinates (r), and 
using the fact that electronic wavefunctions are orthonormal, we can simplify eq. (6.1) 
to 

v2 

ЩФМ)=Е{Н%) 
M"SÌ 

^(eJM\Hmt\iJ"M") j 

м Δϋм" м + tiv + гі 
(6.2) 

This way we find the probability of a recoil direction (θ, φ) for the dissociating molecule. 
Note that J and M are conserved during dissociation (no external force present), therefore 
we omitted the primes. 

There are several underlying assumptions for eq. (6.2) to be valid, (i) The kinetic 
energy release in the dissociation process is large compared to (fine-)structure splitting 
of the fragments, in other words, the angular distribution is not influenced by couplings 
at large internuclear separation, (ii) Direct excitation of the continuum from the initial 
state is weak, compared to 'indirect excitation' га the predissociative state dissociating 
through the same continuum, (iii) The laser intensity is such that it does not saturate 
the optical transition, (iv) The magnetic field does not enhance the predissociation rate, 
magnetic predissociation is forbidden. 

Another way of writing АЕм«м· + hi>+iT in eq. (6.2) is as (σΜ' exp (¿<W) with ам> — 
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[(AEM"M' + hv)2 + Г2]1/2 and associated phase factor ¿м' = ахсЬа,п[Г/(АЕм»м· + hv)]. 
The phase factor 6м> is particularly important when the splitting of the Zeeman levels 
is of the same order as their linewidth, in which case interference effects start to play a 
role. Adopting this formulism, and making the substitution 

ΑΜΜ,,(Θ, φ) = (eJM \Hmt\ U"M") DJ

Mii(e, φ)*, (6.3) 

thereby omitting the indices J and J", we obtain 

, exp (i6M(hv)) ΑΜΜ»(Θ, φ) 
ΐ{θ,φΜ)= Σ № ) V ' 

м σΜ{Ην) 
(6.4) 

Both ом and Ьм depend on hv. With the imaginary term in the numerator it is easier 
to work out the modulus squared, and we find that 

ко л h„\ V* <u ι2 Ώ» ST e x p ( » f r f i ( H ) e * P ( * W H ) AMlMn{9,Φ)Α,

ΜίΜ„{θίφ) 
м й Khíh oMl{hv)aM2{hv) 

(6.5) 
and this can be put in the form 

Ι(θ,φ,hv) = Σ (Hn)
2Re Σ 71ГБ ^T^w^T^ ,. ( 6 6 ) 

jíFn ^2(ΑΕΜ,,Μι+^ + ιΓ)(ΑΕΜ.,Μί + ^ + ίΓ) ; 

The laser has a linewidth which is broad compared to the Zeeman multiplet, and an 
integration over the photon energy hv must be performed. This integration can be 
performed analytically using Cauchy's residue theorem, 

ЫФ) = Σ №)2*e ( Σ жЛ*»Ь*)ЛЬ£9>Ф)\ . (6.7) 
м»п U,Mj ΑΕΜίΜ2 - 2гГ J 

In order to arrive at an elegant final expression for the angular distribution, elaborate 
algebra including manipulation with 3-j symbols is required. Therefore, eq. (6.7) is further 
developed in a separate appendix. This leads to: 

Ι(9,Φ) = Σ^(^τ)Υ^(θ,φ). (6.8) 

The coefficients Ыт in (6.8) are 

Фы) = 1 

^>=-^й(ттёр) («) 
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with 

Σ ( Η Ω ) 2 ( - 1 ) > + Ω | J 

ß = -\/lÖK
f { " ( (6.10) 

, ( J J о 
Σ № ) 2 ( - ΐ ) ' + Ω 

Ω V Ω _Ω ° / 
6.2.2. Limiting cases 

We will briefly reflect on the expressions obtained so far. The magnetic field breaks 
the cylindrical symmetry of the angular distribution and introduces spherical harmonics 
Υ£ with τη φ 0, the distribution becomes ^»-dependent. The precise influence of B, 
through (JJL, is apparent in the coefficients Ыт, as shown in eq. (6.9). The coefficient b\ 
reflects depolarization by going asymptotically to one quarter of its initial value when 
u>i goes to infinity. The precession direction of the molecules around the magnetic field 
is accounted for by the ô^values, which are odd functions of w¡,; only when ωιτ ~ 1 
do they contribute, for high magnetic fields they become zero, because at high fields 
the distribution has become cylindrically symmetric around B. The coefficients b\2 

are necessary to describe an angular distribution that changes from being cylindrical 
symmetric around E, the polarization direction of the laser, to one being cylindrical 
symmetric around B. 

As a check of eq. (6.8) and eq. (6.9) we consider the case where the magnetic field is 
zero. In that case we should find the normal \+ßPi intensity distribution. For В = 0 the 
Larmor frequency U>L is zero, and only the coefficients Ь% and δ2, are non-zero. Substituting 
6j = 1 and 6Q = ß/y/b into eq. (6.8) we indeed see that Ι(θ,φ) oc 1 + ßP2(cos9). 

Another check is the value of β for high J values. For high values of J, β must 
converge to the classical values of 0.5 (P and R transitions) and -1 (Q transitions). The 
ratio Ση ••('•'•'•)/Ση ••{'·'·'·) in eq. (6.10), which for low J is sensitive to the specific disso
ciation mechanism (dissociation via Σ, Π..), evolves to -0.5 for high J. The fraction 
—T/ÏÔ{:::} /{:::} equals -1 for Ρ and R transitions and 2 for Q transitions, and by mul
tiplying by -0.5 we see that the classical values are obtained. 

6.2.3. Measuring lifetimes 

As explained in the introduction of this chapter, the competition between Larmor pre
cession on the one hand, and predissociative decay on the other hand, can be used to 
measure molecular lifetimes. For very short lifetimes a strong В field is necessary to have 
any influence on the angular distribution of the photofragments, while for long lifetimes 
a weak field already perturbs this distribution. By measuring the angular distribution 
as a function of B, we can deduce the lifetime τ of the predissociative state, as can be 
appreciated from eq. (6.8). 

In principle angular distributions show a weak (Д-dependence (φ is the in-planar angle 
of the detector). In our situation the signal-to- noise ratio was insufficient to detect any 
</>-dependences. We can circumvent this shortage, by integrating eq. (6.8) over the active 
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area of the detector, which runs from φ equals -Φ to +Φ (Φ = 40e), with the zero referring 
to the direction of the В field. 

1 ?,/л , , , , Λ Λ 1 + ω | τ 2 „3 ω?τ2 яіп2Ф 
- ƒ Ι(θ, Ф)ІФ oc 1 - Ρ-2Γ^-2 - ß - ^ J ^ — + 

/ „ 3 1 + ω ? τ 2 „3 ω?τ2 БІП2Ф\ „ „ , ч 

{β2Ττφ + 0ΪΓ^^Γ)™θ- ( 6 Л 1 ) 

Being of the form A+Bcos20 this equation can be written as σ'[1 + βΡι (cos#)]. The 
advantage is that we can again characterize the distribution by an anisotropy parameter, 
which equals 

• і + ы і г 2 ( і + ^ ) · 
ß = ß (6.12) 

_ 1 + α | τ 2 ( 4 - / 5 * § | * ) 

and an angle integrated signal relating to the cross section as: 

'••(-Ітёртг)· <-' 
In our experiment we will study a 41 state. The Larmor precession frequency ω ι for 

a singlet state is given by [11] 

This can be substituted in (6.12), in which the only unknowns are now the lifetime τ and 
β. By measuring β as a function of B, and fitting eq. (6.12) through the data points, 
with r and β as free parameters, we can obtain the lifetime r. 

6.3. Experimental and results 

For a description of the experimental setup that we used, we refer to the previous chapter, 
and ref. [12]. Here we suffice with an additional remark concerning the magnet that was 
used. At the point where the molecules enter the region between the pole shoes of the 
magnet excitation takes place. The distance between the poles of the magnet is 5 mm, 
and this sets the upper limit for lifetimes that can be measured at 18.5 ns. The lower 
limit depends on molecular parameters and will be discussed later. 

The photofragments are formed after the excitation of the predissociative rotational 
levels of the e4lu(v = 0) state. The transition, е Ч і ^ = 0)<— α'ηΣ9(υ = 0) is called 
the Ledbetter band [13]. Line positions of the transitions are accurately known [14]. 
In Fig. 6.2, the potential energy curves of both states, together with other curves that 
are relevant to this study are shown [15]. The ο'^Σ, state is a metastable state that 
has a lifetime of 3.49(1) μ$, and serves as a metastable platform for photo-excitation. 
The e1!!,, state has also been studied in photofragmentation studies, where the rotational 
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Figure 6.2: A selection of potential energy curves of N2. We pump the transition 
е1Пи( = 0) <— α" 1Σ+(υ = 0). The e1^ is a predissociative state, forming both 
N(iS)+N(2D) and N(h)+N(2P) fragments. 

dependence of branching between the two dissociation limits and the fragment anisotropy 
were measured [8,9,16]. 

The shortest lifetimes measurable depend on molecular parameters. The magnetically 
induced precession scales with the rotational quantum number according to: 

. hJ(J+l)_ J(J+1) 
T p r e c - ßoB W 0 0 7 _ B ~ n S -

(6.15) 

To observe any influence on the angular distribution, approximately one radian of the 
full precession cycle must be performed prior to dissociation. J = 1 has a relatively 
large magnetic moment and lifetimes up to 30 ps can be measured, while for J = 10 the 
shortest measurable lifetime is 1.8 ns. However, with less accuracy shorter lifetimes can 
also be measured. 
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So far, we have assumed that the rotational period of the е'Пц state molecule, 

TTOt = -^— = 0.0n\ns, (6.16) 
¿oTOtJ J 

is short compared to Tprec. This is equivalent to assuming that the Zeeman splitting 
does not exceed the rotational splitting. Comparing eq. ( 6.15) with eq. (6.16), this 
assumption implies 

Bmax « 4.1 J2( J + 1) tesla. (6.17) 

Even for J = 1 this condition is fulfilled; the maximum В field we work with is 0.7 tesla. 
We have excited a selection of rotational lines in the P, R, and Q branches of the 

(v', v")=(0,0) band. With Ρ and R branches one has optical access to the elTl+ state (e 
levels), while the егП~ state (/levels) is reached via the Q branch. These two states need 
not have the same lifetime, as the coupling to the continuum is parity sensitive: it has 
been observed that the/levels predissociate primarily to the JV(4S) + N(2D) dissociation 
limit, while the e levels predissociate to both this limit and the N(4S)+N(2P) dissociation 
limit (see Fig. 6.2 [16]. A drawback of excitation via the Q branch is the fact that the 
low J transitions, J < 7, are very densely spaced. For that reason we were only able to 
investigate the Q(8) and Q(12) transitions and a simultaneous excitation of Q(9), Q(10) 
and Q(ll). In the R branch we excited the even transitions, R(4), R(6), R(8), R(10) 
and R(12), because these are a factor of two stronger than the odd ones. In addition 
the R(7) and R(9) lines were chosen, because the branching between the two available 
dissociation limits shows an interesting discontinuous behaviour around J = 9 [16]. Ρ 
branch transitions should yield the same lifetime as the R transitions when exciting the 
same rotational level. As a check we also investigated the P(8) transition, exciting J = 7, 
and compared the obtained lifetime with the R(9) result. Each photodissociation via one 
of the rotational excitations was performed in the presence of a static field, ranging from 
0 to 0.7 tesla. 

The β parameters are determined from an angular distribution plot, as shown in 
Fig. 6.3. Such a plot shows the number of events, divided by sino, as a function of the 
angle Θ. The factor 1/ sin θ corrects for the solid angle that is available between θ and 
θ + άθ, e.g. for small angles θ only a small solid angle is available. For angles between 0 
and 25° no signal is present at all because these fragments are captured by the beam flag. 
In principle the angular distribution can show a ^-dependence when a В field is present. 
However, this dependence is only very weak and does not exceed the noise. Therefore, 
as mentioned before, it was chosen to integrate over </>. When for a particular transition 
two dissociation limits are available, we add the angular distribution of both types of 
fragments. 

To obtain the beta parameter we fitted the data points in Fig. 6.3 with the function 
(а/47г)[1+ДР2 (coso)]. When no magnetic field is present the β parameter is always close 
to 0.5 for the Ρ and R transitions, and close to -1 for the Q transitions. The effect of the 
magnetic field on β can be seen in Fig. 6.4, which shows β as a. function of discrete values 
of В for fragments resulting from an R(6), an R(7) and a Q(8) transition. A decrease 
of almost 50% is reached for R(6) and R(7) with increasing B, in contrast to the Q(8) 
fragments for which the influence of В is rather small. This immediately indicates that 
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Figure 6.3: Angular distribution of photofragments resulting from an R(6) transi
tion at zero magnetic fìeld. The solid line is a least squares fit οίσ [1 + /?P2(cos Θ)] to 
the data points between 27 and 90°. The distribu tion is characterized by β = 0.46(5). 

the lifetime of J = 8 of е1П~( = 0) is much shorter than the lifetime oí J = 7 and J = 8 
of еЧіц (υ = 0). We can quantify the lifetimes by fitting 0(B) of eq. (6.12) through the 
data points. This way we find a lifetime of (8.6±2.2) ns for J = 7, and (1.6±0.5) ns for 
J — 8 of the positive parity state, while J = 8 of the negative parity state has a lifetime 
of (0.2±0.1) ns. The error bars are the Ισ-value of the fit. The same procedure was 
applied to the other transitions and the results are collected in Table 6.1 and in Fig. 6.5. 
The lack of state-selectivity in the combined Q(9)-Q(10)-Q(ll) measurement results in 

a larger error bar for these rotational levels. In Fig. 6.5 both the lifetimes of the e 1 ! !* 
rotational levels and also the branching between the two dissociation limits are indicated. 
These branching data are similar as those depicted in Fig. 4.4, chapter 4. 

6.4. Discussion 

6.4.1. Lifetime of the егПи( = 0) Rydberg level 

The natural lifetime of several Rydberg states in N2 is determined by the decay via a 
radiative channel and a predissociative channel [17,18]. This is also the case for the state 
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Figure 6.4: The amsotropy parameter of the photofragment angular distribution 
as a function of the magnetic held that is present m the dissociation region The 
upper, middle, and lower panels show the evolution of the photofragment angular 
distribution resulting from Q(8), R(7) and R(6) transitions respectively The error 
in the data points isla = ±0 05 The solid line is a fit through the data points (see 
text) 
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Table 6.1: Experimentally determined lifetimes of several rotational levels of the 
elYi*(v = 0) (e levels), and elIi~{v = 0) (f levels) states. Starting from the 
α'ηΣ+(ν = 0) state, Ρ and R branch transitions excite the e levels, while the ƒ 
levels are excited in the Q branch. 

transition J ' ^ n í ) J'{elTÌZ) r /ns 

R4 5 12.4(4.6) 

R6 7 8.6(2.2) 

R7 8 1.6(0.5) 

R8 9 1.5(0.3) 

R9 10 4.1(1.7) 

RIO 11 3.9(0.7) 

R12 13 6.4(3.9) 

P8 

Q8 

Q9/Q10/Q11 

Q12 

7 

8 

9/10/11 

12 

7.0(1.5) 

0.2(0.1) 

0.9(0.3) 

2.3(0.5) 

under study: the (4p) elUu(v = 0) Rydberg level has been observed in emission as early 
as 1945 by Herman [19] and more recently by Roncin et al. [20], but also predissociation 
of the state has been observed [16]. In a high resolution optogalvanic study, Suzuki and 
Kakimoto were the first to put a lower limit for the natural lifetime [14]. They showed 
that the J — 1 and 2 e levels (e1!!*) have a natural lifetime longer than 2 ns, while the 
J > 2 e levels live longer than 0.7 ns. Moreover, they have been able to determine the 
linewidth of the relatively intense Q(8) line, which, when corrected for power broadening, 
is (440±60) MHz, from which a lifetime of (0.36±0.05) ns for the J = 8 ƒ level can be 
inferred [14,17]. 

These data are in agreement with our own observations. Our e levels lifetimes exceed 
0.7 ns, the shortest lived is J = 9 with (1.5±0.3) ns, and for the ƒ level J = 8 we measured 
(0.2±0.1) ns, slightly shorter than (0.36±0.05) ns. 

Comparing the lifetime of the (4p) e1!!* state with that of the 3p Rydberg complex, we 
see that it is relatively long. The (Зр) с 3

1 П+( = 0) and (3p) dt

 1Ση(ν = 0) Rydberg states 
have lifetimes of (72±5) ps, and (0.53±0.10) ns, respectively [18]. The c*4 state decays 
primarily by radiation to the ground state, and, assuming that the radiative lifetime of 
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Figure 6.5: The lifetimes and branching ratios of several rotational levels of 
е1П.*( = 0). The rotational levels are excited in the R branch. The branching 
ratio is defined as the fraction of the fragments ending up in the N(4S) + N (2P) 
dissociation limit. 

the c3 state is of the same order as that of the d4 state, a predissociation fraction of ~ 
90% can be inferred for the total decay of the сз state [18]. Comparing the сз and ĉ  
states with the e state, we can estimate the radiative lifetime of the latter: correcting 
for the ω3 and the n~3 dependence of the Einstein A coefficient, where η is the principal 
quantum number of the Rydberg electron, the e 1 ! !* state would have a radiative lifetime 
of 1.2 ns. Hence, its lifetime, due to both radiative and predissociative decay, would 
be shorter than 1.2 ns. This is in contrast with the observations, where the rotational 
lifetimes exceed 1.5 ns. Despite these long hfetimes, it cannot be concluded from the 
experiment that predissociation must at least be a minority decay channel for the elTl+ 
state, in contrast a major role is expected for predissociation. Only this can explain 
the strong rotational dependence in the lifetimes, predissociation coupling mechanisms 
are often J-dependent. Unfortunately, no exact information on the fraction of e state 
molecules decaying by predissociation is available. 

6.4.2. The correlation between rotational lifetimes and branching 

In Fig. 6.2 some of the potential energy curves of N2 are depicted that lie in the energy 
region of most interest. The еЧ!^ state (e levels) dissociates to both N(4S)+N(2D) and 
N(4S)+N(2P), the second and third dissociation limits respectively, while the e 1 ! ! " state 
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(/levels) almost exclusively produces N(4S)+N(2D) atomic fragments. The elXl~ state 
is still shorter lived than the elTl+ state. From this we can conclude that the elW~ state 
has an independent, relatively strong, dissociation mechanism connecting this state with 
the N(4S)+N(2D) limit, as has been suggested in chapter 4 of this thesis [9,16]. Since 
the mechanism must be parity selective, a possible candidate mechanism is through 
interactions with the bound α;1Σ„ state, which in turn is predissociated by a repulsive 
state to N(4S)+N(2D). 

The e 1 ] !^ state has a complicated dissociation mechanism. On the basis of photofrag
ment anisotropy measurements, discussed in detail in chapter 4, the following was sug
gested [8,9]: 4 S/ 2 P fragments are formed when this state interacts indirectly νια a hetero
geneous coupling with the Β'3Σ~ state, simultaneously there is a homogeneous coupling 
of exU^ to the ¿^П^ state, and this state is coupled to the (diabatic) 23П„ — С"3ПЦ state, 
forming 4S/ 2D fragments. The heterogeneous coupling strength is rotational dependent, 
and explains the increasing fraction reaching 4 S/ 2 P for J between 2 and 8. 

From Fig. 6.5, the relationship between the lifetimes of the е ' Щ state and the branch
ing ratio is not obvious. The branching increases between 3 = 2 and 8 and between 7 = 9 
and 13, with a sharp decrease at J = 9. This discontinuous behaviour is not present in 
the lifetimes. The lifetimes reach a minimum at J = 8 and J = 9, which have similar 
magnitudes. It is known from perturbation studies, that at J = 9 a local perturbation 
of the b 1nu(f = 22) valence state is present, opening the way to form N(4S)+N(2D) 
fragments [21]. This additional channel is reflected in the short lifetime of J = 9. But at 
J = 8 the perturbation is not yet present, as can be inferred from the branching ratio, 
which is a continuous extrapolation of the lower J behaviour. Still, J = 8 has a short 
lifetime; apparently nature is hiding some crucial information here. 

6.5. Concluding remarks 

We have discussed an alternative way for the determination of the lifetimes of predissocia
ti ve states. The method is unique in its directness for lifetime measurements of long-lived 
predissociative states, essentially because it is Doppler-free. The range of measurable life
times is only limited by the interaction time with the applied magnetic field and by its 
maximum strength. A disadvantage of our method is that it is only applicable to states 
which have a permanent magnetic dipole moment. It can not, for example, be applied 
to ΧΣ states. Also note that the present method is not easily applied in ion-imaging 
techniques (see chapter 3), because the magnetic field will affect the trajectories of the 
(ionic) fragments, whereas our technique 'images' neutral fragments. 

To summarize, we have observed the Hanle effect in the predissociation of the еЧіц 
(ν = 0) state of N2, and successfully used this tool for the determination of the rotational 
lifetimes. We found that the rotational lifetimes of elY\.+ are surprisingly long, while the 
е'П" rotational levels have a shorter lifetime. We have tried to relate this to the branch
ing ratio of the elYl^ state, dissociating to two dissociation limits, and the previously 
suggested dissociation mechanisms. In this we partially succeed. 
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6.6. Append ix 

Splitting off real and imaginary parts, eq. (6.7) can be written as 

- ( ΰ > K«-(M)W«>.*)]} · («-ι«) 
The importance of the interference terms (Μι φ M2) is determined by the relative size 
of the linewidth Γ and the level spacings АЕщм2-

The complexity of eq. (6.18) lies in the terms Амім"А*МіМ„, 

АміМ"( , Ф)А*МгМі,{ , φ) 

= (eJMi \Hmt\ iJ"M") (eJM2 \Htnt\ WM")* 

xDJttaWDktiiM)- ( 6 · 1 9 ) 

Fortunately, these terms can be further worked out. The product of the Wigner rotation 
matrices introduces 3-j symbols: 

ϋ^θ,φΥΩ^Θ,φ) 

= Σ ( _ 1 ) Μ 1 - Ω ( 2 · + 1 ) ^ J 3 \ 

I Mi — M2 тпз I 

^ т э о ( М ) . (6.20) 

It is important to realize that the axis of quantization is defined by the В field. As a 
consequence, the Euler angles (θ, φ) also refer to this axis. For experimental reasons it 
is convenient to obtain an expression which relates to the polarization direction of the 
excitation laser. As the angle between the E vector of the laser field and the В field is 
90°, we can expand іУтз0( , φ) into a linear combination of іУт0( ', φ'), with coefficients 
ömm 3 (M/2,0) equal to d}

mm3(n/2), according to 

DL3o(0< Φ) = Σ d U (»/2) DLV, Φ')- (6.21) 
m 

As for the matrix elements {eJM\Htnt\iJ"M") describing the radiative transition: Htnt 

can be written as 

H,nl = - ^ Ы1) = -e-iM-ì - βο/44 - e+ιμΰ (6.22) 
t 

with e the electric field vector and μ'1) the electronic transition dipole moment of the 
molecule. The laser light is linearly polarized and only contains the component êo. Thus 

{eJM\Htnt\U"M") = - (eJM \ε0μ^\ U"M") . (6.23) 
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The subscript 0 of eo refers to a frame with the E vector of the light as quantization axis, 
the wavefunctions \iJ"M") however relate to the direction of the В vector. In order to 
calculate eq. (6.23), either the wavefunctions or the operator have to be rotated over 90°. 
A rotation of the operator is easiest, because this keeps the rank of the rotation matrix 
one: 

(eJM Ц41 U"M") = Σ 4p(ir/2) (eJM \μ^\ i J" M") . (6.24) 
ρ 

In the final expression we will not be interested in the total cross section, only in the 
angular part. Therefore, we will omit constant prefactors from here on, these will be 
taken into account in the proportionality sign. Working out eq. (6.24) we find that 

(eJM\Hmt\iJ"M") oc £<4(тг/2) J W . (6.25) 
Ρ \M ρ -Μ" J 

Combining eq. (6.20), (6.21) and (6.25) with eq. (6.19) we get 

= EE(-l)Ml+n[¿K>/2)d¿>/2Kmm, (̂ /2) 

ΥΚΘ',φ') (6.26) 

with 
Ы = (2І + 1)^ 2 (6.27) 

The factors ά\ρ(π/2) and ά\ρ,{-κ/2) restrict the indices ρ and p' to the values +1 and -1, 
respectively, and the 3-j symbols restrict Mi to the values M" — ρ and Mi to M" — p'. 
Finally, eq. (6.26) must be substituted in eq. (6.18) to find the angular distribution. In 
eq. (6.18) a summation over M" is performed; this summation can be used to contract 
three of the four 3-j symbols that appear in eq. (6.26), according to 

J 1 J" \ 

M"-p' p' -M" j 

= (-•)"«{' ' ¡ }(' ' ' Ì. (628, 
[J J J" ¡\p -p' p'-p ) 
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Note that we replaced M\ and M2 by M" — ρ and M" — p', respectively in the left-
hand side of eq. (6.28). The summation over Mj and M2 in eq 6.18has now become 
redundant, it is accounted for by the summation over ρ and p'. Furthermore the energy 
difference AEM¡MI can be written as (p' — p)wi with U>L the energy spacing between the 
Zeeman levels, or, in classical terms, the Larmor precession frequency. For the angular 
distribution we find (omitting the primes of the Euler angles): 

/(М)«Е(яп)2(-і)п J J J I 
η \ Ω -Ω 0 J 

}ТП pp' 

ί ι ι j 1 (ι ι 3 \ ι 
χ j j J" ¡ \ ρ -ρ' ρ'-ρ ) (Ρ7 - Ρ)2ω1 + 4Γ2 

χ [2TReYi(e, φ) + (ρ' - p)LJLImYi(ß, φ)] (6.29) 

Working out the summation over ρ and ρ', this can be put in the more attractive form of 

/(Μ) = Σ № ^ ) * £ ( Μ ) · (б.зо) 

The coefficients b>m in (6.30) are 

Ь°о(шы) = 1 

with 

i l 1 2 , η ί J J 2 \ 

Σ№)ΉΓ 
J J J" Ω Ω -fi 0 

μ = - ν ι υ 7 f ) f (6.32) 
1 1 0 , , î , s „I J J Q \ 

Σ№) 2 (-1) ' + Ω 

J J J" Ω Ι Ω - Ω 0 / 
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CHAPTER 7 

Magnetic field induced predissociation of 

N2 (Ε3Σ+, v=0) 

All knowledge of reality starts from experience and 
ends in it. Propositions arived at by purely logical 
means are completely empty as regards reality. 

Albert Einstein 

Hypotheses non fìngo. 

Isaac Newton 

During a photodissociation study from a metastable N% beam, magnetic field 
induced predissociation was observed. In this chapter we investigate the parent 
molecular state that is responsible for this signal, and the role of a magnetic 
fíeld in opening a dissociation pathway. Evidence is presented that the Ε 3Σ+ 
Rydberg state becomes predissociative as a result of the coupling with a second, 
predissociative state. We suggest that this coupling is activated by the Zeeman 
tuning of two energy levels of the Ε 3Σ+ state and the a'llj vaJence state 
which are nearly degenerate in the absence of a magnetic fìeld, although not 
all observations can be explained satisfactorily by this mechanism. 
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7.1. Introduction 

Exposure to an external magnetic or electric field can reveal properties of atoms and 
molecules that would be difficult or impossible to study otherwise. Examples have been 
discussed in the previous chapters in the context of the Hanle effect. The Hanle effect is 
used to determine the atomic or molecular lifetime by looking at the magnetically induced 
depolarization of the photon angular distribution in fluorescence, or the depolarization of 
the photofragment angular distribution in molecular predissociation. As explained, these 
effects can be understood in terms of a coherent excitation of a Zeeman split Mj-manifold. 

Magnetic and electric fields have been used since the beginning of this century to study 
perturbations in the spectra of diatomic molecules. An overview of the development of 
this field has been given by Lefebvre-Brion and Field [1]. These authors show that many 
techniques that are used in modern high-resolution spectroscopy to study perturbations 
were first demonstrated in experiments where the Zeeman effect was used to 'artificially' 
induce perturbations (see [1] and references therein). 

Magnetic fields can introduce interactions between different states that were only very 
weakly coupled in the absence of this field. The corresponding term in the Hamiltonian 
is the Zeeman term —μ • В, with μ the magnetic moment of the atom or molecule and 
В the magnetic field. The Zeeman term can lead to a splitting of Mj-sublevels that are 
degenerate in the absence of B. Because sublevel energies depend strongly on magnetic 
field, it can happen that sublevéis from different electronic states cross. According to 
first-order perturbation theory, the interaction between the crossing states will exhibit 
a maximum effect at the crossing point. Due to this so called Zeeman tuning, each 
level can acquire the electronic character of the other. If the levels have a different 
decay mechanism, the crossing can be observed, for example, as a change of lifetime 
or fluorescence colour of the levels involved [2]. Another example is the quenching of 
fluorescence when one of the levels is predissociative, as was observed in the visible 
fluorescence emission of the Β3Π„ state of iodine [3-5]. Later it was found that the В 3Пи 

state has a very weak natural predissociation channel, while a magnetic field opens an 
alternative predissociation channel leading to interesting interference effects [6]. 

Zeeman tuning is used in anticrossing spectroscopy, a form of spectroscopy that en
ables detection of extremely weak perturbations [1]. Other techniques, like level-crossing 
spectroscopy and quantum beat spectroscopy, make use of coherent laser excitation of 
nearly degenerate Zeeman-tuned levels. This leads to time-dependent effects in the fluo
rescence of these levels, enabling diagnostics on the system [1,7]. 

The Zeeman term can also lead to off-diagonal terms between the zero-field eigenfunc-
tions of the system. An example of this can be found in the cesium molecule, where the 
lifetime of the DxTfi state is shortened in a magnetic field due to an electronic Zeeman 
interaction that leads to the opening of a predissociation pathway [8]. Similar effects 
have been observed in H3, where very weak electric fields induced predissociation of high 
lying Rydberg states [9]. 

In this chapter we will describe the observation of magnetically induced predissoci
ation of the Ε 3Σ+(υ = 0) state of molecular nitrogen. The Ε 3Σ+ state is one of the 
metastable states of N2, and its lowest vibrational level has a lifetime of 180 μβ [10]. 
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For gerade states in N2 radiative decay to the ground state -Χ^ΣΙ" is forbidden. Emis
sion of the Ε 3Σ+ to several lower lying ungerade states is symmetry allowed but the 
required two-electron transition results in a very long lifetime of the E state. Nitrogen 
has many metastable states that lie below the Ε 3Σ£ state. Examples are the gerade 
states аЧі^Пб ßs), В3П9(5 ßs) and the ungerade states Α 3Σ+(1.3 s), α' ιΣ~ (40 ms), 
and W3AU( >1 ms) [11,12]. Also the α" *Σ+ state, the singlet version of the Ε 3Σ+ state, 
is metastable with a lifetime of 3.49 ßs [13]. For metastable states, with an energy above 
the first dissociation limit, predissociative decay often competes with radiative decay. 
Such is the case for a range of vibrational levels of the alU9 [14] and Β 3 Π 9 [15] states, 
and also the α" ΧΣ+ state has been seen in predissociation [16,17]. For the Ε 3Σ+ state 
however, no conclusive evidence has been reached for fractional predissociation. 

The first observation of the Ε 3Σ+ state was in 1935 by Kaplan who saw weak emission 
of the Ε 3Σ+ state radiatively decaying to the Α 3Σ+ state, a transition presently known as 
the Herman-Kaplan system [18,19]. Later, other transitions have been observed starting 
from the E state, resulting in the identification of this state as a Rydberg state with 
3Σ+ electronic character [20,21]. The Ε 3Σ+ and the α" ΧΣ+ state of N2 are the first 
members of a triplet and singlet Rydberg series converging to the ionic ground state, 
with the Rydberg electron occupying a 3sag molecular orbital. The Rydberg character is 
only approximate, given the large singlet-triplet splitting of 380 meV between the Ε 3Σ+ 
and а'"Е+ state. The E(v = 0) level, at 11.8745 eV, lies above the first dissociation 
limit N(4S)+ N(4S) (9.7537 eV) but below the second dissociation limit N( 45)+ N(2D) 
(12.1428 eV), while E{v = 1) (12.1449 eV) is just above this dissociation limit [22]. Higher 
vibrational levels than v=l have not been seen in photoemission studies, probably as a 
result of predissociation to the N( 45)+ N(2D) dissociation limit. 

The Ε 3Σ+ and α" 'Σ+ states served in several experimental studies as a metastable 
platform from which higher lying ungerade Rydberg states of N2 or states in Щ could 
be excited [12,13,16,17,22]. In the present study we will concentrate on an unexpected 
signal that was observed in a photodissociation study of the α" *Σ+ —> e 'Π„ transi
tion, where the influence of a static magnetic field on the photodissociation process was 
studied [23,24]. In addition to the normal photodissociation signal, a photo-independent 
predissociation was also observed. We present evidence that this signal is due to a mag
netic field induced predissociation of the Ε 3Σ+(υ = 0) state, with 13 < N < 16. In 
addition a suggestion is put forward for a possible predissociation mechanism. Several 
characteristics of the predissociation signal can be explained if Ε 3Σ5* (ν = 0, Лг = 15) 
is Zeeman tuned to α 1Π ί(ν = 19, J = 15), a predissociative level. However, other ob
servations do not support this mechanism and a fully satisfactorily explanation for the 
magnetically induced predissociation can not be obtained from these data alone. 

7.2. Experimental and results 

The experiments have been performed using a fast beam photofragment spectrometer. 
This setup has been described in chapter 4, and the conditions under which we performed 
the present measurements can be found in chapter 5. Briefly, a neutral beam of nitrogen 
molecules is formed by directing a 10.5 keV beam of ground state Щ through a cell 
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Figure 7.1: Schematic overview of part of the photofragment spectrometer. 

containing cesium vapour. Here reactive collisions produce Щ molecules, most of which 
rapidly decay to the ground state, while other molecules populate metastable states and 
are longer lived. Further downstream, after ~1 ßs of flight time, the beam enters a region 
where a static magnetic field is present over a length of 5 mm. The magnetic field can be 
varied to a maximum value of 0.7 tesla. In contrast to the previous work the beam is not 
exposed to laser radiation in this region. In Fig. 7.1 a schematic overview of part of the 
setup is shown. For metastable states with an energy above the first dissociation limit, 
predissociation forms a potential decay mechanism. Many of the metastables formed in 
the charge-exchange process are predissociative, and, while traveling towards the beam 
stop, they can fall apart in atomic fragments which diverge from the parent beam. The 
ones that are formed between the charge exchange cell and the beam slit (a distance of 
35 cm) are intercepted by a diaphragm. The ones formed in a region < 6 cm behind the 
slit have sufficient recoil velocity to escape capture by the beam flag, and they can reach 
the detector. By measuring the spatial separation of the fragments when reaching the 
time- and position-sensitive detector, the kinetic energy release (KER) in the dissociation 
process can be determined. Measurement of the KER of ~106 dissociation events results 
in KER-spectra shown in Fig. 7.2. These spectra were taken at various values of the 
static magnetic field, and the different spectra are stacked behind each other. 

A number of interesting features are present in this spectrum. The peaks in the 
low-energy part of the spectrum have been attributed to the ν > 2 vibrational levels of 
the E 3Σ+ state by Walter and co-workers [17]. Their presence in the spectrum implies 
lifetimes in the order of microseconds, the time required to reach the slit. The strong 
signal at 2.5 eV corresponds with the predissociation of several rotational levels of the 
long-lived α" 1Σ+(υ = 0) state forming N(45) + N(4S) fragments. The uncertainty in 
distance from the detector at which the dissociation occurs, and the range of rotational 
energy levels that is populated, results in a relatively broad KER signal. The feature that 
is of interest for this study is the peak arising at a field of about 600 Gauss (0.06 tesla) 
and extending to higher values of the magnetic field. Here we observe a predissociation 
which is very clearly activated by the presence of the magnetic field. In Fig. 7.3 the 
intensity of this signal as a function of magnetic field is depicted. The strongest signals 
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Ш 

Figure 7.2: Kinetic Energy Release (KER) spectra of metastable Щ molecules 
formed in the charge exchange process of ground state JVj colliding with cesium 
atoms. The spectra are recorded for molecules dissociating in the presence of a 
variable magnetic held. 

are observed between 600 and 1000 Gauss. When zooming in on this region (see inset of 
Fig, 7.3) substructure can be seen, consisting of three weakly resolved humps. At 1000 
Gauss the intensity goes to about one third of its maximum value and from here on the 
signal increases linearly. 

7.3. Discussion 

7.3.1. Origin of the magnetically induced predissociation 

Only those states that are sufficiently long-lived to reach the magnet need to be considered 
as parent states of the magnetically induced signal. Candidate states are the α" 'Σ+ state 
and the E aE+ state. Both states are formed quite efficiently in the charge transfer process 
of N.J with cesium; the cross section for charge transfer has its maximum at 11.68 eV - the 
energy of Nj^Y. ν — 0) minus the ionization potential of cesium. Ε 3Σ*{ν = 0) is located 
at 11.87 eV. only 0.19 eV off-resonance, and a" ' Σ ί ( ν = 0) lies at 12.25 eV. Moreover, 
both the E and the a" state are Rydberg states built on the ionic ground state, resulting in 
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Figure 7.3: Intensity of the magnetically induced predissociation signai as a 
function of magnetic fìeld 

a good Franck-Condon overlap of their wavefunctions and thus efficient charge-exchange 
The kinetic energy release corresponding to the magnetically induced peak equals 

(2 18±0 01) eV For calibration the two sharp photodissociation peaks at 1 eV and 2 2 eV 
in the spectra of our previous laser-based study were used It is assumed that the 
maximum of the KER-peak corresponds with the fragments formed in the 5 mm region 
where the magnetic field is present From the KER-value of (2 18±0 01) eV a bound state 
energy of (11 93±0 01) eV can be inferred This excludes the α" *Σ+ state as the parent 
molecular state The Ε 3Σ+(υ = 0) state remains a good candidate, realizing that the 
difference between 11 87 eV and 11 93 eV may correspond to an amount of (0 06±0 01) eV 
of rotational energy The rotational constant of the E state is 1 925 cm - 1 [25], hence the 
energy range (0 05-0 07) eV covers the rotational levels N = 13 to 16 

7.3.2. Properties of the magnetically induced predissociation 

The measurements not only allow assignment of the parent molecular state, but also 
inform about other aspects of the dissociation A distinct feature is the 'resonant' be-
havioui of the dissociation rate around 750 Gauss Such behaviour can not be explained 
if the predissociation occurs because of an electronic Zeeman interaction, an interaction 
that scales with the magnitude of the magnetic field [8] In that case, the predissociation 
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rate is proportional to the squared value of the magnetic field. Resonant behaviour can 
well be explained if one of the rotational levels of the Ε 3Σ+ state becomes degenerate 
with a second, predissociative, level for a certain range of the magnetic field. For param
agnetic species, like N2(E 3 Σ+), the Zeeman energy shift is always of the order of 1 cm - 1 

per tesla. For two closely spaced levels such a shift might be sufficient to make the levels 
degenerate. Being degenerate with a predissociative state also the Ε 3 Σ+ will become 
predissociative, and this mechanism provides a likely explanation for the observed signal. 

Apart from a magnetic field, the molecules in the fast beam also experience a motional-
electric-field. The relativistic transformation between electric and magnetic fields can for 
example be found in the textbook on electrodynamics by Jackson [26]. Our experiment 
was performed with a beam velocity of 2.7-105 m/s, and if the beam passes through a 
1 tesla magnetic field, then an electric field of 2.7 kV/cm is experienced in the rest frame 
of the molecules. For proper understanding of the dissociation process it is important 
to check how Stark splittings relate to Zeeman splittings. As long as the Stark shift of 
Rydberg states (nlA) and (ηΐ'λ) is small compared to their separation, a quadratic Stark 
effect is observed. Such applies for the Ε 3Σ+ state, this (3sa)-Rydberg state is ~ 0.68 eV 
separated from the higher lying (3da)-Rydberg state. An upper limit of the quadratic 
Stark shift AEstaTk can be estimated using the relation 

д ^ < Wi^Wl, ( 7 1 ) 

where e is the elementary charge, F is the electric field strength, and (АЕ)т\п the energy 
difference with the nearest perturbing state, which will be assumed the (3da)-Rydberg 
state. The matrix element in the enumerator is approximately equal to (2n2)2, with η the 
principal quantum number of the Rydberg electron. Substituting all values, a Stark shift 
of ~10 - 4 cm - 1 is found for Ε 3Σ+-state molecules passing through a 1 tesla magnetic 
field. Any Stark shift can thus safely be ignored. 

From the width of the 'predissociation-resonance' between 600 and 1000 Gauss an 
estimate of the coupling strength (Hu) with a second predissociative level can be made. 
To this end, several simplifications will be introduced. First we assume that only the 
Ε 3Σ+ state undergoes a Zeeman splitting equal to 2μβΒΜ, where M can have the values 
-1, 0, or +1. Complications due the fine-structure splitting at zero-field are ignored. 
Furthermore, a simple two level crossing is assumed, ignoring the substructure on top of 
the signal that might point at a multi-level crossing. Finally, the N2 molecules that enter 
the magnetic field experience a field that is switched on infinitely fast, implying that at 
t — 0 in the field all population is occupying the Ε 3Σ+ state. For a two level system the 
time dependent probability for population transfer from a populated level 1 {E state) to 
a nearby level 2 (predissociative state) at distance Δ, is equal to 

P^2(t) = ¥sm\ñt/2) (7.2) 

with Ω = 2 # 1 2 and Ω = y/Ω2 + Δ2, which represent the Rabi frequency and the general
ized Rabi frequency, respectively. Δ can be substituted by ±2μΒ{Β — B0), where B0 is 
the value of the magnetic field where the levels cross. The intensity of the signal between 
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600 and 1000 Gauss in Fig. 7.3 is proportional to the population that is transferred to 
level 2 as a function of B. As the Rabi cycle periods are of the same order of magnitude 
as the transit time through the magnetic field (T = 18 ns), integration of the transition 
probability is required, yielding 

1(B) cc J ^ [ñ(B)T - sin Ω(Β)Γ]. (7.3) 

In Fig. 7.3 a fit of the above equation to the observed signal is shown. The best fit gave a 
value of H 1 2 of 3-10-3 cm - 1 . However, the quality of the fit is rather poor, the left side of 
the signal increases much steeper with magnetic field as the fitted curve does, while on the 
right side the fitted curve is too steep. The asymmetry of the signal and the substructure 
seems to suggest that more than one Zeeman component is involved in the crossing. 
As will be worked out in Sec. 7.3.4, the Ε 3Σ+ state undergoes a Zeeman splitting in 
Ms = — 1. 0, and 1 components with each spin-component showing a 27V + 1-fold Zeeman 
splitting. Thus each component will become predissociative at a slightly different value 
of the magnetic field. With N in the range 13-16, in principle ~ 30 crossings will take 
place as a function of magnetic field, implying that the signal might be composed of 30 
contributions. It is clear that these separate contibutions are not resolved in Fig. 7.3, 
probably due to the overlap of the different peaks. Assuming that we indeed deal with a 
multilevel crossing, a crude estimate of the value of Hu is about 10 - 3 cm - 1 . 

The intensity of the magnetically induced signal in the KER spectrum of Fig. 7.2 
is also of interest. By comparing this signal with the intensity of the α" ιΣ*(ν = 0) 
signal at 2.5 eV, for which the lifetime is known, it is possible to estimate the lifetime 
of the predissociative state that is responsible for the dissociation of Ε 3Σ+(ν — 0). The 
most intense magnetically induced signal that is observed in our experiment occurs at 
~713 Gauss where the signal is 20% of the total α" ιΣ+(ν = 0) signal. The intensity 
depends on several factors: 

(i) In the charge exchange process with cesium, formation of E state molecules is 
favoured over o" state molecules by a factor 6. The formation of E(v = 0) has an energy 
defect of 0.19 eV while formation of α"(υ = 0) is non-resonant by 0.57 eV. Van der Kamp 
et al. developed a semi-empirical expression for the efficiency of a charge-transfer process 
for a 4 keV beam colliding with sodium [14]: I ~ exp (—]<5|/0.379 eV), with δ the energy 
defect and 0.379 eV the 'resonance width'. For the 10.5 keV beam of our experiment 
we assumed a larger width of ~0.6 eV. The Franck-Condon overlap between the Nj 
ground state and the a" state is the same as that for the E state, but the multiplicity of 
the E state is three times that of the a" state. Combining all factors we find that the 
populations relate as Ν(ΕΌ=ο) : N(a"=0) ~ 6 : 1. 

(ii) Between the collision cell and the slit, a distance of 0.35 m, both states will decay 
with their natural decay time of 3.49 ßs and 180 /ÍS, further increasing the population 
difference, N(EV=0) • N(K=o) ^ 9 : 1 . 

(iii) For the a" state, predissociation is the dominant decay mode [13] and all pop
ulated rotational levels contribute. For the E state only one rotational level, with 
13 < TV < 16, becomes predissociative. The beam temperature is about 350 K, this 
implies a fractional population between 3 and 5% for the rotational levels under con
sideration. Furthermore we assume that only one Ms and about three MN Zeeman 
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components are involved in the predissociation at a fixed value of the magnetic field 
(see Sec. 7.3.4), corresponding with 3% of the population in one rotational level. Thus 
'V(JE7„=0, із<лг<ів. Ms, M„) • Лг«'=о) - 0-01 : 1 

(iv) At the value of the magnetic field where the magnetically induced signal has 
its maximum, the E state is degenerate with a predissociative state. During the flight 
time of 18 ns in the 5 mm region between the pole shoes the population will Rabi-
oscillate between the E state and the predissociative state with frequency Hu/U and 
the predissociation rate of the population under these conditions about half that of the 
predissociative state. The fraction of the E state falling apart is thus 1 — exp(—18 · 
10~ 9 /2T), with τ the lifetime of the predissociative state. The o" state on the other 
hand produces fragments over a 6 cm region, corresponding with 222 ns of flighttime, 
the decaying fraction is thus l - exp(-222 · 10"9/3.49 · 10"6) = 6%. 

Measuring an intensity of the E state signal that is 20% of the a" state signal implies 
that the E state has an upper lifetime limit of 10 nanoseconds. In other words, all the E 
state population must fall apart in the magnetic field. Unfortunately, the uncertainty in 
estimated lifetime is rather big and amounts a factor of 3. We note, that if we drop the 
selection on Ms and Μχ, the number ratio equals N(Ev-ot із<лг<іб) : N(a"=0) ~ 0.3 : 1 
which results in a calculated lifetime of 290 ns. 

In conclusion, we get the following information from the experiment: (I) The parent 
molecular state for the signal studied is the Ε 3Т,д( = 0,13 < Ν < 16). (II) The 
dissociation is the result of Zeeman-tuning of the E state with a predissociative state, 
and the coupling strength to this state is of the order of 10~3 cm""1. (Ill) The lifetime of 
the predissociative state does not exceed 10 nanoseconds. 

7.3.3. Possible predissociation mechanisms 

7.3.3.1. Candidate states 

In Fig. 7.4 an energy potential diagram of N2 is shown with a selection of the potentials 
relevant for the present discussion. Only the gerade potentials are included, because the 
interactions leading to a dissociation conserve the gerade symmetry of the states involved. 
In principle, candidate states for predissociation of the Ε 3Σ+ state are the ground state 
Χ : Σ + , and the states labelled as В 3 II 9 , a Чі9, Α' 5 Σ+. G *Ад, and ^+(11) [27]. Only 
the ground state Χ : Σ+ and Α' 5Σ+ are connected to the ground state dissociation limit 
N(45) + N(45), the four other states require a coupling mechanism to the X or the A' 
state in case they play a role as intermediate state in the predissociation of the E state. 

To start with, the molecular orbital (MO) structure of the states can shed light on 
the probability that states interact with each other. In Table 7.1 we have indicated what 
molecular orbitale are dominant in the seven states under consideration. If the general 
rule is used that interactions involving the transfer of two electrons are less probable than 
one-electron interactions, then coupling of the E state to either Χ 1Σ+, a 1Ug, or В 3 П 9 

is favoured. 
In the previous section it was explained that the state interacting with Ε 3Σ+ must 

have bound state character. Direct coupling to either the continuum of the Χ ιΣ^ or 
Α' 5Σ+ is therefore excluded. For the 1Σ+(ΙΙ) and the G 3 Δ 9 state no information 
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Figure 7.4: Energy potential diagram of N2 with the gerade potentials included 
relevant for this study. 

on lifetimes or possible predissociation mechanisms for the formation of N(45) + N(45) 
fragments is available. A predissociation mechanism would require coupling to the Α' 5Σ+ 
state, but considering the position of the ' Σ ^ Ι Ι ) and G 3Ад state potentials compared 
with the A' state potential, such a coupling seems very improbable. More promising 
candidate states are the α 1Пд and В 3Пд states. Both the α 'П^ (ν > 6) [14] and the 
В 3 n s (ν > 13) [15,28,29] states are known to be predissociated by the Α' 5 Σ ^ state. 
Van der Kamp et α/, performed lifetime measurements on the α 1Пд state and found 
values ranging from 2 ¿is (v = 6) to 0.1 /ÍS (V = 9) [14]. Geisen et al. determined the 
predissociation rate constants of the vibrational levels υ = 13 — 18 of the B3Ug state 
which are of the order of 100 MHz, corresponding with lifetimes of 10 ns [15]. Prom these 
experiments the electronic matrix elements connecting these states to the Α' 5Σ+ could 
be determined. The α state predissociates probably as a result of spin-spin coupling the 
A' 5Eg state, with a coupling strength of 0.44 cm - 1 [14], the В state predissociation 
is induced by a spin-orbit coupling with A' with a strength of 2.2 cm - 1 [15]. In this 
study these values can be used to calculate the predissociation lifetimes of the higher 
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Table 7.1: Molecular orbital structure of low-lying gerade states of N2- All states 
include (lsag)

2(lsau)
2(2sag)

2 (2sau)
2 electrons. 

X1^ 

4+(ii) 
Α' 5Σ+ 

β »Π, 

в3пд 

G3Ag 

Ε3Σ; 

2ρπ„ 

4 

2 

2 

4 

4 

2 

4 

2ρσ9 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

2ρπ9 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

3sa9 

1 

Зр7Ги 

vibrational levels that might interact with ν = 0 of the Ε 3Σ+ state. Before performing 
this calculation, first the spectroscopic information that is available for the α and the В 
state will be used to determine what (ro)vibrational levels are nearly degenerate with a 
rotational level of E 3Е+(г; = 0). 

7.3.3.2. Spectroscopic information on the α 1Π9 and В 3П9 states 

Vanderslice et al. have measured the absorption spectrum of the a state at high resolution 
[30]. They analyzed the first 15 vibrational levels and extracted the molecular constants 
for the α Ή ^ state. The В 3Ug state has accurately been analyzed in emission by Roux 
and Michaud [31,32], who investigated the first positive system В 3 П 9 —» Α 3Σ+ with ν < 
22. The constants for the E state can be found in ref. [21]. Using the molecular constants 
tabulated in these papers, the E(v = 0) vibrational energy level can be calculated to lie 
between ν — 18 and 19 of the α 1 Π 9 state, and between ν = 28 and 29 of the В 3 П 9 state, 
as can be seen in Table 7.2. In a dissociation process the total angular momentum is 
conserved. Therefore an energy match of rotational levels with the same value of J must 
be searched for. Note that J = N for Ε 3Σ+ if we ignore spin. Using the spectroscopic 
information collected in Table 7.2 it is clear that degeneracy with an E(v = 0) rotational 
level is only possible for the rotational progression of a(v — 19) and B(v — 29). The 
rotational value where this occurs can be calculated according to J ~ J\AE/ABV\ — 0.5, 
with AE the energy difference between the term energies of the E state and the а от В 
state, and ABV the difference of the rotational constants. 

For a(v = 19) this calculation yields J = 15, and for B(v = 29) we find J = 21. 
Ignoring the very small fine-structure splitting, the Ε (ν = 0, Ν = 15) level is situated at 
96236 cm - 1 , whereas a(v = 19, J = 15) at 96240 cm - 1 . Ε (ν - 0, Ν - 21) has an energy 
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Table 7.2: Term energies and rotational constants of several vibrational levels of 
the Ε 3Σ+ , α 1ТІд, and В 3 П 9 states of N^. Also indicated is the energy difference 
AE with Ε 3Σ+(ν = 0). 

£ 3 Σ + 

0 % 

В3Пд 

ν 

0 

18 

19 

28 

29 

Energy 

cm - 1 

95774.5(5) 

94760.7(2) 

95941.5(2) 

95448 

96203 

ΔΕ 

cm - 1 

0 

-1013.8 

167 

-326 

428 

в„ 
cm - 1 

1.9246 

1.2683 

1.2442 

1.0227 

0.9911 

of 96662 cm - 1 against B{v = 29, J = 21) at 96659 cm - 1 [31,32]. It is hard to judge what 
error the extrapolation to higher ν introduces, the error might be of the order of a few 
wavenumbers. 

From the KER spectrum we predicted that the predissociative level would be in the 
range N — 13 — 16. This argument is in favour of the α state as the predissociative state 
with J = 15 as rovibrational level. For the В state, with J = 21, a KER value of 2.23 eV 
is expected, 0.05(1) eV separated from the measured value. 

In the following paragraph the predissociation lifetimes of α 1Нд( = 19) and Β 3ΐ19{ν = 
29) will be calculated to see how these relate to the lifetime estimated in Sec. 7.3.2. 

7.3.3.3. Lifetime of the α lUg and В 3П9 states 

In principle two dissociation mechanisms need to be considered, 

Ε 3Σ+(ν = 0, J = 15) -> о 'іу-у = 19, J = 15) -» Α' 5Σ+ (7.4) 

Ε 3Σ+{ν = 0, J = 21) - В 3ng{v = 29, J = 21) - Α' 5Σ+ (7.5) 

with a preference for the first mechanism. The dissociation rate of the о or В state can 
be found by application of Fermi's Golden Rule: 

Г = | ( Я о Д - ) 2 = | « , ) 2 ^ 0 д . (7.6) 

H^A is the electronic coupling strength between α and A', and FCaA is the Franck-Condon 
overlap integral; the same formula is valid for the В state if we replace α by В in the 
subscripts. We used an RKR method for the construction of the a, and В state potentials 
with the molecular constants as reported in Refs. [30-33]. Numerical integration of the 
Schrödinger equation resulted in the a(v = 19) and B(v = 29) vibrational wavefunctions 
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respectively. The A' state potential was constructed as follows: for the bound region of 
the potential we used the tabulated values of ref. [34], we extrapolated to small R using 
the formula aexp[—b(R — fío)] + с with fío = 2.5ao, с the dissociation energy, and a 
and 6 determined such that the potential and its first derivative are continuous at 2.5ao-
With this potential the A' state continuous wavefunction was calculated at energy values 
equal to a(v = 19) and B(v = 29). This resulted in Franck-Condon factors FCaA> = 
4.541 Hartree - 1 and FCBA> = 0.15 Hartree - 1. Using Eq. (7.6), and realizing that the 
lifetime is the inverse of the predissociation rate, we found a predissociation lifetime of 
210 ns for the a Чі9(и = 19) state, and a lifetime of 260 ns for the Β 3Π 9(υ = 29) state. 
It is difficult to judge the accuracy of these values because they are quite sensitive to the 
steepness of the repulsive wall that is assumed for the A' state. 

On basis of their predicted lifetimes, both the a(v = 19) and B(v = 29) state are 
not expected to play any role in the predissociation of Ε 3Σ+(ι/ = 0). The analysis in 
Sec. 7.3.2 points out that these rather long lifetimes would lead to a smaller predisso
ciation signal than the signal that was observed. We note that these lifetimes do agree 
with the calculated value if we assume that all (Ms, M#)-levels become predissociative, 
which seems unlikely. Realizing the rather big uncertainties іь the lifetime analysis, and 
the energetic arguments in favour of the a(v = 19) state as intermediate state, we don't 
want to exclude a role for the latter state at this point. 

7.3.4. Quantitative analysis of the predissociation rate vs. magnetic field 

In this final section an attempt will be made to explain the measured predissociation 
rate as a function of magnetic field (see Fig. 7.3). To this end, the details of the E 3EJ" 
and α ΧΠ9 splitting bear investigation. For the Ε 3Σ+ state the Zeeman splitting is 
complicated due to a zero-field splitting which is of the same order as the sub-tesla 
Zeeman splitting. At zero magnetic field the Ε 3Σ+ state shows a threefold splitting 
due to spin-rotation and spin-spin interaction. The spin-rotation interaction results from 
the rotational distortion of the electronic wavefunction as N(= J — S) increases, and 
the associated constant 7 is 0.0041(2) cm - 1 [25]. The spin-spin interaction depends only 
slightly on N, the interaction constant λ is 0.011(1) cm - 1 [25]. The splitting can be 
calculated according to [35] 

Fj = (2N + 3)B„ - λ - [(2N + 3)2B0

2 + λ2 - 2XB0]
1/2 + Ί(Ν + 1) (7.7) 

F2 = 0 (7.8) 

F3 = -(2N - l)Bo - λ + \(2Ν - 1)2B¡ + λ2 - 2\Β0}
ιΙ2 - ΊΝ, (7.9) 

with So the rotational constant for E(v = 0). For N = 15 the above expressions yield 
Fi = 0.065 с п г l , F2 = 0 cm - 1 , and F3 = —0.063 cm - 1 . In the presence of amagnetic field 
non-diagonal terms arise between the triplet wavefunctions; the spin not only couples to 
internal magnetic fields, but also to an external magnetic field, which requires adaption 
of the eigenfunctions. It can be shown that the matrix describing the spin-rotation, 
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Figure 7.5: Zeeman splitting of the fìne structure levels Fi, F2, and F3 of the 
Ε 3 Σ + state and of the a 1 ! ! , state. 

spin-spin, and Zeeman term of the Hamiltonian equals [36] 

/ 
N+l 

On η \Ν{Ν+\γ-Μ*-\ 

L(JV+l)a(2JV+l)J 

V 

Fj + 2μΒΒ-^ 2μΒΒ \¡l}+uiJ7N+u] 
, . ,. . „ ' - М П 1 / 2 

l(W+l)'(2W+l)J 

о 

F 2 + 2μΒΒ, 
N(N+1) 

^вв[ цщ^}1/2 

2 u a B \І"±ШІ=МІ1}1/2 

¿H-BB Ι дгі(2АГ+1) J 
F3 - 2μΒΒ% ì 

(7.10) 
with д в the Bohr magneton, В the magnetic field, and M the projection of N on a 
quantization axis along B. Diagonalizing this matrix the three M-dependent eigenvalues 
can be found. In Fig. 7.5 a fan-diagram is shown of the energy levels as a function of 
magnetic field. As the field increases, it lifts the degeneracy of the Mjv-sublevels of Fi, 
F 2 , and F 3 , and in the limit of high magnetic fields the manifold consists of three MN-
multiplets, each of which has a different Ms-value. Note that not all 2N + 1 = 31 levels 
are shown for each multiplet, but only the levels Мц = —15, —10, —5,0, + 5 , +10, +15. In 
Fig. 7.5 also the Zeeman-splitted α 1 I I S state is shown, for which the levels are described 

by [35] 

E = 7(JTTf°B- < 7 - n ) 
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Л-doubling in the a 1 ^ state is only very small and has not been included [30]. We have 
only approximate information of the energy of α(υ = 19, J = 15) relative to E(v = 0, J = 
15), and the zero-field energy of the а}Пд state was choosen such, that a level-crossing 
starts at about 600 Gauss with the Ms — — 1 multiplet of the Ε 3Σ+ state. 

Any coupling between E and α obeys the selection rule AMj = 0, which is the 
same as the requirement that the spatial orientation of the wavefunction does not change 
too drastically in the coupling. Mj is a good quantum number for the α state, for the 
E state it is only a good quantum number at low magnetic field, where the E state 
wavefunctions are best described by Hund's case (b) wavefunctions. At higher magnetic 
fields the wavefunctions develop to the eigenfunctions \NMNSMS), with the magnetic 
field as quantization axis. Using Glebsch-Gordan coefficients, these can be written as 
case (b) wavefunctions according to 

\NMNSMs)='£(-l)N-s+Mj(2J + l)l/2\ N S J \\JMj), (7.12) 
JMj У MN Ms -Mj J 

which for N = 15 develops into 

|15Мл,1 - 1> = ^ ( - І ) - ^ ( З І ) 1 / 2 | U * J \\JMj). (7.13) 
J \ MN - 1 1 - MN J 

Each Мдг-component of the Ms = — 1 manifold in Fig. 7.5 will thus interact with one 
of the densely spaced Mj-components of the α state. Therefore, a region of about 
1000 Gauss is expected where the two states will interact with each other, as can be 
appreciated from the figure. However, this is not what we observe in our experiment: 
the region does not exceed 400 Gauss. 

At magnetic fields larger than 1000 Gauss we still observe signal in our experiment, 
which increases linearly with magnetic field. It is possible that this signal arises from 
the magnetic field outside the gap of the magnet. For every static field between the 
pole-shoes larger than 1000 Gauss there will be a small region just outside the gap where 
a field is present between 600 and 1000 Gauss. The molecules will pass these regions 
twice and this might lead to a considerable contribution in the predissociation rate . 

7.4. Conclusion 

Using a fast beam photofragment spectrometer we have observed the predissociation of 
the Ε 3Σ+(ν = 0) state of molecular nitrogen when this state is subjected to a static 
magnetic field with В > 600 Gauss. From the fragment kinetic energy release and the 
behaviour of the predissociation rate as a function of magnetic field it was concluded that 
Zeeman tuning of one of the Ε 3Σ+ state rotational levels between N = 13 and 16 with 
a nearby rovibrational level of a predissociative state is the cause of the dissociation. 
Comparing the signal arising from the Ε 3Σ+ state with the natural predissociation 
from the α" ιΈ+ state we deduced a lifetime shorter than ~10 ns for the predissociative 

file:///NMnSMs
file:////JMj
file:////JMj
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state that mediates the Ε 3 Σ + state dissociation. The coupling to this state amounts 

~ Ю - 3 cm" 1 . 

Subsequently we have investigated potential candidates for such a predissociative 
state. The best candidate turned out to be the a 1 ^ state. This state is coupled to the 
continuum of the Л' 5 Е+ state, leading to the formation of N( 4 5) + N(45) fragments. 
The α state energy level with υ = 19 and J = 15 is nearly degenerate with the J = 15 

level of the Ε 3 Σ + state and small magnetic field might be sufficient to tune these states 

into perfect degeneracy. However, lifetime calculations on this state did not support the 

role that it might play in predissociation of the E state. Lifetimes on the order of several 

nanoseconds are required to account for the signal strength that was observed. 

Apart from this, a detailed analysis of the Zeeman splitting of the Ε 3 Σ + state and the 

o}J\g state was performed, yielding an expectation value for the region of the magnetic 

field over which they interact. This region is a factor 2.5 longer than observed in the 

experiments. 

So we must conclude that this thesis not only answers questions but also raises new 

ones, one of them being the secret dissociation pathway of the Νι(Ε 3 Σ + ) state, opened 

by a magnetic field. 
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Samenvatting 

Een natuurwetenschapper trekt zich weinig aan van postmoderne ideeën (zie stelling 
IX), 'meten is weten' is zijn motto, en zo treedt hij de werkelijkheid tegemoet De funda
mentele bouwstenen van deze werkelijkheid zijn atomen en moleculen In dit proefschrift 
wordt experimenteel natuurkundig onderzoek beschreven aan twee-atomige moleculen 
De rode draad door alle hoofdstukken heen is dissociatie, ofwel fragmentatie, van twee-
atomige moleculen onder invloed van een externe verstoring Meestal heet deze verstoring 
licht, en dan spreken we over fotodissociatie, hieraan is het grootste deel van het proef
schrift gewijd 

Als titel is meegegeven 'Dissociatie van Atmosferische Twee-atomige Moleculen Zu
urstof (O2) en Sttätof (N2) ' Deze twee moleculen zijn de bouwstenen van gewone lucht 
houd uw duim en wijsvinger één cm uit elkaar en één miljoen zuurstof en vier miljoen 
stikstof moleculen zijn nodig om deze afstand te overspannen Dingen die 'alledaags' zijn, 
zijn meestal belangrijk, en behoren goed begrepen te worden Er is inmiddels aardig wat 
bekend over zuurstof en stikstof Het voert te ver om hier een opsomming te geven van 
hun eigenschappen, maar misschien is het aardig om stelling I in herinnering te bren
gen Zuurstof beschermt het leven op onze planeet voor schadelijk ultraviolet (UV) licht 
Afhankelijk van de hoogte waarop een individueel molecuul zich bevindt offert het zich 
eens in de zoveel honderd jaar op voor de mens door een UV foton (='lichtdeeltje') te 
absorberen en dientengevolge te dissociëren Nu lijkt dat niet zoveel zoden aan de dijk 
te zetten, elke seconde dringen vele miljarden UV fotonen per vierkante cm onze atmos
feer binnen Maar moeder natuur stelt vele zuurstof moleculen in slagorde op Dat 
wordt duidelijk als je bedenkt dat deze voor een individueel molecuul 'once-m-a-century' 
gebeurtenissen, in een milliliter lucht vele miljoenen keren per seconde plaatsvinden En 
dat houdt de fotonen-stortbui zeer effectief tegen' 

Het voorgaande wordt kwantitatief gemaakt m Hoofdstuk 1 van het proefschrift 
Het blijkt mogelijk om een relatief eenvoudig model op te stellen om de penetratiediepte 
van licht in de atmosfeer te berekenen Kennis hiervan is belangrijk voor een goed begrip 
van de fotochemie in de atmosfeer, met als belangrijkste proces de vorming van ozon 
Vanwege de cruciale rol van fotodissociatie in de atmosfeer vormt deze introductie een 
passende illustratie bij het meer fundamentele werk dat in de rest van het proefschrift 
besproken wordt 

In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt gekeken naar reactieve botsingen tussen zuurstof en stikstof 
Als zuurstof door de interactie met UV licht in een hogere energietoestand is geraakt, 
verhoogt de reactie kans Een botsing kan dan leiden tot de fragmentatie van O2, waarbij 
een O-atoom blijft 'kleven' aan de botsingspartner N2 N20 wordt dan gevormd, ook wel 
lachgas genaamd N20 speelt een grote rol in de stratosfensche ozonchemie Daarnaast 
is het een belangrijk broeikasgas, het vervult een soortgelijke rol als C02 in de atmosfeer 
Het meeste lachgas wordt gevormd door bactenele processen aan de grond en diffundeert 
vervolgens de lucht in, maar een deel wordt ook m de atmosfeer zelf gevormd Wij 
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hebben experimenteel vastgesteld of bovengenoemd mechanisme bijdraagt aan de totale 
hoeveelheid N20, hetgeen tot onze verrassing niet het geval bleek te zijn. 

Zuurstof absorbeert licht. Maar hoe effectief is deze absorptie? Dat is de vraag die in 
Hoofdstuk 3 aan de orde komt. Daar wordt de absorptie van UV licht tussen 0.20 en 
0.25 micrometer bestudeerd door de zuurstof moleculen met laserlicht te beschijnen. De 
moleculen die dit licht absorberen zijn niet langer stabiel maar vallen onmiddellijk uiteen 
in twee zuurstof atomen. Goed begrip van dit proces is van belang om de eigenschappen 
van de ozonlaag in de atmosfeer te begrijpen. Nu zijn wij niet de eerste die dit proces 
bestuderen, wel zijn we de eerste die een nieuwe en enigszins verrassende observabele 
gebruiken om nauwkeuriger de effectiviteit van de absorptie te bepalen. We hebben 
gemeten aan zogenaamde fotofragment-hoekverdelingen. 

Deze observabele blijkt een schat aan informatie te bevatten. In Hoofdstuk 4 leren 
we dankzij deze hoekverdelingen meer over het stikstof molecuul. Wat we leren heeft 
betrekking op de ingewikkelde wisselwerking tussen de electronen en kernen waaruit 
moleculen zijn samengesteld, en daaruit kunnen we vervolgens weer iets leren over de 
oorzaak van een dissociatie. 

Hoe lang is een molecuul nog intakt nadat er interactie met licht heeft plaatsgevon
den? Vindt de fotodissociatie gelijk plaats of 'leeft' het molecuul nog een tijdje na de 
aanslag. Lang leven betekent in de wereld van de moleculen iets anders dan wat wij 
daaronder verstaan, voor hen is een seconde als honderdduizend jaar en een levensduur 
van milliseconden wordt dan ook lang genoemd. We gebruiken voor onze metingen een 
techniek die we afgekeken hebben uit de atoomfysica, en waarbij gebruik gemaakt wordt 
van een sterk magnetisch veld. De techniek wordt in Hoofdstuk 5 toegelicht, en in 
Hoofdstuk 6 gebruikt om daadwerkelijk diagnostiek mee te verrichten aan een bepaalde 
energietoestand van stikstof. 

De externe verstoring die de dissociatie veroorzaakt hoeft niet noodzakelijk een foton 
te zijn, dat kan ook een magneetveld zijn. De dissociatie heet dan ook een magneetveld-
geïnduceerde dissociatie, een tamelijk zeldzaam verschijnsel. Zeldzame verschijnselen, 
daar loop je niet zo snel tegen aan, en binnen het korte tijdsbestek waarin je als pro
movendus je onderzoek moet afronden ga je er meestal ook niet naar op zoek. Het geluk 
wilde dat bij de metingen voor Hoofdstuk 5 en 6 zo'n bijzondere dissociatie te zien bleek 
te zijn, en een analyse van dit verschijnsel is beschreven in Hoofdstuk 7. 



Nawoord 

Aan het eind gekomen van deze wetenschappelijke proeve van bekwaamheid wil ik een 
aantal mensen bedanken zonder wiens kwaliteiten en bekwaamheden dit proefschift niet 
tot stand was gekomen. 

Allereerst denk ik terug aan de werkgroep Moleculen in Aangeslagen Toestand in 
Leiden, waar inspirerende mensen mij enthousiasme bijbrachten voor wetenschappelijk 
onderzoek. Edgar Groenen adviseerde mij om bij het AMOLF te solliciteren voor een 
promotieplaats, en Professor Van der Waals kon mij een promotieonderzoek bij Wim van 
der Zande warm aanbevelen. 

Professor Van der Zande was bij de eerste kennismaking getooid in korte broek en 
strandslippers. Deze uiterlijke verschijningsvorm is symbolisch gebleken voor de informele 
en speelse manier waarop Wim wetenschap bedrijft. Sindsdien heb ik weinig mensen 
ontmoet die zich qua enthousiasme, denksnelheid, en ook diepgang kunnen meten met 
Wim. Wim, ik vind dat ik het ontzettend met je getroffen heb als promotor, je kwaliteiten 
als mens en als wetenschapper hebben veel voor me betekend de afgelopen jaren. 

Trouwe kamergenoot gedurende het grootste deel van m'n promotie was Lavina Snoek. 
Haar aanwezigheid en de daarmee gepaard gaande gezelligheid had ik niet graag willen 
missen. Dat zelfde, maar toch heel anders, kan ik ook zeggen van Simon Clement. Si
mon is een (lang) verhaal apart, ik hou het hier daarom bij enkele steekwoorden zoals 
'nanowires', 'old Dickie', 'Ridge'. De geheimen van Translatie Spectroscopie zijn mij to
evertrouwd door Eloy Wouters. Zijn bedrevenheid met deze opstelling en ook met com
puters zijn mij van veel nut geweest. In de serie engelse postdocs werd Simon opgevolgd 
door Rob Peverall. Het genenmateriaal van het Verenigd Koninkrijk blijkt zeer divers. 
Rob heb ik leren kennen als een bedachtzame en rustige collega, een welkome afwisseling 
na de 'blootstelling' aan diens voorganger. Marco Bakker is nu alweer een tijdje student in 
onze groep. Een prettigere samenwerking dan die met Marco ís moeilijk denkbaar, en zijn 
opgewekte karakter heb ik altijd erg gewaardeerd. Diederik Maas, 'deeltijd-promovendus' 
bij Wim heb ik in al z'n gemoedsstemmingen mogen meemaken. Slechte tijden werden 
gelukkig altijd weer gevolgd door goede, en met veel plezier denk ik terug aan de vrolijke 
Diederik. 

Aan de collega's in de lasergroepen heb ik goede herinneringen. Daar was Derek Dun
can, zijn warme persoonlijkheid is mij erg dierbaar geworden, en onze overeenkomende 
levensovertuiging was altijd weer aanleiding voor boeiende gespreksstof. Met plezier 
denk ik ook terug aan sociale Raluca Constantinescu, gemoedelijke Marcel Lankhuijzen, 
onverstoorbare Rutger Vrijen, assertieve Ernst van Duijn, en zelfverzekerde Jan Hoogen-
raad. Bij de groepsleiders Harm Geert Muller, Bart Noordam, Huib Bakker, en Mare 
Vrakking kon ik altijd terecht met alle vragen waar Wim niet direct een antwoord op 
had. De atoomfysica-hoek is na een rustige periode inmiddels weer volledig bemand met 
een groep unieke mensen die bijdragen aan een prettige werksfeer. 

AMOLF is gezegend met een aantal mensen voor wie stelling XIII van dit proef-
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schrift zeer toepasselijk is. Ilja Stavenuiter wil ik bedanken voor baar inzet bij het in 
conditie houden van de translatie spectroscoop. Wat Ilja doet, doet ze erg goed, en 
haar creaties zijn verzekerd van een lange levensduur. Later werd zij bijgestaan door 
Ad de Snaijer die vaardige handen combineert met een levendige belangstelling in de 
fysica. Altijd tot helpen bereid waren Rob Kemper en Hinco Schoenmakers en de col
lega's van de mechanische werkplaats waar ik meestal te maken had met Wim Brouwer, 
Jan van der Linden, Henk Neerings. of Wim Barsingerhorn. Afdeling E&I herbergt een 
kleurrijk spectrum aan karakters: Hans ter Horst, met zijn soms wel erg hoge mate van 
realiteitszin heeft geholpen met het wel en vooral ook het wee van de detector en de 
bijbehorende electrónica. Zijn adviezen bleken vaak de beste. Idsart Attema wist onze 
defecte hoogspanningsvoedingen altijd weer terug te transformeren in werkende. Henk 
Dekker had niet-aflatende belangstelling in het functioneren van de door hem ontwikkelde 
multiplexer. Marco Konijnenburg heeft mooie software geschreven om ruwe data gladjes 
op het scherm te krijgen. Marco Wijnberg, bestrijder van PC-problemen, was daarnaast 
ook een gezellige vakantiegenoot in Amerika, en kanogenoot op het Twiske. 

Chapter two is a direct result of the hospitality of Tom Slanger and his research 
group in California. Tom gave me the opportunity to obtain a better understanding in 
the relationship between molecular physics and the photochemistry of the atmosphere. 
Richard Copeland is one of the most thorough experimentalists I have ever met, and I 
own good memories of the many discussions we had. It was a pleasure cooperate with 
Eunsook Hwang, who was just as thrilled as me by the idea that any N20 might have 
formed in our cells. Donald Keegan was very pleasant company outside the lab, taking 
care that the dutchman would not be lonely. I felt very much at home at Jim and Lindy 
Peterson's. They are wonderful people and I hope they inform me when they plan to 
visit Holland! 

Buiten het AMOLF heb ik een tijdje experimenten gedaan in Nijmegen. Andre Ep-
pink produceerde daar vele gigabytes aan mooie plaatjes van hoekverdelingen. Zijn ex
perimentele vaardigheid en mijn meer theoretische inslag vulden elkaar goed aan en 
resulteerden in een mooie paper. Altijd enthousiast over het werk was Dave Parker, die 
ik heb leren kennen als een zeer vriendelijke professor. 

Chapter three would not have been half as valuable without the files, figures, expla
nations and suggestions that I received as reply on my numerous e-mail messages sent 
to Canberra, Australia. At the end of the line was Brenton Lewis, whom I would very 
much like to meet in reality. I developed a mental picture of Brenton as being very 
clever, accurate, sympathetic, and also very patient. Brenton, thank you for your help 
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Oxygen and nitrogen are the most abundant molecules that surround us, for
ming the building blocks of Earth's atmosphere. These building blocks requi
re some stability, but, as will be argued in this thesis, infinite stability would 
be undesirable. Different perturbations can lead to the dissociation of these 
diatomic molecules into atomic fragments. Several types of perturbation will 
be encountered in this study on: 

• Photodissociation in the atmosphere 
• Oxygen fragmentation by reactive collisions with nitrogen 
• Photodissociation of oxygen 
• Photo(pre)dissociation of nitrogen 
• Magnetically induced predissociation 
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